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Abstract
The possibility of gaseous emissions from cyclotron sites during the production of 
positron emitters for use in nuclear imaging is a public safety issue, and operators are required 
to measure any such emissions accurately. Despite the fact that stack effluent monitor 
instrumentation has been available for several years, a suitable calibration facility does not exist. 
Traceability to a primary standard is essential if such measurements are to be accurate.
This project focused on the development of a primary standard based on a system 
already established at NPL for the standardisation of (T-emitters such as 85Kr and 133Xe. Previous 
standardisations of J5+-emitters have been carried out using liquid or solid sources. Unlike the 
previously mentioned standardisation methods for positron emitters (which have been carried 
out using liquid or solid sources), a primary standard for positron emitters in gas has been 
developed, which can be used to calibrate the instrumentation used at PET/cyclotron sites. n C 
was chosen as the radionuclide to be standardised. 18F, 150 and 13N could not be used because of 
experimental factors. To provide an active gas sample suitable for counting and to provide a 
comparison with an existing standard based on measurement of a liquid, a method has been 
developed for conversion of sodium bicarbonate to carbon dioxide with subsequent drying and 
trapping of the gas. A sample of n C liberated in this way was measured by internal gas 
proportional counting using a system of three counters.
This document describes the standardisation of n C by gas counting and the comparison 
of the primary standardisation results with an independent measurement of a sample of the 
same sodium bicarbonate solution that was used to generate the active gas. The independent 
measurement was carried out using a secondary standard ion chamber. The experimental 
determination of counting losses in internal gas proportional counting was difficult Some of the 
losses for standardising n C, 13N, 150 18F have been calculated using the PENELOPE Monte Carlo 
Code. The PENELOPE code was selected for the study of the counting losses because it was the 
most suitable code for positron interaction simulation at the time of this work. The correction 
factors calculated with PENELOPE were less than 0.6% for the system of the three counters used 
as the primaiy standard. A transfer instrument for calibration of local instruments at sites of 
positron emitting radionuclides can be carried out based on the primary standard.
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Introduction
The use of Positron Emission Tomography (PET), an imaging modality mainly used in 
oncology and neurology, is rapidly growing. This has resulted in the commissioning of new 
cyclotron facilities for the production of positron-emitting radionuclides. Some of these 
radionuclides are produced in gaseous form. The radioactive gaseous effluents produced from 
the cyclotron sites must be monitored. Less than 3% of the end of synthesis activity is released 
as effluent and hundreds of MBq can be released during a production run. In the case of a system 
failure, the released amount can reach values of the order of 10 GBq. Dispersion models of the 
radioactive effluent have been developed for the estimation of the radiation dose to the public 
from these releases. If the release rate and amount from the stack is known then by applying 
dispersion models the external exposure to the public can be calculated. For internal exposure, 
the main contribution in cases of emergency comes from inhalation and for the case of short­
lived radionuclides releases from PET sites, deposition of radionuclides from the plume to the 
ground and hence ingestion is not considered.
Cyclotron sites are obliged in the UK by the Health Protection Agency (HPA) and in 
accordance with the IRR 99 regulations and RAS 93 to monitor the gaseous effluents. Dedicated 
instrumentation for these sites has been developed in the last few years. Usually, detectors 
measure the effluent either in a by-pass loop or in line to exhaust duct on line. Despite the 
plethora of these instruments, there is no calibration facility for positron emitting radionuclides 
in gas, thus the need for a primary standard for positron emitters in gas.
There are primary standards for positron emitters but none involves the standardisation 
of these in a gaseous form. The development of such a standard will provide the required 
traceability to the different instruments used in the cyclotron sites. Internal gas proportional 
counting has been used for the standardisation of electron emitters and this method is adopted 
to base the primary standard for positron emitters in gas. The system consists of three 
cylindrical proportional counters with identical dimensions apart from their lengths in order to 
subtract out variations in efficiency at the ends of the counters. Because most of the PET 
radionuclides are short lived knowledge of the dead time of the system is of paramount 
importance to decay correct the activity during its measurement. The dead time has been 
determined for the set of the three counters. In addition, because of the annihilation of the 
positrons when interacting with the walls of the counter and the production of almost 511 keV 
photons the counters had to be shielded from each other to avoid any cross-talk. Furthermore,
NaHn C03 had to be converted to a gas to measure it with internal gas proportional system. This 
is an important step. The conversion efficiency of the liquid radioactivity to a gaseous form has 
to be known accurately and the radioactive gas should not contain any traces of moisture and 
chlorine which could cause detrimental effects both in terms of results of the measurement and 
the counters. A procedure for the conversion was developed and applied successfully to the 
standardisation measurements of 11C02 and 14C02.
Although internal gas proportional counting has a high detection efficiency, it is never 
100%. Counting losses come firstly from particles which do not produce any ionisation in the gas 
and do not result in any counts. This correction is more significant for higher energy particles. 
Counting losses also come from those particles which either deposit less energy in the counting 
gas or have an initial energy less than the electronic threshold. Calculation of corrections is veiy 
complicated and difficult. In our case experimental methods to estimate the correction factors 
did not give useful results for several reasons.
To overcome these problems the PENELOPE code was used. The energy deposition 
spectra of the radionuclide, which was assumed to be homogenously distributed in the counting 
gas of the three counters, were obtained with PENELOPE and were used to calculate the 
correction factors. A disadvantage of the method is that the interaction cross sections used in 
PENELOPE, and in any code, for energies less than 200 eV have an uncertainty of at least 20% 
resulting in an uncertainty of approximately 30% in the correction factors. Moreover, the 
corrections are very dependent on the electronic threshold of the amplifiers which changes with 
the counting gas composition and pressure. So for each experiment the threshold had to be 
determined before calculating the corrections. The correction factor for the 14C standardisation 
was less than 0.6% for the three counters and for 14C less than 0.7%. Both results were 
compared to ion chamber measurements of liquid samples from the initial radioactive solution. 
Internal gas proportional counting and ion chamber measurements were in good agreement.
The thesis starts with an introduction in the production of the PET radionuclides and the 
associated airborne radioactivity. It presents the development of the PET imaging modality 
worldwide and the growth in demand of the PET radionuclides. Details on dispersion models of 
the radioactive effluent, dose assessment from radioactive effluent during the production of PET 
radionuclides and regulations imposed are discussed.
Chapter 2 describes the radioactivity standardisation methods developed up to the 
present. Special attention is paid to the standardisation methods for positron einitters and the 
gaseous electron emitters. A first mention of the selection of the primary standardisation 
method for PET nuclides is given at the end of the chapter.
The next chapter gives details of the system that is selected as the cornerstone of the 
primary standard for gaseous positron emitters. Several aspects of it such as dead time and gas 
gain of the counters are studied and results are presented. This chapter also describes the 
PENELOPE simulation code that was used in order to calculate the correction factors for 
counting losses in the system.
Chapter 4 goes through the preparation of a C02 gaseous sample and the measurement 
of n C02 and 14C02 with the internal gas proportional counting system. Ion chamber 
measurements of the two above radionuclides are discussed and their comparison with the 
internal gas proportional counting activity concentration results.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the determination of the correction factors for counting losses 
in internal gas proportional counting for several electron and positron emitting radionuclides. 
Different methods, experimental and theoretical are presented for the correction factors and 
results from the calculation of those are given.
Chapter 6 summarises the salient points in the conclusions and discusses suggestions for 
further work.
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1 Sa m p l i n g  a n d  m o n i t o r i n g  a i r b o r n e  r a d io a c t iv it y  in  
P E T / c y c l o t r o n  s i t e s : T h e  n e e d  f o r a  p r i m a r y  s t a n d a r d
The increasing use of Positron Emitting Tomography (PET) is connected to an increased 
production of the necessary PET radionuclides from cyclotrons and thus the danger of accidental 
radioactive releases to the environment during the production. This chapter discusses the 
current state of PET and cyclotron sites in different countries focusing on the UK and the 
associated radioactive releases during production of PET radionuclides with emphasis laid on 
the dispersion and measurement of the radioactive effluent in the atmosphere and the 
estimation of the dose to the public.
1.1 P o s i t r o n  Em ission T o m o g rap h y  a n d  I t s  c u r r e n t  U se
PET is an imaging modality used in nuclear medicine and involves the administration of 
a radioactively labelled tracer in the patient, usually by injection1. PET radionuclides are mainly 
produced in a cyclotron. The most commonly used PET radionuclides and modes of production 
are shown in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1. Commonly used PET radionuclides and their production2-3.
Description n c 13N iso 18f
End point energy of the 960.5 1198.45 1735.0 633.5
P+ particle (keV)
Mean energy of the fi+ 385.7 493.0 736.7 249.3
particle (keV)
Halflife(min) 20.37 9.967 2.041 109.728
Nuclear reaction 14N(p,ct) 160(p,a) 15N(p,n) 180(p,n)
for production «N(d,n) zoNe(d,oO
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The use of PET is expanding rapidly, with the number of PET installations growing worldwide 
every year. UK had one scanner per 5 million population compared to other five European 
countries that have at least on scanner per 2 million population by the end of 2003.
Table 1-2. PET in Europe (by the end of 2003)4.
Country No. of PET facilities Pop. Served per PET scanner 
(millions)
Belgium 19 0.54
Germany 80 1.02
Austria 7 1.15
Sweden 7 1.27
Denmark 4 1.35
Finland 2 2.6
Spain 14 2.84
Ireland 1 3.8
Netherlands 4 4
Italy 11 5.25
UK 7 8.6
France 4 14.8
Switzerland 2 3.6
Greece 1 10.9
Table 1-3. PET in the U.S.A*.
Year No. of PET facilities
2003 690
2004 1080
2010 1500 (estimated)
In 2003 the population served per PET scanner in the U.S.A.6 was 0.42 million, a much smaller 
percentage than in any European country.
The main suppliers of PET radiopharmaceuticals for the U.K. are Ion Beam Applications 
(IBA), PETNET, GE Healthcare and Erigal7. IBA received approval from the UK authorities in 
2008 to install a new production unit in Guildford. IBA already has a unit installed, at Dinnington 
in 2007, which serves the North of England8. PETNET has two PET radiopharmaceutical 
facilities; at the Mount Vernon Hospital in Nortliwood and on the site of Nottignham City
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Hospital9. Erigal has been operating in Dublin since 2001 and in Keele since 2005. The newest 
unit is at Preston and was commissioned in 2008 and the one under development in South 
London on the Royal Marsden is due to open in 2009. Finally, the Hammersmith Cyclotron Unit, 
the longest serving production site, now belongs to GE Healthcare10.
In the UK, according to the European Association of Nuclear Medicine the number of PET 
scanners in the UK will increase by 8 between 2004 and 2009 leading to an additional increase 
in the use and the number of cyclotrons11.
Table 1-4. Location and number of PET facilities in UK (by the end of 2005): a) Clinical PET, b)
Research PET4.
Site No. of PET facilities
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHST and Kings 2 PET/CT jointly owned and managed
College London. (clinical 75% and research 25%).
Hammersmith Hospitals NHST 1 PET/CT
University College London Hospitals NHST 1 PET/CT
West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHST, Paul
1 PET/CT
Strickland Scanner Centre
The Royal Marsden NHST, (Sutton) 1 PET/CT
The London PET Centre, Lister InHealth,
1 PET/CT
Harley Street
The Alliance Imaging Centre, near Harley
1 PET/CT
Street
University Hospital Birmingham NHST 1 PET/CT
Christie Hospital NHST, ManPET, University
1 PET/CT ( Clinical /Research)
of Manchester
The Royal Surrey County Hospital, Guilford 1 PET/CT mobile - permanently docked
1 PET (private, Alliance )
Mobile scanners provide services across UK. 1 PET (private, Lister Healthcare)
1 PET/CT (private, Alliance)
Grand Total 15
The geographical distribution of cyclotrons is of primary importance if the current increasing 
rate of PET development is to be sustained.
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Table 1-5. Cyclotron facilities in the UK (end of 2008)*.
Location Cyclotrons
CUnical&Research Research
Only
In Development
Mobile 3 1
London 4 1
East - i "
Outside London
North 3 i
South - - 1
Midlands 1
Total 11 2 3
The cyclotron units for the USA by the end of 2005 were 7012. Production and sales of 
PET radiopharmaceuticals is growing very quickly. In 2003, the European radiopharmaceuticals 
market generated revenue of $415.9 million and is expected to increase with an annual growth 
rate of 6.4% in Europe13. 262 cyclotrons were operating by the end of the same year, an increase 
of 7% since 2002*. This increasing demand for PET radionuclides has raised the level of concern 
over possible accidental releases of airborne radioactivity from such facilities.
1.2 E v a lu a t io n  o f  e x t e r n a l  e x p o su re  f ro m  a i r b o r n e  r a d io a c t iv e
MATERIALS CONTAINING PET RADIONUCLIDES: WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT?
As an example of the magnitude of the doses arising from exposure to PET radionuclides, 
a study was conducted in 1985 to evaluate the dose-equivalent rates arising from airborne 
releases of positron-emitting radionuclides in gases14. A phantom was immersed in clouds (of 
various sizes) of the radioactive gases concerned. The results indicated that, for small cloud radii 
(i.e. of the order of a few meters), the main contribution to the Dose Equivalent (DE) rate arises 
from the positrons*. Positrons deliver the majority of the skin dose for cloud radii less than
* This study w as perform ed only for the IAEA m em ber states.
+ According to ICRU Report 51 the dose equivalent rate is the product o f the absorbed dose (in Sv) over a 
given period o f tim e and the Quality Factor for that type o f radiation at the specific point o f interest, over 
that tim e.
betw een 50m  and 200m  (depending on the radionuclide). Internal exposure due to inhalation of 
the radionuclides contributes only a small percentage of the total exposure with the external 
exposure being much more significant.
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cloud radius (cm)
Figure 1-1. Percentage contribution of positrons (skin dose) to the total DE ra tes14.
The dose from positrons cannot be neglected and it is the limiting factor for small cloud 
radii. Consequently, in evaluating the total exposure from airborne PET radionuclides, the 
positrons should be taken into account as well as the photons.
1.3 PET Cyclotron Facilities-the  Release and D ispersion  of A irborne 
Radioactivity
During the production of the radiopharmaceuticals an amount of radioactivity is 
released in the atmosphere. The released radioactivity then travels and disperses in the 
atmosphere.
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1.3.1 Release of A irborne Radioactivity During the Production of PET 
Radiopharmaceuticals
In the production of a PET radiopharmaceutical, a suitable target is irradiated with a 
beam of protons or deuterons with energies of the order of a few MeV creating neutron deficient 
radioisotopes which decay by positron em ission and electron capture. For the acceleration of 
the positive ions cyclotrons are used. These consist of three main parts: the positive ion source, 
an electromagnet and a pair of hollow copper electrodes. After irradiation, the target is 
transferred to a chemistry cell where the radioisotope is collected from the bulk target material, 
any traces of impurities are removed and finally the radioisotope is processed into a suitable 
chemical form and a given activity. System ventilation is effected by ducts which connect the 
cyclotron facility and chemical processing laboratories to the main effluent stack.
cyclotron
37 MBq - 3.7 GBq
’hot" ce lls fo r radiopharm aceutica l 
syn thes is
t 1 I
Environment
Exhaust Duct
Figure 1-2. The effluent system in a cyclotron facility
By the End Of Bombardment (EOB) of the irradiated target, for the case of 18F, activities of 
the order of 15 GBq have been produced, and by the End Of Synthesis (EOS) activities of the 
order of 5 GBq remain15-19. Less than 3% of the EOS activity is released as effluent. Regardless of 
whether or not filter media such as charcoal1617 and HEPA filters18 are in place, hundreds of MBq 
can be released during a production run. For the production of 18F specim en a mean release 
value of 437 MBq19 has been observed. In the case of a system  failure, the released amount can
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reach values of the order of 10 GBq20. Figure 1-3 illustrates the released activity as a function of 
time for a typical cycle of 18F production. The detector response is normalized to the maximum 
recorded released activity.
transfer of radionuclide
solution Hum target to chemical f»a of
the chemical lab pr ocessing synthesis
tune post end of bombardment (mm)
Figure 1-3. Variation of stack release with time for F-18 compounds over tim e19.
Figure 1-3 shows that the airborne radioactivity is released mainly during the chemical 
processing of the radionuclide. In general, when a chemistry step involves radioactivity in the 
liquid phase release to the environment is unlikely. On the other hand when the activity is in the 
gaseous phase the risk of release is higher.
1.3.2 D ispersion of A irborne Released Radioactivity
For assessing air quality, as part of health and safety, it is important to determine the 
potential activity concentration and radiation doses from the source using a dispersion model. 
When material is discharged to the atmosphere it is dispersed by turbulent diffusion. In the 
horizontal direction the dispersion is unlimited and is affected by meteorological conditions and 
the morphology of the ground. When no wind is present, the plume rises vertically and its 
diameter increases. In the vertical direction, dispersion proceeds until the turbulent boundary 
layer is uniformly filled21. This depth can be some tens to hundreds of meters deep at night and 
from hundreds to one or two thousand meters deep during the day due to temperature 
differences. In the case of accidental releases the direction of the plume is irrelevant because it is
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the dose to the people irradiated that is of concern. The Health Protection Agency (HPA) 
considers two groups of people in the case of accidental releases; those living close to the source 
(i.e. within 100 km) and those living at greater distances. The discussion will focus on 
dispersions in urban areas over short ranges.
1.3.2.1 The HPA (NRPB) DISPERSION MODEL
The dispersion model adopted from the Working Group under the auspices of HPA is a 
Gaussian plume model and it is applicable to discharges from a source that is in a position not 
much affected by turbulence from nearby buildings22. In this model, the horizontal distribution 
is Gaussian for a short release and uniform across a sector of angle a for a continuous release; 
the vertical distribution is Gaussian. The concentration in air, C, is then given by:
Q is the release rate Bq/s,
uio the wind speed at 10m above the ground (m /s), 
x,y,z are the rectilinear coordinates, 
h the effective release height,
<jz, cry, are the standard deviations of the vertical and horizontal Gaussian distribution (m) 
(dispersion coefficients),
A the depth of the mixing layer (m),
and f is the frequency distribution function.
C(x, y , z )  =  — exp
27T<yya  ZU\Q
Eq. 1-1
where:
The effective release height h of the source is a function of stability, wind speed and effluent 
properties.
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Figure 1-4. A point source located at (0,0,h) in a wind-orientated coordinate system.
The activity concentration at ground level is thus determined by the height of the stack 
mouth and by the additional height of the plume arising from vertical dispersion above the stack, 
which is symbolised as H. Thus, for surface level concentrations, which are of more interest23:
C(x,y,0) = Q -exp(- H
2<j  , 2<t
Eq. 1-2
Every radionuclide production site has to meet certain limits daily and annualy; the 
maximum permissible radioactive concentration at the exit of the stack and the annual dose 
limits to the population.
©MAXIMUM tCMUUSIAMJ CONCENTRATION (M K )  UMITS MUST BC MCT AT TH t STACK TOP
® ANNUAL DOSAGE U M iT l (ADO MUST BE MET AT DOWNSTREAM LOCATIONS
OUTDOOR 
AIR INTAKES
Figure 1-5. Exhaust from a cyclotron production site and dispersion24.
The design problem for every site that releases air waste to the environment is to have the H 
height at an optimum value in order to keep the concentrations to the ground at acceptable 
levels. Although the velocity of the plume at the exit of the stack mouth does not influence much 
the final height of the plume, it plays a significant role to the concentration C.
1 .3 .2 .2  Limitations of the dispersion models
Dispersion models play an important role in the estimation of radiation dose. But there are 
limitations in such models that contribute to uncertainties25. These uncertainties are categorized 
into two types:
1. Uncertainties due to characterisation of observed dispersion situations (first type).
2. Uncertainties due to year-to-year variability in the climatology of a given location 
(second type).
For future predictions the uncertainties due to year-to-year variability, are more important than 
the first type uncertainties. On the other hand, to estimate the consequences of repeated 
exposure over many time periods in the future, the first type of uncertainty is more important. 
In both cases though, these uncertainties decrease as the distance from the source increases.
1 .3 .2 .3  Influence of meteorological conditions
As already mentioned, another factor which influences the dispersion except the wind 
and the height of the stack is the presence of clouds and the time of the release. The dispersion 
coefficients are categorized in nine classes depending on the wind speed and the time of the 
release.
Table 1-6. Dispersion classes23.
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Surface wind speed w (m /s)
Insolation/Cloud cover <2.0 3>wS2 5>w&3 6>wS5 w&6
Day Strong insolation A A-B B C C
Moderate insolation A-B B B-C C-D D
Slight insolation B C C D D
Day or night Overcast D D D D D
Night Thin overcast or >0.5 cloud - E D D D
£ 0.4 cloud cover - F E D D
Under neutral conditions, net radiation, the dispersion is classified as D independently of the 
wind speed. During the night, when temperature inversion occurs the dispersion is poor (E-F).
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Class A represents strong dispersion and occurs only during daytime. As an example for strong 
insolation and low wind speed the vertical dispersion at 200m from the source is 30m and the 
lateral one is 50m. For a cloudy and rainy day the vertical and lateral dispersion at 200m from 
the source change to 5m and 8m respectively.
1 .3 .2 .4  Accidental releases
In the case of accidental releases, quantitative predictions are needed in real time to 
estimate the length, the period and the effect of the release to humans and animals in order to 
decide on emergency plans. There are two kinds of such situations. In the first, the release is of 
known strength and at a known location and the effects are investigated. In the second, the exact 
release location is not known and by knowing and studying the effects to the environment and 
humans it can be located. The predictions for the first case can be performed in minutes whereas 
the second is more time consuming. For this purpose different flow models have been 
developed. The choice of the model depends on the amount of accuracy required for each 
occasion, the available time and the accuracy and availability of the input data26.
The dispersion near the source depends on the local air flow and the nature of the 
source. Close to the source the dispersion comes from the air motion related to the release 
process but its influence is decreased as the distance from the source is increased and 
atmospheric dispersion prevails. When the plume is released above the buildings then the cloud 
travels parallel above the buildings by the wind26. As the cloud diffuses downwards, it enters 
large streets and the source is transported along these streets.
1 .3 .2 .5  DEPOSITION OF RADIOACTIVITY AND INFLUENCE OF ITS CHEMICAL FORM
After radioactivity is dispersed in air, it reaches the terrestrial environment due to dry 
and wet deposition on soil and vegetation. The dry deposition is quantified by the deposition 
velocity vg Cm/s) which has a minimum for particle diameters from 0.1pm to 1pm. For diameters 
larger than 1pm gravitational settling becomes important. The deposition thus depends on the 
particle size spectrum. Filtered releases depend on the filter in use. Nevertheless, the size 
spectrum for increasing distances from the release point approaches the natural aerosol (0.1 to
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lpm) and the deposition velocity decreases. Examples of deposition velocities are shown in the 
following table.
Table 1-7. Typical estim ates for deposition velocities on grass27.
Gaseous radionuclides can be either reactive or non-reactive. The latter ones, which are 
mainly the noble gases eg. Kr and Xe, do not interact with other substances and their deposition 
is negligible. The opposite happens for reactive gases, such us C02 and S02.
1.3 .2 .6  ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DOSE
The external exposure due to radionuclides in the plume can be assessed from either 
direct radiation measurements or from measurements of the airborne radionuclides 
concentrations. Difficulties arise from the fact that the radiologically significant radionuclides 
should be sampled and that the calculation of the distance from the point of the measurement to 
the plume axis is as representative as possible in order to extrapolate the monitoring results to 
the most exposed population28. But if the release rate and amount from the stack is known then 
by applying dispersion models the external exposure to the public can be calculated. For internal 
exposure, the main contribution in cases of emergency comes from inhalation. For the case of 
short-lived radionuclides releases from PET sites, deposition of radionuclides from the plume to 
the ground and hence ingestion is not considered. For the case of a conical dispersion from a 
hospital chimney with a diameter equal to 0.4 d, where d is the distance between the chimney 
and the measuring point, we have29:
Chemical Form Deposition velocity (m /s)
Particles, O .l-lpm  
Elemental Iodine 
Methyl iodide 0.0001
0.001
0.01
Dy = 0.0087 • Eq.
1-3
Eq. 1-4
where:
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Dv = Effective dose due to external radiation (Sv),
Dint = Effective dose due to internal radiation (Sv),
A0 = Total exhausted activity(MBq),
T = Gamma factor(mGy*m2)*(MBq*h)-1, 
v = wind speed (m/s), 
d = distance from the origin of release,
V = 0.0419d3 (m3) (conical dispersion volume at a distance d),
R = (1.2 m3 h-1)*duration of the event (air volume inhaled at the time of the event(h)), 
h(g)ma= Sv Bq-1 (dose factor for inhalation).
The model discussed above calculates the effective dose to individuals assuming that the wind 
direction does not change during the release time. For indication, the annual dose limits are 
shown below.
Table 1-8. Annual Dose lim its30.
Class Effective dose Equivalent dose (mSv)
(mSv)
Lens of the Skin Forearms, feet,
eye ankles
Employees of 18 years of age or 20 150 500 500
above
Trainees aged under 18 years old 6 50 150 150
Other persons 1 15 50 50
1.3.3 Radioactivity Limits for P E T /cyclotron Facilities
The released airborne radioactivity limits from PET/cyclotron facilities depend on local 
regulatory authorities. Site location, production demand and purpose of use are some of the 
parameters taken into account when setting these limits. In UK, releases of ionising radiation 
have to be notified to the Health and Safety Executive when certain limits set by RSA 93 and 
IRR99 have been exceeded. IRR 99 regulations are designed to ensure that exposure to ionising 
radiation arising from work activities is kept as low as reasonably practicable and does not
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exceed specific dose limits for individuals. On the other hand, RSA 93 regulations are concerned 
with the control over the security of radioactive materials and in ensuring that any appropriate 
and justified accumulation and disposal of radioactive waste occurs with minimum impact on 
the general public and the environment. The following table shows the limits for notification of 
occurrences for PET radionuclides.
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Table 1-9. Ionising Radiation Regulations: Quantities for notification30.
Radionuclides
Concentration
for
notification. 
Regulation 6 
and Schedule
1 (Bq/g)
Quantity for 
notification. 
Regulation 6 
and 
Schedule 1 
(Bq)
Quantity for 
notification 
of
occurrences. 
Regulation 
30(1) (Bq)
Quantity for 
notification 
of
occurrences. 
Regulation 
30(3) (Bq)
Carbon “ C 10 106 1013 107
n CO 10 10° 10*2 1Q10
^COz 10 10° 1012 1Q10
Nitrogen 13N 102 10° 109 -
Oxygen 150 102 109 1010 -
Fluorine 18p 10 106 1013 107
The quantities for notification of occurrences refer to any release or spillage of a 
radioactive substance which exceeds the quantity specified by IRR99/30(1). On the other hand, 
IRR99/30(3) refers to any loss or theft of a radioactive material which is in excess of the 
quantities specified by that regulation. In addition, the quantities for notification are imposed by 
the Ionising Radiation Regulations 1999(6)-'Notification of Specified Work'. According to this 
regulation, 28 days notice should be given to the Health and Safety Executive before 
commencing the work with ionising radiation when radioactivity concentration or quantity 
exceeding the values shown in Table 1-9.
1.4 S am pling  A irb o rn e  R a d io a c t iv i ty
To comply with regulations, releases of airborne radioactivity have to be monitored and 
measured accurately, but for these measurements to be valid the sampling procedure has to be
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such that the samples taken are truly representative of the stack effluent. Measurement methods 
for radioactivity are also very important but they are of little use if the sampling procedure 
results in an overestimate or underestimate of the actual released radioactivity. The sampling 
strategy depends on the tasks, the types of release, the radionuclides and the expected 
exposures from the release. . In order to correctly quantify the exposure of workers and the 
general public to any released airborne radioactive materials certain sampling problems must 
be taken into consideration.
Firstly, the samples to be measured must be representative with respect to spatial 
location and composition31. The ideal arrangement to achieve the best representation of the 
spatial location would involve the positioning of the sampling points closely to the breathing 
pathways of a person (i.e. the mouth and the nose). But, because this is impractical, fixed located 
sampling points as close as possible to the breathing zone, are preferable. In the case of ducts 
and stacks, the number, placement and geometrical configuration of the probes are of great 
importance. There are two main points:
1. Delivery lines between sampling and measuring points should be avoided. 
Instead, a measuring probe positioned in the air stream is preferred.
2. To ensure that flow is fully developed and that near-isokinetic sampling for 
particles larger than 2 to 5 pm is achieved and mixing is complete, the distance 
between a transition point and the sampling point should be more than five duct 
diameters or at least five times the major dimension for rectangular ducts.
In addition to physical properties, chemical properties influence the choice of sampling 
method. In the presence of chemically reactive radionuclides special materials have to be used 
for the ducts and the sampling lines. In addition, these materials should be free of dust and 
grease to minimise any deposition of the radioactive materials on their surfaces because of 
corrosion properties of some radioactive gases.
Another very important parameter that should be taken into consideration is particle 
losses in sampling lines. These losses are greatest for particles smaller than 0.01 pm in diameter 
because of the high diffusion rate and larger than 1 pm in diameter because of gravity settling on 
the walls. The following are general guidelines for the configuration of sampling lines32:
a. Vertical conduit lines are preferred to horizontal ones.
b. Bends, elbows and any narrow restrictions should be avoided.
c. Short length and large diameter conduits should be used.
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d. Sampling lines should be made of metal. If not, then the inner surfaces of the 
lines should be coated with antistatic agents.
1.5 M e th o d s  f o r  M e a su r in g  A irb o rn e  R a d io a c tiv i ty  com ing f ro m  
P o s i t r o n  E m itt in g  R a d io n u c lid e s  in  G aseous E f f lu e n ts .
Positron emitting gases in ducts and stacks can be detected by:
1. detecting the positrons themselves, or
2. detecting the 511keV photons arising from the annihilation of the positrons.
Usually, the second method relies on scintillation detectors whereas the first makes use of gas 
counters. As already mentioned, the measurement can take place either in real time (using 
bypass loops where preferred) or by taking samples for subsequent measurement in a 
laboratory.
[Methods]
Kind of Place of
particle measurement
annihilation position d J  W a n e *
photons
bypass 5 no bypass
loop loop
Figure 1-6. Methods for measuring positron-emitting gases in gaseous effluents.
One of the earliest methods involved trapping the radioactivity in charcoal filters and 
using Nal(Tl) scintillators to detect the annihilation photons. Effluent containing n C can also be 
trapped in solid adsorbents such as a soda lime bed. Soda lime traps are a mixture of calcium 
and sodium hydroxides in granular form33. This method has been found to be inadequate for
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d etectin g  sudden  bursts o f released  radioactivity sin ce the tim e o f passage through the 
adsorbers should  be long enough to ensure effective adsorption. This m akes it difficult to 
d eterm in e the exact tim e o f the b u r st
Gamma scintillation  probes (w hich d etect the annihilation photons) can be introduced  
into the air stream  w ith  special adaptors to enab le the u ser to attach them  to the duct wall. This 
m ethod m onitors the activity continuously.
Scintillation d etectors can a lso  be p osition ed  in such a w ay as to cover the duct, m aking  
bypass loop s unnecessary. The annihilation o f p ositron s takes place on the w alls o f the duct, 
w hich is norm ally around 2-3 mm thick and m ade o f alum inium . The annih ilation  p hotons are 
then  d etected  by a se t o f scintillation  detectors p laced around the duct.
Scintillation detectors
Figure 1-7. The annihilation of positrons in the walls of a duct34.
The sam e principles as th ose used  in PET scanners can be applied and thus the detectors  
can be u sed  in coincidence m ode to low er the background. The scintillation  d etectors are m ost 
often p lastic scintillators. T hese types o f m aterial are relatively in exp en sive but have a low er  
d en sity  than BGO and Nal(Tl), b ein g approxim ately 1.03 g /c m 35.
Other cyclotron sites use bypass loop s and scintillation  counters. The radioactive  
effluent is d iverted  from the stack air stream , via sta in less stee l tubing, to a sh ield ed  NaI(Tl) 
d etector arrangem ent. Inside the d etection  assem bly, Teflon tubing transfers the radioactive  
effluent. The tube, w hich  is tw isted  in a spiral shape, is positioned  in a bed o f silicon  glue and  
san dw iched  b etw een  alum inium  foils o f a th ickn ess adequate for all the positron s to be 
annihilated. The em ission s from the alum inium  sandw ich  are v iew ed  by a Nal(Tl) d etector36-37.
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stopcocks
Figure 1-8. Positron monitoring in the Australian National Medical Cyclotron36.
To enable m easu rem ent to take place, the effluent is trapped w ith in  the system  w ith  tw o  
stopcocks and after the m easu rem ent is re leased  back to the duct air stream .
Scintillators can also be u sed  to d etect positrons. A thin layer o f scintillator, coupled to a 
PMT, absorbs only the p ositrons w h ereas it is a lm ost transparent to the annihilation photons. A 
bypass loop introduces the radioactive effluent into a closed  system  housing the detector, and 
the effluent is then  released  back to the duct. The signal is analysed and the am ount o f released  
activity is recorded  in real tim e.
W hereas scintillators can be u sed  n ot on ly for annihilation photons but also for positron  
detection , gas counters are only u sed  for positron  d etection . Based on an idea developed  in 
1 9 8 7  for m easuring U C in exhaled  air in nuclear m edicine applications38 a m ulti-anode  
proportional counter (PC) w as d eveloped  for m onitoring airborne positron  em itting gases39. The 
gas proportional counter is m ade up o f tw o  concentric cylindrical cathodes w ith  anode w ires  
b etw een  them . The volum e b etw een  the cathodes is filled w ith  P-10 gas (90% A, 10%  CH4). The 
volu m e w ithin  the inner cathode, around 1 5 0 0 cm 3 is u sed  as a sam pling volum e. The active gas 
is draw n into the volum e using a fan. The positron s p en etrate the w alls o f the inner cathode and 
ion ize the counting gas, creating a pulse. The detection  lim it for n C is l lO  k B q /m 3 and the 
efficiency o f the m onitor for 511  keV photons is le ss  than 0.5%.
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Figure 1-9. Multiwire proportional counters for measuring positron-emitting gases39.
An alternative is to n ot introduce the effluent into the m easuring system  but to instead  
m ake part o f the duct v isib le to the proportional counter40. The m onitor is equ ipped  w ith  a very  
thin w in dow . The positrons p en etrate the w in d ow  and interact w ith the counting gas w ith  high 
efficiency, in contrast to the photons, w hich  are d etected  w ith  efficiency low er than 1%. The 
d etection  lim it o f the m onitor is low er than that o f the m ultiw ire proportional counters 
d iscu ssed  previously; it can be le ss  than lk B q  n r3.
Gas counters can be introduced in the air stream  o f the duct in the sam e w ay as 
scintillation  detectors. In order to avoid any bypass loops, ion isation  cham bers are inserted  
in side the stack  and are exp osed  to the radioactive air stream 41.
1.6  D iscussion
If the d ose a ssessm en t m odel d iscu ssed  in 1.3.2.5 is used, the d ose to the near 
population  g ives for a d istance o f 150  m from  the release point w ith  a production  o f 18F and UC 
is calculated to 10 p S v /y  m uch higher than the annual d ose lim its (Table 1-8). So although  
som eon e m ay exp ect that b ecau se m ost o f the PET radionuclides are short-lived  the danger of 
exp osu re w ould  be insignificant, th eories have proved that d oses from  the re leases of th ese  
radionuclides are im portant and should  be taken into consideration.
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There are numerous instruments for measuring the radioactive effluents produced in 
recent years but share the lack of a primary calibration facility. The increasing demands of HPA 
for traceable measurements of the radioactive effluents make the need of a primary standard for 
positron emitters in gas imperative. The primary standard should be a system with high 
detection efficiency to a gaseous positron emitting radionuclide.
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2 S t a n d a r d i s a t i o n  o f  R a d i o n u c l i d e s
This chapter discusses the existing radioactivity standardisation methods for different 
radionuclides. This is important in order to decide either to select a previously developed 
standardisation method for PET radionuclides, and if need be adapt it to the radionuclides of 
interest or develop a new one.
2 .1  H istorical R ev iew : W hat is standardisation?
The general public, academics and organisations involved in stadardisation highly 
appreciate the benefits of standards42. There are economic and social impacts arising from the 
adoption of standards: market creation and access, interoperability, quality, public and 
individual safety, health and environmental protection43. Each standard functions in a different 
way44. For example, terminology standards are essential for communication whereas 
measurement and testing standards are required for product development. Interface standards 
allow the interoperability between components saving thus in adaptation costs. The 
compatibility and quality standards help the transition of pilot products into mass markets.
The development of a primary standard for positron emitters in gas falls in the category 
of measurement and testing standards. A radioactivity standard can either be a measuring 
system which serves as a reference or a reference material45. A primary standard is a standard 
which does not have to be calibrated against any other standard of the same quantity and has 
the highest metrological qualities. On the other hand, a secondary standard has to be calibrated 
against a primary standard and is used more frequently than the primary standard for routine 
calibrations.
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2 . 2  M e t h o d s  o f  s t a n d a r d i s a t i o n
Each radionuclide has different properties such as energy, half-life and mode of decay. 
These properties determine the method which is used for its standardisation. There are four 
essential methods that are used for primary standardisation: (1) the coincidence methods, (2) 
the Triple to Double Coincidence Ratio, (3) the CIEMAT/NIST method and (4) the use of 
counters of known geometry. The CIEMAT/NIST method took its name from the two 
laboratories which developed this method, the Spanish Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas, 
Medioambientales y Tecnologicas and the American National Institute of Standards and 
Technology. Calorimetric methods are based on the determination of the rate of heat produced 
by absorption of the energy emitted from the decay of radionuclide, but are not in use 
anymore46.
The f}-y coincidence method is used for any radionuclides that decay through 
simultaneously dissimilar radiations and may involve different (3-branches with different 
intensities followed by y- transitions. In the simplest case of a (3--y emitter the decay scheme is:
ground Hate
excited tsiiaie
ground siaie
Figure 2-1. (3-y decay scheme
For a point source, and using a (3-detector insensitive to gammas and a detector for the gammas, 
the counting rates of the beta, gamma and coincidence channels are respectively47:
Np -  N o £p
N v =  N o  £y
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Nc = No £p £Y Eq. 2-1
Where Np, N Y, N c and N o are the observed (3, y, coincidence counting rates and absolute 
disintegration rate of the source respectively and £p ,ey are the efficiencies of the beta and 
gamma detector respectively. The disintegration rate is calculated from Eq.2-1 as:
No = NpNy/N c Eq. 2-2
In the ideal case, the absolute activity is determined without any knowledge of 
efficiencies. When accuracies of better than 1% are needed, then further phenomena must be 
considered. Correction factors must be applied because:
<&■ In practice the sources cannot be considered as points but are extended and have non- 
uniform distribution. This is mainly taken into account for beta detectors rather than for 
gamma detectors because gamma rays are less affected by self-absorption and scattering 
phenomena compared to electrons and positrons.
The detectors do not respond only to one kind of radiation. The sensitivity of the y- 
detector to (3 particles is minimized by the introduction of a low Z-absorber that absorbs 
the beta particles keeping the bremsstrahlung yield low. The sensitivity of (3-detectors to 
gamma-rays is always more important since Compton electrons can be produced from 
the gammas in the vicinity of the (3-detector and reach its volume. Very thin plastic 
scintillators or gas proportional counters have lowy-efficiency and are more suitable for 
the detection of (3 particles. Several methods exist for this correction. One of them uses 
an absorber of adequate thickness which is placed in front of the (3-detector. All the 13- 
parti cles are thus stopped and the counting rates of the coincidence channel and the (3- 
channel are subtracted from their corresponding rates without absorber. Internal 
conversion electrons increase the (3-channel counting rate and the y-sensitivity of the (3- 
detector.
$ Accidental-coincidence corrections must be included in the final result. The coincidence 
channel counts accidental coincidences in the cases where the resolving time of the 
system is larger than the lifetime of the intermediate state48.
However, for complex decay schemes the disintegration rate N o can be extracted from Eq.2-2 
only if the efficiency of the (3-detector is equal to unity for all the (3-branches. In the rest of the 
cases, N o is extracted from a relation between the ratio N C/ N Y and N p49:
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Np = No F 
and
KN r ,
Eq. 2-3
Np —>• No as
KN r ;
• 1.
Where F is called the efficiency function and depends on the decay scheme parameters. In the 
4np-y coincidence method, F is determined experimentally by varying the (3-detector efficiency 
and extrapolating this function to N c/ N y =1 to find No; this is known as the efficiency 
extrapolation method50. With considerable effort an accuracy of 1% or less is achievable. For 
the (3 detector a proportional counter or liquid scintillator can be used whereas for the gamma- 
rays organic and inorganic scintillators are used.
A different version of this method is the 4np-y anti-coincidence counting method which 
can be used for complex (3-y decay schemes in combination with the 4tt(3-y counting method. In 
this method the (3 counts which are not accompanied by any coincident y pulses are also 
recorded in addition to the coincidence spectrum51. The (3 and coincidence count rates are 
calculated by simple integration at any channel number of the spectrum. The main benefits are 
that this method is an order of magnitude faster than the conventional 4ti(3-y coincidence 
method in estimating N0 to any given statistical accuracy.
Another coincidence method applied especially to thick and extended sources is y-y 
coincidence counting. In the case of positron emitting radionuclides, the positrons are 
annihilated in the absorbers between the detectors. These are positioned in a non-linear 
configuration, at an angle smaller than 180 degrees to avoid accidental coincidences between 
the annihilation quanta.
A more recently developed coincidence method, first reported in the early 1980s and 
introduced to most of the laboratories in the beginning of 1990s is the Triple to Double 
Coincidence Ratio (TDCR). It is used mainly for pure (3 emitters but can also be applied to other 
decay modes such as electron capture52. The liquid scintillation vial, containing the radionuclide 
under measurement, is viewed by three phototubes 120° apart. Three double coincidence rates 
N a and one triple rate N t are recorded at the same time. But, because N d = N 0£2a n d  N t= N o £ 3, where 
£2 and £3 are the efficiencies for double and triple detection, we have:
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where R denotes the measured ratio of the triple to double coincidence rates. The efficiencies 
are calculated theoretically for pure beta emitters and are a function of the figure of merit P, 
which is the number of electrons deposited at the first dynode per keV deposited in the 
scintillator53.
for k=2 or 3 for double and triple coincidence respectively.
N(E) is the energy decay spectrum of the source, F(E) is the relative scintillation efficiency. 
From Eq.2-5 the value of R is determined and thus the efficiencies. The disintegration rate of the 
source No is:
The activity derived with this method is independent of quenching effects since these 
phenomena are included in the P value. Any impurities would result in a higher P value and 
hence in higher efficiency giving a lower measured activity since the fractional increase in 
efficiency is higher than that of the count rate.
An additional method for determination of the absolute disintegration rate of a 
radionuclide is the CIEMAT/NIST method and is based on liquid scintillation counting. The 
absolute activity of the sample is determined by dividing the count rate by the efficiency of the 
system, using two PMTs in coincidence to avoid the thermal noise generated at the 
photocathodes. The main issue is how to determine the counting efficiency54. The figure of merit 
and a quenching indicating parameter (QIP) are required for the calculation of the efficiency. As 
an example, a QIP is the external Source Channels Ratio (ESCR). ESCR is calculated by calculating 
the number of counts in two different energy windows and then taking their ratio in the 
Compton spectrum produced by exposing the sample to an externally placed y-ray source. 
Their relation is experimentally obtained using a traceable standard. The most common is 
tritium since its low decay energy permits easy observation of quenching effects and lower 
uncertainties in the efficiency curve compared with more energetic radionuclides55-56.
The standard and the unknown sources are prepared and measured in the same kind of 
liquid scintillation cocktail and counter. The counting efficiency e is obtained for each value of P 
by integration using the formula below56.
=  i f  N(E)[1 -  exp ( -P F (E )E ) ]kdE Eq. 2-5
Eq. 2-7
2-
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Where Emaxis the maximum energy of the beta-particle, X(E) the total correction for energy 
losses and N(E) the energy spectrum of the (3-particle source.
When the counting efficiency versus P is known for the two radionuclides and thus the 
ratio of the efficiencies, then the efficiency of the unknown can be calculated from the efficiency 
of the standard56.
1st Step 2nd Step 3rd step 4th step
•Theoretical 
calculation of 
P vs. £
(radionuclide 
and standard)
• Experimental 
determination 
of e vs Q.IP 
(standard)
•Theoretical 
determination 
of P vs QIP 
(standard)
•Theoretical 
determinatio 
of s from step 
1
(radionuclide)
Figure 2-2. CIEMAT/NIST method
The method is mainly used for pure beta emitters but it also can be used for pure gamma 
emitters. This method can be applied for beta-gamma emitters and electron capture (EC) with 
accompanying gamma radiation as long as the half-lives of the levels of the radionuclide are not 
comparable to the dead time or the coincidence resolving time(around 20ns). For pure electron 
capture (EC) radionuclides it is not favourable due to higher uncertainties involved in the 
calculation of the nuclide efficiency57.
The method of 'known geometry' or 'defined solid angle counting' involves 
measurements of particles emitted at a known solid angle and a known distance55. Corrections 
for scattering, dead time losses, absorption and many other factors must be applied. A version of 
the known geometry method involves the source being surrounded entirely by the counter or 
being mixed with the counting gas. This is applicable mainly to low energy beta counting using 
proportional counters.
2 .2 .1  St a n d a r d is a t io n  o f  p o s it r o n  e m it t e r s
The most suitable of the absolute methods for radionuclides decaying via positron 
emission accompanied by only one gamma ray is y-y coincidence counting, but 4n|3 liquid 
scintillation counting(LSC) using the CIEMAT/NIST method and ionisation chamber counting 
have also been reported59.
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The 3-y and 4-n(3-y coincidence methods are applicable to positron emitters. The most 
important example of the application of this method is in the standardisation of n C60. The source 
was produced by dispensing weighed aliquots of solution onto films. A proportional counter was 
used to count the positrons and the y- detector was a Nal(Tl) crystal. To vary the efficiency, Al 
foils were used to surround the source. The same method has also been applied to 68Ge/68Ga61, 
18F59 and i24I62.
The CIEMAT/NIST method, also used for the standardization of (3- emitters, has been 
applied to |3+ emitters63. 62Cu has been standardised using this method.62Cu has a 9.7 min half-life 
and decays mainly by positron emission (97.6%) with a mean positron energy 1.315 MeV64.
2.2.2 S t a n d a r d i s a t i o n  o f  g a s e o u s  b- e m i t t e r s
There are two kinds of j3-emitting compounds measured as gases; those which are 
already gases like 85Kr and those which are transformed chemically to the gaseous state, such as 
tritiated water (!H3HO) to tritiated gas OH3!!), and 14C. The best known method for 
standardising these is by internal gas counting with proportional counters using the length 
compensating method which is described below. The radioactivity is measured internally 
resulting in high efficiency. The geometry is fixed. The main principles of the method are given 
below65-66.
Typically, three proportional counters are used with the same characteristics, except their 
lengts, so that end effects can be assessed*. The radioactive gas is introduced into a closed loop 
containing the counters in a fixed volume Vs and is then mixed with the counting gas. 
Measurements are taken of the count rates from each of the counters, and the differences 
between the rates observed for each of the counters (long-medium and medium-short in the 
case of three counters) divided by the difference in their volumes are calculated.
* STP: Standard conditions for tem perature and pressure (T=273.15 K, p = l atm).
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2.3 D iscussion
Although primary standardisation methods for positron emitting radionuclides exist, 
these do not involve gaseous radioactivity. This is an essential requirement for the 
standardisation of PET radionuclides since these are in a gaseous form in the gas effluent 
discharge from the cyclotron site. On the other hand, there is already a standardisation method 
for electron emitters in gas which is also available at NPL. The system has a low sensitivity to 
gamma radiation and high detection efficiency for beta emitters, close to 100%67. So the internal 
gas proportional counting system was selected as the cornerstone for the development of 
gaseous positron emitting radionuclides and the necessary adjustments are discussed in chapter
3.
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3 E x p e r i m e n t a l  a n d  T h e o r e t i c a l  M e t h o d s
Experimental and computational techniques were both used to determine the response of the 
counters to positron emitting radionuclides. n C was counted using a system of three 
proportional counters. More details of the system and Its characteristics are given in the 
following paragraphs. For the theoretical part of this work, the PENELOPE Monte Carlo code 
proved essential in exploring the efficiency of the counters and several aspects of the counting 
system such as cross-talk of the counters and backscattering effects.
3.1 E x p e r im e n ta l  M e th o d s
A system of gas flow proportional counters, already established at the National Physical 
Laboratory (NPL) for the standardization of (T emitting gases, is used as the basis of the primary 
standard68. An introduction to the main features of the proportional counters is given in the 
following section.
3 . 1 . 1  P r i n c i p l e s  o f  P r o p o r t i o n a l  c o u n t e r s ' O p e r a t i o n
The detectors most often used to measure radioactive gases are gas-filled counters. 
Although they possess different characteristics of operation, all types of gas-filled counters 
operate by detecting ions produced by the passage of radiation through them.
3 . 1 . 1 . 1  M o d e s  o f  Ga s  C o u n t e r s  O p e r a t i o n
Figure 3-1 shows the different modes of a gas counter's operation. The primary ionisation for b 
and c are 10 and 104 times that of a respectively.
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Figure 3-1. Pulse heights of gas counters with different initial conditions and lengths69.
For a voltage lower than Vi few electrons manage to reach the anode electrode to give a 
signal because of recombination. When the voltage is larger than Vi, saturation is reached and all 
the ions are collected. This is the ionisation chamber region. At higher voltages, the formation of 
avalanches begins. This is the region of the proportional counter (between V3and V3).The higher 
the initial ionisation, the more the collected electrons, giving a higher amplitude pulse; thus, the 
pulse is proportional to the initial ionisation. Above V3 the formation of positive space charge 
reduces the electric field and inhibits the formation of avalanches, until V4. This is the region of 
limited proportionality and the number of collected electrons is proportional to V-V4 rather than 
to V. Above V4 the charge is determined by the positive ion space charge and the pulse height is 
the same for different numbers of initial electrons for the same length of counter. The positive 
space charge produced in the counter decreases the electric field near the anode, inhibiting new 
primary ionisation effects from taking place and terminating the avalanche process. This region 
defined between V4 and Vs is the Geiger-Mtiller region. Above that is the continuous discharge. 
Curves (a), (b) and (c) are joined to (d) and the curve (e) represents a counter with 10 times 
the length of the initial one represented by the d curve. The amount of charge collected is 
proportional to the length of the counter.
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In the proportional region, the higher the anode voltage, the higher the energy gain of 
the electrons produced by the interaction of the radiation with the gas. This increases the 
probability that the ions will gain enough energy to ionise atoms. Primary ionisation refers to 
the ionisation produced directly from the incident particle. Electrons moving towards the anode 
may cause ionisation by collision and generate an avalanche, called a Townsend avalanche.
Figure 3-2. Townsend avalanche in a cylindrical proportional counter70.
The final charge in the Townsend avalanche (and thus the subsequent output signal) is 
proportional to the primary ionisation. The parameter a, the first Townsend coefficient, is 
defined as the mean number of ion pairs formed per unit length of the path of the incident 
particle measured along the electric field69. The gas amplification A between two points, xi and 
X2, is also used and is defined as:
*2
A = exp( J (Xdx) Eq. 3-1
jti
Amplification in proportional counters takes place within a few mean free paths of the 
anode71. The radius at which gas amplification starts is approximately given by:
where rstanand rc are the distance from the anode wire that the amplification starts and the 
cathode radius respectively.
The voltage V applied to the counter must have the correct value to ensure saturation of 
ion collection; all the electrons should drift from all parts of the counter and reach the anode.
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The electric field E at a distance r from the anode wire for a coaxial proportional counter with 
anode and cathode radii ra and rc respectively is given by:
E=------------------------------------------------------------------------  Eq. 3-3
r ln(rc I ra) q
For a counter with ra =0.038 cm, rc =2.65 cm and V=2600 Volts and using the program Garfield 
the contour of V is plotted in Figure 3-372.
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Figure 3-3. Field characteristics (contours of V) of a gas proportional counter with cathode radius 
2.65cm, anode radius 0.0038cm (along the z-axis) and length 28.5 cm.
As the positive ions, produced during the avalanche, reach the metal surface they 
become neutralized by the extraction of an electron. The energy liberated from this reaction is
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W-I, where I is the work function of the surface™ and W the ionisation potential of the molecule. 
For complex molecules, if the dissociation energy is lower than that of the energy liberated then 
the molecule is mainly predissociatedv rather than de-excited through photon-emission. 
However, for simpler molecules such as diatomic or monoatomic this procedure is not likely. 
The energy W-I is spent either in photon emission or inelastic collisions with the cathode. If W- 
I>I then a photoelectric effect takes place at the surface of the cathode; this is very likely since I* 
3 eV and W » 3  eV. This can be avoided with the right selection of filling gas69.
3 . 1 . 1 . 2  S t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  p r o p o r t i o n a l  c o u n t e r s
Effects such as photons producing photoelectrons from the cathode or positive ions 
extracting electrons from the cathode material, or producing electrons through their passage 
from the gas cause instability in gas gain. Monoatomic or diatomic gases are more prone to this 
effect than complex ones because they are transparent to photons. In addition, the effect of 
electron generation when positive ions strike the cathode is also more profound in such gases. 
Pure noble gases can be excited to metastable states. From the above effects, the photoelectric 
effect generated by photons and positive ions interacting with the cathode is the most 
important. Consequently simple noble gases would be undesirable for use on their own.
On the other hand, proportional counters filled with noble gases would operate in lower 
voltages preventing from breakdown effects. Furthermore, noble gases are not electronegative 
and do not react chemically with the detector materials73. If a gas is electronegative then the 
electrons travelling towards the anode will recombine with the electronegative atoms creating a 
negative ion. The negative ion travels to the anode as the electron does, but, unlike an electron, it 
does not produce an avalanche. The pulses from negative ions are usually too small to be 
counted. In proportional counters there are two main regions: the drift region and the gas 
amplification region. The electron attachment is mainly profound in the drift region where the 
ionisation energy of the produced electrons is lower than the ionisation energy of the gas. In
iv I is the minim um  am ount o f energy required to m ove an electron from the Fermi level to  the vacuum  
level. Electrons flow  from the m aterial o f low er w ork function to  that of higher.
v Predissociation m eans that the m olecule d issociates before it can decay to the electronic ground state by 
em ission  o f a photon.
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contrast, in the avalanche region where the electric field is higher, the influence of electron 
attachment is less. The distances travelled in the latter are much smaller and the energies of the 
electrons much higher introducing only a small effect on the gas amplification characteristics.
Another negative effect of the presence of electronegative gases is that the negative ion 
formed from the attachment of the electronegative molecule and an electron can dissociate again 
so that further electrons are produced in times larger than the electron transit time and start 
new avalanches in the gas which are registered as afterpulses74.
One of the most highly used noble gases is argon because of its low cost and the low 
dependence of the average energy of the particle to form one ion-pair, W, improving the energy 
resolution of the counter. For example for alpha particles in Ar, W changes from 27.5 eV for 0.1 
MeV energy particles to 26.5 eV for 10 MeV. In contrast for the case of N2, W differs about 6 eV 
for the same energy range of the particle75. Photon induced effects discussed above, which can 
lead to a loss of proportionality, are suppressed by the introduction a polyatomic gas, for 
example methane, which absorbs the photons without causing any further ionisation. These 
gases are referred to as quench gases. In general, highly complex molecules are desired for 
stability operation. Depending on the use of the counter the suitable gas is selected. Factors 
taking into account are:
• The particles to be detected. For alpha counting even air can be suitable. In a neutron 
environment any hydrogen components should be completely avoided and stabilising 
agents such as CCU are preferred.
• The arrangement of the counting. For example in coincidence counting, electronegative 
gases are avoided, and stabilising gases should be non-capturing.
A mixture of argon with a stabilising agent, usually CH4( are employed in proportional counting, 
the most popular being P-10 (90% A, 10 %CH4). This is the counting gas that was used for the 
standardisation of n C.
Apart from the right selection of filling gas, there are other effects which should be 
considered in proportional counter operation. Low energy counting losses and wall effects and 
end effects, all result in loss of counts. Regarding pulse collection, a lower limit must be set for 
the discriminator. The discriminator threshold is typically set just above the amplifier noise. 
Pulses with amplitude below the noise will therefore not be counted. The threshold effect arises 
from particles, mainly near the walls of the counter, whose energy deposition is lower than that 
corresponding to the energy discrimination level (Chapter 5)76-77. Furthermore, the electric field
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distribution is distorted at the ends of the counter and additional losses result from the so called 
end effect. By using several proportional counters of different lengths the end effect can be 
quantified78. Finally, particles with initial energy less than the discrimination level will not be 
counted. The counting losses from this effect are expressed through the low- energy particles 
correction factor.
All these factors have an effect on the performance of the detector. If the primary 
ionisation and space charge effects are small enough, the gas gain is a function of the anode 
voltage, the anode and cathode radius, the composition and the pressure of the gas79. It increases 
exponentially over a wide range of anode voltage. Reducing the pressure or wire diameter gives 
a higher gas gain for a given voltage because the mean free path is longer and the electric field 
more intense; more energy is therefore gained between collisions. The amplification can also be 
increased when the diameter of the counter is reduced since less electrons can be captured from 
the 'journey' towards the anode.
3 . 1 . 2  T h e  i n t e r n a l  G a s  P r o p o r t i o n a l  C o u n t i n g  S y s t e m
The detection system, shown in Figure 3-4, consists of three cylindrical brass 
proportional counters with identical dimensions apart from their lengths. These differ to enable 
the operator to ‘subtract out' variations in efficiency at the ends of the counters (end effect). The 
counters are placed in a lead castle with a movable top shield with a thickness of approximately 
five to six centimetres. Each counter is connected to a current sensitive preamplifier in series 
with an amplifier. The digitised linear output pulse is then converted to a logic pulse by a 
discriminator and counted using a scaler.
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Figure 3-4. Gas counting equipment.
Figure 3-5. Schematic diagram of the counting loop.
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preamplifier amplifier
Figure 3-6. The counting electronics.
3 .1 .3  T he Standardisation  of a Radioactive Gas
To standardise a radioactive gas in terms of its activity, a known amount of the gas is 
mixed with the counting gas (P-10: 90% Ar+10% CH4). The mixture is then pumped through the 
proportional counters via a loop containing a circulating pump as shown in Figure 3-5. The 
radioactive gas is introduced into the counting loop by trapping it in a fixed volume Vs before 
mixing with the counting gas. Measurements of the count rates in each of the counters are taken 
using a program written in QuickC, ‘PLA C\ and the differences in the rates between the counters 
(long-medium, medium-short in the case of three counters) divided by their volume differences.
PLA C is a program developed at NPL and written by Dr David Smith in Microsoft QuickC, 
to control a HV power supply to a proportional counter, and to read and process the output logic 
pulses, producing a graphical display of counts versus voltage. The program starts by recording 
the number of counts at a certain voltage for each counter for a specific time interval. It assumes 
a Poisson distribution for the formation of ion pairs produced in the initial interaction and thus 
the uncertainty of the counts at each voltage is the square root of the counts. The recorded 
counts are then corrected for background and the count rate Rs is calculated. The program 
assumes an uncertainty ctn in the number of counts N, equal to the square root of the counts 
recorded according to Poisson statistics.
<JN =  VlV Eq. 3-4
This uncertainty does not take into consideration the fact that the Fano factor in gases is 
less than unity so the fluctuations are smaller than those predicted from Poisson statistics80. In 
addition, in theory, because our system has a non-extending dead time x the counting statistics 
obey the following equation:
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-7=  =  —  Eq. 3-5JN 1+N't
This formula is applicable for non-extending dead time systems, with constant dead time 
and for the count integral of the full range of counted events81. Eq. 3-5 tends to Eq.3-4 for high 
count rates. If we select a fraction of the spectrum and not the total integral then the counting 
uncertainty is increased compared to that calculated from Eq.3-5. The result of not considering 
the two above effects leads to an overestimation of the counting uncertainty. But the 
uncertainties in the determination of the Fano factor and its measurement are avoided and in 
addition the second effect (Eq.3-5) influences the final uncertainty after the corrections by less 
than a 4%.
The dead time correction follows, assuming a non-extending model, and finally the 
counts are decay corrected to a preset reference time by the user. This process is repeated at 
each voltage increment until a voltage set by the user is reached.
Record th e  
num ber o f pulses 
o f  each  co u n ter
----------------------
Background
correction
Dead tim e 
correction
Plot p lateau s and 
u n certa in ties
Decay co rrection
Figure 3-7. Pla program processes.
Three data files are produced; one includes the raw data without any corrections, the 
second the raw and the corrected data and the third the corrected data. At the end of the 
acquisition of the data, the corrected count rate versus the voltage is plotted for each counter.
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Volts
Figure 3-8. A typical count rate vs. voltage plot for the three different counters and for 1XC internal
gaseous source.
A voltage region near the end of the plateau is then selected and the mean count rate and 
its uncertainty is calculated in that region. At the end of the plateau the efficiency of the counter 
is maximum; after that point counting of spurious pulses starts. One of the main contributions to 
these pulses is the interaction of the positive ions with the wall of the counter82. If Ei is the 
number of measurement points at the end of the plateau voltage range the uncertainty of the 
mean count rate ucr is:
Ucr =  ----    Eq. 3-6
where SUM(ucri2) is the square sum of the uncertainty of the corrected count rates at each 
voltage. These mean count rates from each proportional counter are subtracted from each other 
and are divided by their volume difference, approximately 250 mis, to eliminate any end effects. 
The mean of the three subtractions gives the activity concentration in the counters. The statistics 
of the procedure are discussed in Appendix D. The plateau has a positive slope which comes 
from the fact that increasing the voltage in the proportional region gives rise to electrons being 
collected from larger volumes of the counter.
No pile-up effects are considered for count rates less than 16000 cps as proved in the 
determination of the dead time. The dead time correction for 16000 cps is less than 8% so 
statistical distortion from pile up effects is safely not considered. The sum of the rise and fall
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times of the n C pulses were less than 2 ps, less than the dead time and the inverse of the 
counting rate used.
3 . 1 . 4  T h e  D e a d  T i m e  o f  t h e  S y s t e m  
3 . 1 . 4 !  T h e  d e a d  TIM E SOURCE
The dead time of the system, the minimum time interval that must separate two events in order 
for the second pulse to be counted, is of high importance. Losses due to dead time must be 
assessed when counting radioactivity. For our system the main contributor to dead time is not 
the detector but the electronics. The inherent dead time of the counter is attributed to the 
motion of the positive ions formed during the avalanche, towards the cathode.
3 . 1 . 4 . 2  D e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  d e a d  t i m e
The energy decay spectra of the positron emitting radionuclides are not monoenergetic 
but have a range of energies with a maximum Emax, characteristic of each radionuclide and a 
mean energy approximately of ~Emax. In order to determine the dead time of the proportional
counters, different pulses in terms of amplitude and fall and rise times were generated by a tail 
pulse generator (TPG). The following electronic set-up was used for the three counters. The 
preamplifier and the amplifier were designed and built at NPL.
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Figure 3-9. Experimental set-up for the measurement of dead time.
The dead time is determined by the minimum required delay between two pulses coming from 
the TPG for the second digitised output pulse from the amplifier to be visible in the oscilloscope.
m  . . . .  .. . . • .. . . .  . J
Dead time
CHI SOO-r: CH2 2.00V CHI \
Figure 3-10. Determination of dead time-Oscilloscope view (yellow: Preamplifier input, blue: 
Amplifier output, pink: Amplifier output.digitised pulse).
The pulse amplitude was varied from 1.2 Volts to 7 Volts. When the sum of the rise and 
fall times of the pulse were comparable to the dead time of the system then the method was not
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effective anymore due to the pulse pile-up. The measured dead time starts increasing in 
comparison to that without pulse pile-up.
Figure 3-11. Pulse pile-up for: fall time (50% )=3.18ps, rise time=680 ns, pulse amplitude=0.5 
Volts(CHl: Preamplifier input, CH2:Amplifier output, CH3:Amplifier output-digitised pulse).
We varied the input count rate and observed the minimum required delay between the 
TPG pulses and the amplifier output pulses. The time interval was constant and thus the dead 
time was independent of input count rate up to 20 kHz.
Table 3-1. Dead tim es for the electronics of the three counters.
Counter Dead time (ps) Uncertainty (ps)
Long 4.9 0.04
Medium 4.86 0.04
Short 4.8 0.04
The longest pulses from the 11C measurement in the proportional counters had rise time 
less than 500 ns and fall times less than 2ps. Keeping the count-rate less than 20000 cps in each 
counter we avoid any losses due to pulse pile-up. For 16000 cps the correction due to dead time 
is approximately 8% and reduces with decreasing count rate; for 1000 cps, the lowest counting 
rate threshold of our measurements, the dead time correction is 0.5% (Eq.3-7).
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3 . 1 . 4 . 3  DEAD TIM E MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
There are two basic models for dead time correction, an extending and non-extending 
model. It is essential to know what type of model our counter obeys in order to apply the 
appropriate corrections to the measured count rate due to dead time.
In the non-extending model, true events that occur during the dead time do not have an 
effect on the dead time x. On the other hand, in the extending model events occurring during the 
dead time, extend the dead time by a time interval equal to the dead time following the lost 
event.
Events 
Dead tim e
Events 
Dead time
Figure 3-12. Dead time m odels80.
If n is the true count rate and m is the observed count rate then:
non  -  ex ten d in g  model', n  =  ■ w— Eq. 3-7l-nit
ex ten d in g  m o d e l: m  — n  • e~7lT Eq. 3-8
It is easier to identify the difference between these two models by plotting the true count 
rate versus the observed count rate using the two above equations for dead time correction and 
for a dead time of 4.9 ps.
Extending dead time
n i
O  L j L j
Non-extending dead time
IT T
J E
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Figure 3-13. Observed count rate vs. true count rate for an extending and non-extending dead time 
model.
Because we use a counting range less than 16000 cps, to avoid pulse pile up effects, we 
can see from the above figure that at that counting rate the difference between the true count 
rate between the two models is insignificant (less than 0.3%). The extending and non-extending 
lines overlay in the following graph.
18000
_  16000
& 14000
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o  8000o
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8j 4000 £2
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Figure 3-14. Observed count rate vs. true count rate for an extending and non-extending dead time 
model for count rates less than 17000 cps.
Because the highest count rate is less than 20 kHz, the selection between the two models does 
not affect the dead time correction. In addition, a special circuit was used which during the dead 
time the system was not affected by another pulse.
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3 . 1 . 5  G a s  G a in  M e a s u r e m e n t s
Gas gain or gas amplification factor A is an important aspect of proportional counting 
performance. It is particularly useful to know the dependence of the proportional counter's 
response to parameters such as geometry, operating voltage, gas pressure and chemical 
composition. In this section we investigate how the gas gain of the counters is influenced by the 
gas composition, operating voltage and the pressure of the counting gas. The use of empirical 
formulae to calculate the gas gain is considered.
3 . 1 . 5 . 1  G a s  g a in  in  p r o p o r t i o n a l  c o u n t e r s
The gas gain A expresses the number of the final electrons (after the multiplication process takes 
place) to the number of the initial electrons and is given by:
where ro is the critical distance at which electron multiplication starts and ra is the anode wire 
radius.
Work on the determination of gas gain in proportional counters started in the early 
1950s and continues until today with authors producing their own formulae for the 
parameterisation of the gas gain.
Table 3-2. Formulae for the gas gain given as LnA/(praSa) (cj and ki are constants)83.
Eq. 3-9
ra
Authors lnA/(praSa)
Rose,Korff
Khristov
Diethorn c3(lnSa -  Ink3)
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Authors lnA/(praSa)
Townsend,W illiam s 
and Sara
| [ e x p ( - | )  +  fc4]
Ward,Charles
t 5 + ? | ( ' - ^ = + 1 )  exp ( - - £ = )
Kowalski C9-\[Sa ky
S=E/p is the electric field intensity, Sa and S0 the field at the anode wire and at the point where 
the avalanche begins respectively.
All the above expressions do not take into account any secondary effects such as space 
charge effect and photoelectric effect, and assume that the electrons are in dynamic equilibrium 
with the electric field. When in dynamic equilibrium, the decrease of momentum due to 
collisions is equal to the increase of the momentum due to the electric field84.
3 ! .5 .2  Measurement of the gas gain of proportional counters
There are two ways to measure the gas gain of a counter, the pulser method and the current 
method. Both methods have been used to measure the gas gain of our system and are discussed 
in detail below. Experiments were performed for various pressures and gas compositions.
3 .1 .5 .2 !  The current method
The current method is based on the measurement of the current flowing through the 
wire of the chamber and by knowing the primary ionisation the gas gain is determined. For the 
measurement of the current an electrometer was used and the experimental set-up is shown in 
Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-15. Experimental set-up for the measurement of the gas gain using the current method.
The electrometer has to be floated at the anode potential. For that purpose an Uninterruptible 
Power Supply (UPS) unit was used in battery mode to power the electrometer. The whole 
system was enclosed in a Perspex box during the measurements for safety. The guard ring was 
formed using silver paint and is used to stop leakage current from the counter anode to earth.
Icator
icator
Figure 3-16. The electrometer and the UPS system for gas gain measurements.
The method involves measuring the current produced from a radioactive source over a wide 
range of anode voltage.
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Figure 3-17. Measurement of the gas gain using the 'current' method.
The gas gain A is then determined by:
A P^A -  -f  Eq. 3-10h
where Ip and I, are the currents in the proportional and ionisation regions respectively.
The leakage current was determ ined by turning the HT on and measuring the current 
without an external source; it was measured to be (0.03±0.02) pA. It was then subtracted from 
all the measurements. When the HT of the counter was changed, it took at least 15 min before 
the current had stabilized around a mean value. After a set of m easurements, the HT was turned 
off and the insulators w ere left to discharge for at least three hours. A 226Ra source was used to 
generate the ionisation current and placed externally in the middle of the counter with an 
approximate activity of 4 106 Bq. 226Ra decays mainly through alpha em ission to the ground state 
of 222Rn. In addition to alpha em ission it em its y-rays of 186.211 keV with a probability of 
3.555%. The pressure and the com position of the counting gas were changed according to Table 
3-3.
Table 3-3. Experimental conditions for the measurement of gas gain with the 'current’ method.
■B
EVC3■ra
Pressure of 
counting gas 
at 295.45 K
(torr)
Uncertainty 
in pressure
(torr)
nco2
(moles)
Uncertainty 
in nco2
(moles)
PPC02
(%)
Uncertainty 
in PPco2
PPpio
(%)
Uncertainty 
in PPpio
S
A 720.1 6.3 0.00398 0.00006 3.83 0.07 96.17 0.07
B 724.5 6.3 0.00396 0.00005 3.84 0.07 96.16 0.07
3-20
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Pressure of 
counting gas 
at 295.45 K
(torr)
Uncertainty 
in pressure
(torr)
nco2
(moles)
Uncertainty 
in nco2
(moles)
PPC02
(%)
Uncertainty 
in PPco2
P P pio
(%)
Uncertainty 
in PPpio
C 744.2 0.3 0.00391 0.00004 3.71 0.06 96.29 0.06
D 696.8 6.2 0.00425 0.00004 4.28 0.07 95.72 0.07
E 727.8 6.5 0.00191 0.00003 1.85 0.03 98.15 0.03
F 739.6 6.6 0.00387 0.00003 3.68 0.06 96.32 0.06
G 703.2 6.4 0 0 0 0 100 0
PPco2 and PPio are the partial pressures of the gases, expressed in percentages, in the gas 
mixture and nco2 is the number of CO2 moles in the gas mixture. Uncertainties are calculated 
using the propagation error theory (Appendix A).
The following graphs show the measured current and the calculated gain using the 
current method. The error bars are included in the graphs but are too small to be easily 
identified. The uncertainty in A comes from the uncertainty on the ionisation current 
measurement, approximately 10 %.
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000
Anode voltage(Volts)
Figure 3-18. Current produced from an external 226Ra source.
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Figure 3-19. Calculation of the gas gain using the current method.
The reduced chi-square values Xr were used to measure how well the models (Table 
3-2) describe the actual measurement (Appendix B). The program 'gnuplot' was used to obtain 
these values85. A reduced chi-square of 1.0 expresses the best fit to the data.
Table 3-4. The best fits of the gas gain(current method).
M e a su re m e n t Best fit
A Charles
B Kowalski
C Kowalski
D Kowalski
E Kowalski
F Charles
G Kowalski
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Sa0-5 (Volts/torr/cm)0-5
Figure 3-20. Best fitted curves for the gas gain using the current method. The fitted lines 
correspond to data points of the same colour (Kowalski).
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Figure 3-21. Best fitted curves for the gas gain using the current method (Charles).
There is a d iscontinu ity  in the m easu rem ents b etw een  1 400  to 2 5 0 0  Volts. The 
electrom eter w as calibrated in order to identify any problem s in the readings but none w as  
discovered . The problem  seem s to com e from  the fact that the range o f the electrom eter is 
changing autom atically  during the m easu rem ents and this affects the readings.
As the p ressure increases the gas gain d ecreases. This is clear if w e  com pare  
experim ental m easu rem ents A and F w hich  have a lm ost the sam e num ber o f C 02 m oles but a 
difference in p ressure o f m ore than 10 torr. The gas gain o f A (723 .8  torr) is 50%  higher than  
that at 736 .3  torr (F). Also, the addition  o f CO2 clearly d ecreases the gas gain if w e  com pare data 
se ts  G and D. An addition o f 0 .004  m oles o f C 02 in P10 d ecreased  the gas gain at 2 6 0 0  Volts by 
approxim ately 30%.
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3.1.5.2.2 THE PULSER METHOD
The pulser method is based on the use of a pulse generator to match the output pulse 
from the amplifier of a proportional counter. The charge produced during the avalanche is 
calculated if the capacitance of the proportional counter is known and thus the gas gain can be 
determined86.
A 57Co source was used for the measurement of gas gain using the pulser method. The 
source was placed outside the middle of the length of the counter. The photons emitted from the 
source interact with the wall of the counter and produce 8.1keV X-rays coming from the filling of 
the vacancy generated from the extracted electron. The signal produced was amplified using a 
preamplifier (ORTEC 142PC) and an amplifier (ORTEC 672). The output signal is then observed 
on an oscilloscope. A tail pulse generator (BNC BH1) was used to simulate the pulses from the 
S7Co source.
+  HV
Figure 3-22. Experimental set-up for the m easurement of gas gain using the pulser method (TPG: 
tail pulse generator, PA: preamplifier, A:amplifier, MCA: multichannel analyser).
The calculation of the gas gain involved the following steps. For each gas composition 
and pressure the MCA is calibrated using the pulser by changing the pulse height and recording 
the centroid (CTRD) of the peak. Afterwards, the spectra of the 57Co are recorded for each HT.
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Figure 3-23. Spectra for different pulse heights for the calibration of the MCA.
As the voltage increased, the centroid of the peaks moved to the right.
2000 2100 2200 2300
Voltage (Volts)
2400 2500 2600
Figure 3-24. Effect of HT on the CTRD of the X-ray peak.
From the previous calibration the peak from the X-ray at each voltage corresponds to a voltage 
Vc across the capacitor. The total number of ion pairs ntot is then calculated by Eq.3-11.
ntot=Vc*33 pF Eq. 3-11
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1st Step
Calibration of MCA using 
the pulser
Vc-CTRD
2nd Step
Spectra using Co-57 
source
CTRD-HT
4th Step
V,-HT Calculation of the total number of ion pairs
Figure 3-25. Steps for the evaluation of the gas gain using the pulser method.
The number of primary ion pairs ni„ is:
_ Ex—rays
T l j„  = Wjj Eq. 3-12
where EX-rays is the energy of the produced X-rays from the interaction of 57Co with the walls of 
the counter and Wi,j is the ionisation energy of the gas. Wy for a mixture of gases i and j, is 
calculated by:
— = (2L_JLW.+J_
Wij Wj) lJ Wj Eq. 3-13
where
2  —  —— S: Eq. 3-14
and Wi, Wj are the ionisation energies for the components i and j, P, and Pj their partial pressures 
and Si and Sj their stopping powers75.
The gas gain in this method can be calculated from:
nin Eq. 3-15
As in the case of the current method, several gas compositions were considered. Different 
colours depict different nco2. The calculated results are represented in the following two figures.
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Table 3-5. Experimental conditions for the m easurem ent of gas gain with the ’current’ method.
Pressure
M
ea
su
re
m
en
t of
counting 
gas at 
295.35 K
(torr)
Uncertainty 
in pressure
(torr)
nco2
(moles)
Uncertainty 
in nco2
(moles)
PPC02
(%)
Uncertainty 
in PPco2
PPpio
(%)
Uncertainty 
in PPpio
A 764.4 7.1 0.004672 0.000044 4.39 0.06 95.61 0.06
B 750.0 6.8 0.004767 0.000041 4.20 0.06 95.80 0.06
C 754.1 6.8 0.00295 0.000028 2.77 0.04 97.23 0.04
D 737.9 6.9 0.00150 0.000016 1.41 0.02 98.59 0.02
E 751.6 6.5 0 0 0 0 100 0
F 731.3 6.6 0 0 0 0 100 0
G 696.9 6.2 0 0 0 0 100 0
H 648.1 5.8 0 0 0 0 100 0
I 758.1 6.7 0.00468 0.00006 4.23 0.08 95.77 0.08
J 758.1 6.7 0 0 0 0 100 0
K 710.8 6.2 0 0 0 ~ 100 0
L 710.6 6.24 0.0000933 0.000008 0.09 0.08 99.91 0.08
M 693.9 6.1 0.00468 0.00008 4.74 0.11 95.26 0.11
N 691.1 6.1 0 0 0 0 100
0 606.2 5.3 0 0 0 0 100 0
P 731.4 6.5 0.000983 0.000012 0.93 0.02 99.07 0.02
Q 730.0 6.5 0.000355 0.000033 3.37 0.06 96.63 0.06
R 731.9 6.5 0.001402 0.0000146 1.32 0.03 98.68 0.03
S 734.2 6.5 0.00303 0.000028 2.82 0.06 97.18 0.06
T 684.5 6.0 0.00387 0.000035 3.92 0.08 96.08 0.08
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Pressure
1
M
ea
su
re
m
en
t of
counting 
gas at 
295.35 K
(torr)
Uncertainty 
in pressure
(torr)
nco2
(moles)
Uncertainty 
in nco2
(moles)
P P C 0 2
[%)
Uncertainty 
in PPco2
P P pio
(%)
Uncertainty 
in P P pio
U 735.5 6.5 3.65 0.07 96.35 0.07
V 763.8 6.8 3.51 0.07 96.49 0.07
w 629.8 6.3 3.03 0.06 96.97 0.06
X 693.3 6.1
0.00278 0.000026
2.76 0.05 97.24 0.05
Y 720.9 6.4 2.67 0.06 97.33 0.06
Z 761.8 6.8 2.53 0.05 97.47 0.05
AA 634.6 5.7 0 0 0 0 100 0
AB 684.5 6.1 0 0 0 100 0
AC 699.4 6.2 0 0 0 100 0
AD 720.9 6.4 0 0 0 100 0
AE 735.8 6.6 0 0 0 100 0
AF 764.0 6.8 0 0 0 100 0
AG 514.6 4.6 5.33 0.10 94.67 0.10
AH 658.6 5.8
0.00398 0.000036
4.16 0.08 95.84 0.08
Al 724.7 6.5 3.81 0.07 96.19 0.07
AK 746.6 6.6 3.68 0.07 96.32 0.07
AL 537.6 4.8 6.30 0.12 93.70 0.12
AM 626.3 5.5
0.00492 0.000044
5.39 0.10 94.61 0.10
AN 717.1 6.4 4.74 0.09 95.26 0.09
AO 746.6 6.6 4.56 0.09 95.44 0.09
AP 532.8 4.7 0.00324 0.00003 4.20 0.08 95.80 0.09
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Pressure
M
ea
su
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m
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t
1
of
counting 
gas at 
295.35 K
(torr)
Uncertainty 
in pressure
(torr)
ncoz
(moles)
Uncertainty 
in nco2
(moles)
PPC02
(%)
Uncertainty 
in PPcoz
P P pio
(%)
Uncertainty 
in P P pio
AQ 635.9 5.6 3.49 0.07 96.51 0.07
AR 712.5 6.3 3.11 0.06 96.89 0.06
AS 742.5 6.6 3.00 0.06 97.00 0.06
AT 531.5 4.7 1.43 0.03 98.57 0.03
AU 640.7 5.7 0.00110 0.000012 1.19 0.03 98.81 0.03
AV 743.3 6.6 1.03 0.03 98.97 0.03
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Figure 3-26. Gas gain vs. Voltage for P10+C02 gases using the pulser method.
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Figure 3-27. Gas gain vs. anode voltage for P10 counting gas using the pulser method.
The departure from linearity of the gas gain curves in a semi-log plot at higher voltages is 
due to the space charge effect where the avalanche electrons are retarded by the lower electric 
field because of the presence of the positive ions87.
As the pressure of the gas and the concentration of CO2 increases, the gas gain decreases 
as is shown in the figure below. That is clearer if we plot how the gas gain is changing for a 
constant anode voltage of 2650 Volts for different pressures when keeping the number of CO2 
moles in the mixture constant.
nco2
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-* -0 .0 0 3 9 8
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Figure 3-28. Gas gain for different concentrations of CO2 H1  a P10 gas(HT=2650V).
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The rate of change of the logarithm of the gas gain per unit pressure is the same, 
approximately 0.01 per torr, independently of the amount of C02 in the gas. Adding C02 to P10 
gas decreases the gas gain. From the above figures at 700 torr and 2650 Volts, the addition of 
0.0011 m oles decreases the gas gain by 33% and for 0.00492 moles 76%. In addition the gas 
gain is independent of counter length (Figure 3-29).
2.00E+03 2.20E+03 2.40E+03 2.60E+03 2.80E+03 3.00E+03 3.20E+03
volts
Figure 3-29. Comparison of the gas gain for different lengths of the counter with 2.75% C02 added.
3.1.5.3 Com parison b etw een  th e  c u r r e n t  and th e  p u lse r  m ethod
If w e compare the Diethorn fit values (Table 3-2) betw een the current and the pulser method for 
P10 gas w e have:
Table 3-6. Comparison between pulser and current method.
Method
kalO^
(Volts/atm.cm)
C3 1 0 3 
(V olts1)
Pulser 3T±0T 22.3±0.5
Current 2.3±0.4 18.2±2.3
Theoretical (Diethorn) 4.8±0.3 29.4±6.7
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For a confidence interval of 95%, the expanded uncertainly for the experimental parameters is 
double the standard deviation of the measurement. We used the two-tailed, two independent 
samples student's t test to evaluate whether a significant difference exists between any two 
samples88.
* - Xi-Xj
tabs J = - f ~  Eq-3-16
where Xy are the compared values and sy their uncertainties.
If tobsl~J < 2 the two values are not statistically different For our case the two samples are the 
mean values of fo and C3 parameters of the current and the pulser method.
Table 3-7. Comparison of the k3 parameters.
i i tobs Result
Pulser Current 1.9 Not different
Pulser Theoretical 5.4 Different
Current Theoretical 5 Different
Table 3-8. Comparison of the c3 parameters.
i j tobs Result
Pulser Current 1 .8 Not different
Pulser Theoretical 1 . 1 Not different
Current Theoretical 1.7 Not different
The experimental methods did not differ between themselves in terms of the parameters of the 
gas gain for pure P10 but both did differ with the theoretical parameters from Diethorn formula. 
Still the parameters of the experimental data and theoretical model were of the same order of 
magnitude which is reasonable considering the difficulties involved, as discussed below.
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3.1.5.4 DISCUSSION OF THE GAS GAIN MEASUREMENTS
Both methods have difficulties in their application. For the current method, because the 
electrometer has to be floated up to 25 00Volts, a UPS was used. The UPS unit would only supply 
the electrometer for approximately 3 hours. Each data point took approximately 30-40 minutes 
to obtain, malting the measurement for a specific gas last almost two days since the UPS had to 
be repeatedly recharged. In addition, the misbehaviour of the graphs at the voltage range 1400- 
2400 Volts could not be removed even when the instrument was calibrated again for a second 
time. Manufacturers have encountered this problem but were not able to provide an 
explanation.
On the other hand, the pulser method was more practical and fast and did not demand 
any change of the system. The main difficulty in our case was the absence of an X-ray window or 
a port to insert a suitable radioactive source into the counter. The most common sources for this 
application are 55Fe (~5.9keV X-rays), 109Cd (~22keV X-rays) and 90Sr (~196keV average energy 
of p-) 89-9°. A gaseous source 37Ar (2.82 keV X-rays) is preferred in cases where a port or an X -ray 
window is not available but is very difficult to obtain. But, with simple mathematical calculations 
and verification by PENELOPE Monte Carlo it was possible to overcome the above problem and 
to estimate the energy of the X-rays produced at the wall of the counters from the interaction of 
photons from an external S7Co obtained. Detailed calculations of the X-rays production are 
performed in section 5.I.I.3.
The addition of a quencher, C02 in the P10 counting gas decreased the gas gain 
significantly. This behaviour has been also recorded in previous studies91. The quencher absorbs 
energy in non-ionising collisions and decreases the number of ionising collisions. More 
particularly, in our case when the counting gas is Ar and CH4, the addition of C02 has almost the 
same effect as the addition of CH4 in the high electric field gas gain region. So our experimental 
results could be used to estimate the effect that a change of the counting gas composition could 
have on the gas gain.
Above, the main characteristics of the system were discussed. Other effects, such as cross 
correlation and the chemical part of the work is discussed in the next chapter. But theoretical 
methods had to be applied in addition to experimental techniques and are described in the next 
section.
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3 . 2  T h e o r e t i c a l  M e t h o d s
3 . 2 . 1  T h e  M o n t e  C a r lo  C o d e: S e l e c t i o n  a n d  L im it a t io n s
A Monte Carlo code was used to investigate several parameters of the system. Compared 
with laboratory experiments, the application of Monte Carlo methods is less expensive and 
avoids physical or chemical hazards. In addition, it is more flexible in terms of simulation 
conditions, and, depending on the application, can play a major role in improving the design of 
the experimental conditions92.
Several simulation codes have been developed: ETRAN93, MCNP594, EGSnrc95, GEANT496, 
PENELOPE101, EGS597, FLUKA598. One might think that all the above Monte Carlo codes would 
give the same results for the same problems and initial conditions. From mathematics, we know 
that there may be many different approaches to solving a problem but there is only one correct 
answer. However, Monte Carlo codes do not give the same results for a given problem9910°.
Each code has different simulation physics interaction models, transport parameters and 
computational algorithms. The main difference comes from the cross section databases, which 
influence the probability density functions and thus the transport calculations. Furthermore, the 
codes have been developed for different applications. Not all the codes simulate all kinds of 
particles and the entire energy spectrum. For example PENELOPE does not have any 
transportation and generation algorithms for neutrons. On the other hand, EGS has an energy 
threshold of interactions 1 keV, whereas PENELOPE goes as low as 50 eV.
The algorithms also play an important role in an MC code. For example, electron 
scattering can be studied with either detailed, condensed or mixed simulations. In the first case, 
all the events are followed and recorded in chronological succession. The results are the same as 
solving the analytical equations characterising the transport. Although that may sound ideal, a 
drawback of this method is that it can only be applied for low energy events where the number 
of electron and positron scattering events is kept quite small. When the latter increases, it is not 
possible to follow all the events. In condensed simulations the opposite is happening. The 
multiple scattering theories applied are approximate. The events are not followed in detail and 
only the global effect is recorded, which leads to systematic errors. Mixed simulations on the 
other hand, implement detailed simulations for hard events and condensed simulations for soft
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events'4. Mixed simulations overcome problems in the vicinity of interfaces. They also reduce the 
dependence of user-defined parameters on the final results and lead to more accurate simulated 
spatial distributions101. PENELOPE uses mixed simulations.
Usually one code is most suitable for a particular problem. Finding the right one is one of 
the first steps towards actually solving a problem. The most suitable for simulating the response 
of gas detectors to positrons was needed for this work. In the following paragraph the main 
existing codes considered at the start of the study are compared.
MCNP5 uses identical physics for the transport of electrons and positrons, the only 
difference being that positrons annihilate when at rest. So MCNP5 is certainly not the correct 
code for this particular problem. On the other hand, EGSnrc uses some older version libraries 
(EPDL89) compared to PENELOPE and GEANT4 and does not take into account binding effects 
of electrons and positrons in inelastic collisions with atomic electrons; moreover, the lower 
energy limit is 1 keV whereas in PENELOPE and GEANT4 it is a few tens of eV. GEANT4, which 
was designed for high energy physics applications, applies low energy physical models adopted 
from PENELOPE. Last but not least, PENELOPE allows the simulation of particles in 
homogeneous electromagnetic fields, which is important in studying the development of an 
avalanche in a proportional counter.
The energy range of all interactions considered in PENELOPE is from a few tens of eV to 
1 GeV. Coherent scattering, incoherent scattering, photoelectric effect and electron-positron 
pair production are the possible modes of interaction of photons with matter. Atomic relaxation, 
radiative (X-rays) and non-radiative (Auger electrons), are also simulated. Electrons and 
positrons interact via elastic or inelastic scattering and bremsstrahlung emission processes. In 
addition, positrons can annihilate at rest or in flight. Mixed simulations are applied to overcome 
the large number of interactions with the medium of high energy electrons and positrons and 
detailed simulations for photon interactions. Variance reduction options are also available in 
PENELOPE but we did not use them since the energy deposition spectra are distorted if these 
are applied.
But, the approximate interaction models which are used in PENELOPE are less accurate 
for energies less than IkeV. More specifically, the code is not applicable for energies less than 50
*  Hard events are those that the energy loss of the particle is higher than a user specified cutoff Wcc value. The opposite applies 
for soft events.
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eV and simulations of particles with energies less than IkeV should be considered to have a 
semi-quantitative value.
3 .2 .2  M a in  P r o g r a m s  o f  t h e  PEN ELO PE C o d e
There are three main programs in the distribution package of PENELOPE and all three 
have been used to study different aspects of the system. These are the 'pencyl', 'penslab' and 
'penmain'.
penslab pencyl penmain
•Sim ulates transp ort w ithin a •Sim ulates tran sp ort in •Sim ulates tran sp ort in
m aterial slab m ultilayered cylindrical com plex g eom etries
stru ctu res
Figure 3-30. The main programs in PENELOPE.
The output files of the above programs include continuous distributions, such as energy 
and angular distributions depending on the selected initial options. The statistical uncertainties 
are expressed at 3o level, i.e. the probability for missing the real value is 0.003.
3 .2 .3  S i m u l a t i o n  P a r a m e t e r s
There are six simulation parameters which are selected by the user: Eabs, Ci, c2, Wcr, Wccand smax.
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5ma*
• M axim um  allowed step  length for an in teraction  to  occur
Figure 3-31. The simulation parameters in PENELOPE (M: material, 1: electron, 2:photon, 3: 
positron).
Wcrand Wccplay an important role when energy distributions are of interest. In that case 
these values should be set to less than the energy bin width which is used to tally the energy 
distribution. Smax should also be less than one tenth of the thickness of the body where the 
particle travels. In addition, EabS should be such that the particle with energy equal EabS has a 
range less than the required spatial resolution of some distributions. Ci and C2 should not 
influence the final results and the recommended value is 0.05. There can be a small increase in 
the simulation speed if c is increased but if there isn't then the 0.05 value should be used.
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3 . 2 . 4  D i s c u s s i o n  o f  t h e  T h e o r e t i c a l  m o d e l
The PENELOPE code has already been in use for many years in the field of 
standardization measurements102 and can also be applied to positron emitting radionuclides in 
gases in order to develop a primary standard.
The limitations of the code at very low energies, lower than IkeV, introduce large 
uncertainties. Because PENELOPE has also been used to obtain energy deposition spectra for 
our study, with the main interest on the lower energy part, these limitations should be taken 
into account by considering a 30% (k=l) uncertainty on the results.
The simulation parameters depend on the application of the program, the desired 
accuracy and available time. For each problem we studied, the simulation parameters are given 
in a table. For example, in the case of energy deposition spectra the lowest possible Eabs and Wcr- 
Wccwere used, i.e. 50 eV in order to have the maximum energy resolution of the spectra 
produced. These values influence the speed of the simulation.
So both experimental and theoretical methods were applied to calculate the response of 
the counters to gaseous emitters. PENELOPE was used mainly to calculate the correction factors 
for lost counts from the energy deposition spectra of the counters for different radionuclides 
whereas experiments gave the raw response of the counters without any efficiency corrections.
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4 M e a s u r e m e n t  o f  G a s e o u s  R a d i o a c t i v i t y  b y  I n t e r n a l  g a s  
P r o p o r t i o n a l  C o u n t i n g
4.1 P r e p a r a t io n  o f  g a seo u s  sam p le
The aim of the work is to standardise positron emitting radionuclides in a gaseous form by 
internal proportional counting. Before we measure a positron emitting radionuclide, we first had 
to decide which radionuclide is the most suitable for internal gas proportional counting.
4 . 1 !  S e l e c t i o n  o f  t h e  m e a s u r i n g  r a d i o n u c l i d e
The PET radionuclides that we are mainly interested in are those commonly produced in 
a cyclotron and these are 11C, 13N, 18F and 150. Because NPL does not produce on site any PET 
radionuclides the radioactivity has to come from another site since the primary standard cannot 
leave the NPL site. The nearest cyclotron facility which produces PET radionuclides is at 
Hammersmith hospital. The Medical Research Cyclotron at Hammersmith is situated 
approximately 1 hour drive from NPL. The radionuclide has to be transferred in a liquid form 
and not in a gaseous form for safety reasons. On its arrival at NPL, it would then be converted 
into a gaseous form and counted by internal gas proportional counting (Chapter 4).
So we needed a radionuclide that we could convert into a gaseous form easily for 
counting. Other PET radionuclides produced in a cyclotron, such as 64Cu or 124I, cannot be 
converted into a gaseous form. 82Rb and 68(Ge+Ga) are produced in a radionuclide generator 
which we could probably purchase but still the radionuclides are in a liquid form and it is 
difficult to convert them to a gaseous one.
From the four radionuclides n C, 13N, 18F and 150, which all can be converted easily to a 
gaseous form, 13N and 150 have half lives less than 10 minutes which makes their transport and 
chemical conversion more difficult. Their initial activity should be high enough and thus the dose 
to the staff would increase significantly. 18F which has a half life of 1.83 h, would seem ideal. But
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fluorine is a very oxidising agent and reacts with all organic and inorganic substances103. Our 
system is made of brass, aluminium, glass and PTFE parts and introduction of a reactive agent as 
fluorine is not desirable.
Table 4-1 shows how the presence of several substances to different materials affects the 
corrosion of these materials.
Table 4-1. Corrosion rates104.
Physical Temperature Material Corrosion rate
state
Fluorine Al 0.00022 mm/year
Cu 0.006 mm/year (room
(not particularly
temperature),
resistant) 5 mm/year(500 °C)
Brass (30%Zn) 0.007 mm/year
Stainless steel Resistant if diy fluorine 
but unusable in moist 
fluorine
Cl dry 120 Al 0.8 mm/year
moist Room temp. Al Unsuitable
moist Room.temp. Brass Unsuitable
moist Room. Temp. Stainless steel Unsuitable
moist Room. Temp. Iron Unsuitable
NOz-NO Up to 200°C Al Suitable if no chlorides 
are present
Moist Fe Not suitable
liquid Room temp. Brass Unsuitable
wet Stainless Steel Unsuitable in the 
presence ofHCl
COz Room temp. Al Suitable
dry Brass Suitable
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Physical Temperature Material Corrosion rate
state
70% CO2+30% air 70°C Brass 4.4 g/m2 (fairly 
resistant)
CO Up to 500°C Al Suitable
Up to 600°C Brass Suitable
CHsOH Room temp. Al 0.01 g/m2/day (suitable)
Brass Suitable
Stainless steel Suitable
n C has a shorter half life than 18F but still longer than 13N. It is not corrosive as fluorine 
and it can be easily converted to gas. The experiments for measuring positron emitting 
radionuclides were thus based on the measurement of n C. The response to other radionuclides 
was calculated using theoretical methods.
4 .1 .2  C h e m ica l c o n v e r s io n
The initial n C radionuclide, which was delivered from Hammersmith, was 10 g of sodium 
hydroxide solution containing NaH1:lC03 of 0.00236 g. This solution had then to be converted to 
a gas. Hydrochloric acid of 1.16 specific gravity was added to the solution to produce 11C02 
through the following reaction™:
N a H n C O s  +  HC1 - >  H C 0 2 +  N a C l + H 20
Of course the same chemical reaction takes place with the inactive NaHC03 but the rate of 
acidification is considered the same for both bicarbonate solution molecules. The kinetic isotope
vii Specific gravity is defined as the ratio o f the density o f a liquid or solid to the density of w ater at 4°C and 
1 atm.
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effect™5 is considered insignificant in our case, firstly because the acidification of the solution is a 
fast reaction and secondly because the mass difference between UC and the stable 12C is less 
than 9%105.
Although the above reaction seems simple the problem arises in isolating the produced 
n C02 from the other reaction products before introducing the gas to the counters. For that 
purpose a dry ice/acetone bath and liquid nitrogen where used. Acetone is added to the dry ice 
because dry ice is very volatile and the acetone can preserve its cooling properties for longer. 
Chemical properties of different elements are presented in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Chemical properties of different properties for the chemical conversion.
Boiling po in t
Elem ent Vapour pressure ( mmHg)
( °C at760m m H g)
Hz0 17.53 (20°C)107 21.06 (23°C)110 100.0108
C02 754.9 (-78.5°C) 1.15*10-0 (-195.81°C)107 -78.5106
o 2 109.33 (-198.12 °C)107 225.79 (-193.14 0C)i«7 -182.84106
HC1 1065.8 (-78.5°C)107 1.62*10-8(-195.81°C)107 -84.9108
LN2 -195.81106
C(dry ice) -78.5109
Kr 1.72 (-195 .810C)n° 68550 (-78.5°C)110
Thus, with the dry ice bath any water will be trapped and the water which left the initial 
solution in the form of moisture will be removed from the n C02 gas. n C02 is then trapped in a 
liquid nitrogen trap. Boiling point is the temperature at which a liquid becomes a gas. Vapour 
pressure is the pressure of a vapour in equilibrium with its non-vapour phase. As the vapour 
pressure increases, the rate of evaporation also increases.
The set-up of the conversion rig should have sufficient moisture and C02 traps. If there is 
too much moisture leaving the flask after the chemical process then one moisture trap is not 
sufficient. Because the conversion rig cannot practically be as long as we want, instead of having 
a dry ice trap followed by a liquid nitrogen trap in series, the produced gas is transferred back 
and forwards of a central dry ice trap. The gas has to be passed from the dry ice trap sufficient 
times so that all moisture is trapped.
viii Kinetic isotope effect is the modification on the chemical reaction rate due to the replacement of an 
atom in a reactant by one of its isotopes.
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Figure 4-1. The conversion rig.
The flask initially contains 57ml of inactive base, 0.068M NaHC03 in 0!M  NaOH. This 
volume is used in order to avoid large pressure differences between the trapped CO2 and the 
P10 counting pressure. The active base from Hammersmith is added to the initial solution and is 
sealed with the dropper. 25 ml of HC1 are added in the dropper. The magnetic stirrer is used to 
mix the base with the acid.
The uC02 produced is firstly trapped in the T3 trap. T3 is then heated with a dewar filled 
with lukewarm water and the gas is trapped in Ti by placing a dewar filled with liquid nitrogen 
around it. The gas passes through the cardice trap (T2) and is trapped in T i. Ti is heated again 
and the gas is trapped back to T3 by placing liquid nitrogen in T3. This procedure is repeated 
once more with the total number of passages of the gas from T2 being five. The gas is then 
introduced in the counting gas. The total amount of water trapped in T2 is 2-4 ml.
But we have to make sure that no other molecules are introduced into the gas counters, 
such as H2O or HC1, except n C02. For that reason a mass spectrometer was used to analyse the 
gas produced after passing it through the dry ice trap. It is common use to include a furnace in 
the conversion rig to heat the gas before using it in counting. Zinc, aluminium, lead, tin and 
copper are attacked by sodium hydroxide solutions, mainly in the presence of oxygen111. But the 
most important element which should not reach the counters is HCI due to its corrosion 
properties (Table 4-1). If it does reach it then to avoid any detrimental effects there should not
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be any moisture present otherwise Cl- ions will be produced and that would destroy the 
counters.
4 .1 .3  Mass spectrometry of the gaseous samples
It is common use to include a furnace in the conversion rig to heat the gas up to 200°C 
before using it in counting to remove any moisture. The compound which should not reach the 
counter is HC1 due to its corrosion properties (Table 4-1). If it does reach then to avoid any 
detrimental effects there should not be any moisture present otherwise Cl ions will be produced 
and that would damage the counters due to its corrosive properties.
HCfaq) <-» H+aq) + Cl(aq)
So, either we have to make sure that there is no moisture in the gas or any acid. For that purpose 
inactive gas samples in terms of activity were analysed using a mass spectrometerix.
Figure 4-2. Experimental set-up for the examination of the gas with a mass spectrometer.
A mass spectrometer is composed of three main regions: the ionisation chamber, the mass 
analyser and a detector.
Figure 4-3. Mass spectrometry process112.
ix An inactive gas sam ple is C02 gas w hich has been produced following the sam e procedure as a n C02 gas 
and the experim ent is referred to inactive run as opposed to inactive run w hen n C02 is produced and 
measured. Active and inactive runs/gas are named in term s of radioactivity and not chemical activity.
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The ions are detected directly through a Faraday cup, or indirectly by an electron multiplier or a 
scintillation device113.
The output file contains the relative partial pressures (partial pressures normalised to the 
maximum partial pressure recorded) over time.
130 230 330 430 530
secs
Figure 4-4. Mass spectrometry results from the analysis of the converted C02 gas.
As we can see from the above figure the main gas is C02. N2 is coming from the air 
because the system was leaking slightly. No traces of Cl or HC1 were detected in any of the four 
experiments. We thus concluded that the converted gas is suitable for mixing with the counting 
gas without the need of a furnace or additional equipment to remove any traces of chlorine. In 
addition, we are certain that the converted gas is dry, free from any moisture, because after we 
transferred it four times through the dry ice trap, it condenses down to vacuum pressure in the 
presence of the liquid nitrogen trap without the need of a vacuum pump.
4.1.4 C o n v e r s io n  e f f i c i e n c y
T o s ta n d a rd ise  n C 02 w e  co u n te d  it b y  in tern a l gas p ro p o rtio n a l co u n tin g  b u t th e  final 
re su lt  w a s  co m p a red  w ith  a n o th er  m eth o d  as w ill b e  d is c u sse d  later. In ord er  to  d o  so , w e  had to
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know the amount of n C02 that was produced from the acidification of the base NaHCOs in the 
flask.
Theoretically we could assume that all the base in the flask reacts with the acid producing 
the n C02 gas. So if we know the NaHn C03 moles in the flask then the same moles of n C02 should 
be produced. But that is not true because a heater has to be used to help the C02 in the flask to 
leave the solution.
2.25
2
Figure 4-5. Difference between the experimental and theoretical moles of produced C02 from the 
chemical conversion from 9 different experiments.
The conversion efficiency, the mean difference between theoretical and experimental 
values, is (0.91±0.56)%. The uncertainty is the standard deviation of the values. Unfortunately, 
because time is critical when measuring n C, this step takes at least 30 min which is longer than a 
half-life of n C.
To overcome this problem, after the gas is dried using the cardice trap, it is expanded 
into a known volume by heating. The number of C02 moles (active and inactive) is then 
calculated by the ideal gas law:
PV  =  nR T  Eq. 4-1
where
P: pressure of the gas,
T: temperature of the gas,
V: the volume where the gas is contained,
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n: the number of moles of the gas,
R: the ideal gas constant
The percentage difference between the theoretical and the experimental number of 
moles gives the conversion efficiency. The efficiency is multiplied by the number of moles of 
NaH^COs of the active solution added initially to the flask prior to acidification to calculate the 
response of the counters to unit volume of the initial liquid sample. This response is then 
compared with the activity of an independently-measured liquid sample from the initial 
solution.
But in addition to the chemical process which was studied prior to any experiments with 
n C, a physical aspect of the instrumentation should be altered to avoid any cross-talk of the 
counters from the annihilation photons.
4.2 C r o s s - t a lk  o f  a d ja c e n t  c o u n te r s
The cross-talk of our system of counters refers to the activity detected from one counter 
which comes from the adjacent counter. This effect is not present when measuring Xe133 or Kr85 
but is present when measuring positron emitting radionuclides. A property which only positrons 
have and must be taken into consideration is annihilation. The annihilation photons from a 
counter could reach the adjacent counters resulting in faulty counts being recorded during the 
measurement. Subtracting the count rates of adjacent counters cannot eliminate the problem 
because the system is not symmetrical.
4 . 2 !  Methodology to study the cross-talk effect
The distance between the outer surface of adjacent counters is (2.8 ± 0.2) cm. The 
positron emitters of interest have energies on the order of a few hundred keV, with the highest 
energy being for 150 (1.735 MeV) and range in air of a few meters114. Even if the most energetic 
positrons are not detected in an adjacent counter, the annihilation photons probably will be. 
The annihilation photons are produced from the interaction of positrons with the wall of the 
counter. PENELOPE simulations were performed for a cylindrical counter with 5.3 cm diameter,
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0.537 cm wall thickness and length 40.53 cm containing 740 torr of P10 at 295.35K, to find the 
position of annihilation of positrons from an internal homogeneously distributed n C source 
inside the counter. The default program was edited to give as output the position of the 
annihilation for positrons in flight and at rest for 300 initial particles. No uncertainties in the 
annihilation position were provided in the modified program. The counter is symmetrical about 
the z-axis.
z(cm)
Figure 4-6. Position of positron annihilation (3D view).
x(cm)
Figure 4-7. Position of positron annihilation (xy-plane vew).
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Annihilation of positrons thus occurs mainly in the walls of the counter. The annihilation 
photons can escape the walls of the counter and interact with the walls of an adjacent one.
Simulations were therefore carried out (for different thicknesses of absorber and 
different source positions) in order to obtain an estimate of the cross-talk between the counters. 
The geometries taken into account were:l) a 'slab' of brass of thickness equal to the thickness of 
the counters, 2) brass-air-brass and brass-lead-brass slabs with the thickness of the air and lead 
equal to 100% and 65% of the distance between the counters respectively, and 3) the geometry 
of the system with the three counters and the lead shielding. The sources used for these 
simulations were point sources of monoenergetic positrons of 960.5 keV and 1.735 MeV, and of 
photons of 511 keV. The simulation results from PENELOPE MC code were compared with the 
results of experimental measurements of a source in various positions relative to the counters 
and with various amounts of absorber present.
As a pure positron emitting source was not readily available for the experiments, a 
source emitting photons similar in energy to the annihilation photons from a positron emitter 
was used to measure the cross talk between the counters. It was assumed that, had any 
positrons been present in the counters, they would have annihilated before escaping from the 
counters. The source used was 85Sr with a total activity of 831 kBq (± 0.68 %)x on reference date 
3 October 2005. It was placed at several positions between the counters 85Sr has a half life of 
64.85 days and disintegrates by electron capture, the main y-emission being at 514.007 keV with 
98.5% probability114.
x The uncertainty is expressed at the 95.45%  confidence level
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Figure 4-8. Positioning o f the 85Sr source for the study of the cross-talk of the counters, as seen  
from above (cross: position of source).
4.2.2 R e su lts
For a slab of brass of thickness 0.537±0.02 cm (equal to that of the walls of the counters), 
even if the positrons do not lose energy in the gas but gain energy from the electric field, the 
energy on hitting the walls can only be increased by a few keV. This is equal to the charge of the 
positron multiplied by the potential difference applied to the inner and outer cathode of the 
counter. The operating voltage of the specific counters is around 2700 V, so the energy gain due 
to the electric field under such conditions would not be greater than 2.7 keV. This energy was 
not taken into account as the positrons will interact with the counting gas, losing much more 
energy than that gained in the electric field. In this case, all the positrons will be absorbed in the 
brass as shown in Figure 4-9.
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path length(cm) path length(cm)
Figure 4-9,Path length distribution of absorbed primary particles in brass of thickness 0.537 cm in 
the case of a monoenergetic positron emitting source of 960.5 keV (n C) (A) and 1.735 MeV (15 0) 
(B).(PDF: probability density function).
As expected, positrons do not penetrate the 0.537 cm brass layer but the problem arises 
from the annihilation of the positrons at the walls. The path lengths of the positrons in the brass 
are less than 0.2 cm, much smaller than the thickness of the walls of the counters.
The problems, if any, will arise from the 511 keV annihilation photons. For an 
arrangement of three slabs of thicknesses 0.537 cm (brass), 2.8cm (air) and 0.537 cm (brass), 
the fractional transmission of the primary 511 keV photons is (0.1171 ± 0.0002)xi. The energy 
distributions of the secondary electrons produced are shown in Figure 4-10. The thickness of the
energy (eV) energy (e\)
Figure 4-10. Energy distribution of transmitted photons (A) and electrons (B) generated from a 
monoenergetic positron-emitting source of 960.05 keV in brass-air-brass material system  (PDF: 
probability density function).
xi The sim ulation uncertainties are expressed at the 99.7%  confidence level.
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The particles that enter the active volume of the adjacent counter include not only 
photons but also the generated secondary electrons. Although the probability of transmitted 
electrons is small (being of the order 1 CH) the detection efficiency is 100% and this additional 
response would have to be taken into account. PENELOPE simulations of the whole system with 
the lead shielding and placing an isotropic monoenergetic source of 511 keV photons at the 
centre of the shortest counter showed that only an adjacent detector contributed to the cross­
talk between the counters.
After applying decay corrections, the responses of the counters to different positions of 
the 85Sr source are shown in Figure 4-11. When placing lead-shot between the counters and 
repeating the experiments the count rate was reduced to background.
A B C
Figure 4-11. Response of counters to the external 85Sr source; A: long counter, B: medium counter, 
C: short counter.
The average deposited and incoming energies to the counting volume of a non-adjacent 
detector are zero; there is no cross-talk between the short and the long counter. Because the 
source used for the experiments was a small volume liquid source, the sensitivity of the 
detectors depended on the position of the source. The detectors are more sensitive when the 
source is placed in the middle of their length, when more photons interact with the walls of the 
counters and generate secondary particles that enter the counting volume.
To eliminate the cross-talk, lead shot was used instead of lead sheets because it was 
easier to handle; however, the packing density is approximately 65% (compared with 100% for
4-14
lead sheets)115. Both experiment and simulations showed that the lead shot filling the space 
between the counters (2.6 cm) is sufficient to prevent any cross-talk between the counters.
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4 .3  Evaluation of dose
Before any experiments took place, a dose assessment was necessary to protect the operator 
from high exposure rates by planning the procedures of conversion and measurement in such 
way that any dose to the operator is minimised.
4.3.1 M eth o d s o f  c a lc u la t io n  o f  t h e  d ose  from  t h e  co n v ers io n  o f  NaH h C03 in n C02
The Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) Committee of the Society of Nuclear 
Medicine published in January of 1969 a mathematical phantom, the MIRD05, for the calculation 
of absorbed doses in the human body116. The body consists of three types of tissue: lung, skeletal 
and other soft tissue. The external and interior forms are shown in the following figures.
brain
skull
upper large intestine
uterus
bladder
small intestine 
lower large intestine
pelvis
SKULL
VERTEBRAE
RIBS + STERNUM
SCAPULAE
HEAD AND NECK 
OF BOTH ARMS
BOTH CLAVICLES
HEAD AND NECK 
OF BOTH LEGS
PELVIS
13.1 % 
2 8 .4 %  
10.2% 
4 .8 %
1.9%
1.6 %
3 .6 %
3 6 .2 %
TOTAL AMOUNT OF RED BON 
MARROW; 1500 g
H H  RED BONE MARROW
Figure 4-12. The MIRD phantom, external and internal views (height: 1.74 m, weight: 70 kg).
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The above model has been used for the calculation of the total absorbed dosexii to the 
body and effective dosexiii to specific organs from a n C radioactive point source placed at the 
height of the upper large intestine and 10 cm behind the lead shielding using PENELOPE Monte 
Carlo code (Figure 4-13). Experimental and theoretical data are combined to give a more 
detailed picture of the dose received during the measurement of a UC gas sample117. RadPro 
Calculator is software that performs calculations related to Medical Physics, such as calculation 
of effective doses, dose rates, gamma shielding equations, etc.118. This software was used to 
calculate the dose under the same conditions as described previously with the MIRD 
calculations.
The shielding used in PENELOPE simulations has the following dimensions: x=50cm, y = 
30 cm, z=lcm. The lead glass consists of:
Element: 0  (Z= 8), a tom s/m olecu le  = 0 .5929  
Element: Si (Z=14), a tom s/m olecu le  = 0 .1746  
Element: Ti (Z=22), a tom s/m olecu le  = 0.0102  
Element: As (Z=33), a tom s/m olecu le  = 0.0021  
Element: Pb (Z=82), a tom s/m olecu le = 0 .0220  
The phantom and the shielding are shown in the following figure.
Lead shield
phantom
Figure 4-13. Different views of the phantom and the shielding used in PENELOPE simulations.
Lead shield
phantom
*uAbsorbed dose is the quantity o f energy im parted by ionising radiation to unit m ass o f matter.
“"The quantity obtained by m ultiplying the absorbed dose by a factor to allow  for the different 
effectiveness of the various ionising radiations in causing harm to tissue and by a w eighting factor 
appropriate to each tissue and organ.
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4 . 3 . 2  D O SE  A SSESSM EN T R ESU LTS
The following table shows the total body and skin dose rates using the three methods at 15 cm 
distance without any shielding. The RadPro software cannot calculate the skin dose.
Table 4-3. Dose rates at 15cm from a 41C point source of initial activity lGBq (constant activity).
Method Dose rate(m Sv/h) Uncertainty (mSv/h)
Total body
PENELOPE 6.44 0.07
RadPro 6 .2 -
Rad. Prot. D. H.1 1 7 7.48 -
Skin
PENELOPE - -
RadPro - -
Rad. Prot. D. H. 540 -
Table 4-4. Experimental Procedures- Conversion of NaHn C0 3  to 1 :lC0 2  and internal gas
proportional counting.
Procedure
Identification
number
Procedure Time(mins) Distance (cm)
1 Add acid in the 
dropper
0.5 In contact w ith  
glass
2 Rough pump 5 25
3 Acidification 3 25
4 Use hairdryer 4 25
5 W ait in distance 8 1 0 0
6 Transfer to the rig 2 25
7 A ddPIO in the 
counters/prepare the 
counters
1 0 25
8 M easurem ent 2 0 1 0 0
Table 4-5. Estimation of total body absorbed dose using computational and theoretical calculations
for lGBq 1J-C source.
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ID
number
Method Shielding Thickness (cm) Dose(mSv) Uncertainty(Sv)
(K=3)
1 RPDH - - 0.015 -
2 PENELOPE Lead glass 1 0.088 0.003
RadPro 0.04
3 RPDH - - 0.005 -
4 PENELOPE Lead glass 1 0.0698 0 .0 0 0 2
RadPro 0.031 -
5 PENELOPE Lead glass 1 0.0087 0.0003
RadPro 0.0038 -
6 PENELOPE Lead glass 1 0.0349 0 .0 0 0 1
RadPro 0.016 -
7 PENELOPE Lead glass 1 0.1745 0.0005
RadPro 0.078 -
8 PENELOPE Lead glass 1 0.02181 0.0006
RadPro 0.0097 -
TOTAL PENELOPE+RPDH 0.412 0.003
RadPro+RPDH 0.199 -
PELELOPE results are more than twice those obtained using the RadPro calculator 
because the shielding in PENELOPE has finite dimensions, equal to 25x50 cm whereas for the 
case of RadPro it has infinite dimensions. The absorbed dose rates of different organs calculated 
by PENELOPE and for different shielding are shown in the following figure.
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Figure 4-14. PENELOPE calculations of absorbed dose rates in specific organs for the procedures
described in Table 4-4.
Note that the absorbed dose rate axis is logarithmic. Doubling the thickness of the lead 
shield decreases the absorbed dose mainly to the lungs and the stomach, the area that is most 
protected from the shield. The absorbed dose of 0.4 mSv in an hour of exposure calculated by 
PENELOPE and RPDH is an overestimation of the actual dose because the n C decays over time 
which we haven't considered this in our calculations. For that reason we expected the received 
dose to be less than 0.4 mSv.
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Table 4-6. Annual dose lim its30.
Dose Employees Trainees*™ Members
(age 18+) (age <18) of Public
Effective dose 20 mSv 6 mSv 1 mSvxv
Equivalent dose for eye 150 mSv 50 mSv 15 mSv
Equivalent dose for skinxvi 500 mSv 150 mSv 50 mSv
Equivalent dose for the hands, forearms, feet and ankles 500 mSv 150 mSv 50 mSv
The calculated 0.4 mSv are below the annual dose limit even if we repeat the experiment more 
than 10 times per year. The main concerns come from accidental incidents like spillage of the 
liquid source and from inhalation of the n C02 produced in case of glass breakage.
Table 4-7. Contamination hazards117.
Contamination Dose rate(mSv/h) Dose(mSv)
SKIN:0.05 ml droplet (lGBq) 1 .1 2 E + 1 0 6 -
INTERNAL-INHALATION: Dioxide (lGBq) - 0 .0 0 2 2
To avoid any contamination, the conversion rig is inside a fume cupboard and gloves and 
lab-coats were worn during the chemical conversion to easily and swiftly remove any activity in 
case of a spillage.
After a prior dose assessment of the experiments and the design of the conversion rig was 
completed five active runs took place for the standardisation of the n C with internal gas 
proportional counting.
“''A trainee is an am ployee aged 16-18 (including a student) w ho is undergoing instruction in work with  
radiation.
xv For exposure to radiation resulting from m edical exposure of som eone else the lim it is 5 mSv in any 5 
consecutive calendar years.
** Averaged over 1 cm2 regardless of area exposed.
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4 . 4  M e a s u r e m e n t  o f  r a d i o a c t i v e  n C
n C was produced in the MRC cyclotron using the 14N(p,ct)n C reaction. The n C was then 
swept from the target and obtained as carbon dioxide which was then trapped in a liquid 
nitrogen bath. Afterwards, it was evaporated from the trap at room temperature into a solution. 
This solution arriving at NPL consisted typically of a total of 10 g of a solution of NaHn C03 
(0.0025 g) in 1M NaOH. The active solution was weighed on a suitable balance and 
approximately 8 g of it were dispensed into the flask. The rest was used for ionisation chamber 
measurements. The activity at the time of arrival was around 1 GBq and the chemical conversion 
started at approximately 80 MBq.
4 .4 .1  In t e r n a l  Ga s  P r o p o r t io n a l  Co u n t in g  M e a s u r e m e n t s
Six internal gas proportional counting runs were performed with n C02 during an 18 
months period. The response of the counters was compared to an ion chamber measurement. 
The mean time for the chemical conversion was 1.3 h. After the conversion the counting rig was 
evacuated and the produced HCO2 was trapped in a glass vessel using a dewar filled with liquid 
nitrogen. The trap was isolated and the rest of the counting rig was filled with P10 at 10 torr less 
than the atmospheric pressure to avoid any leakage of radioactivity into the lab.
The trap was warmed with lukewarm water and opened to the rest of the rig. A 
circulating pump was used to mix the active and the counting gases. The count rate was 
measured at regular intervals until the counting rate reached the maximum of the counting 
range of the counters, ~16000 cps for the long counter (893.71 ml).
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Figure 4-15. Capture of C02 in the counting rig.
We used the 'pla' program (Chapter 3) to obtain the counting plateaus. Four to five 
plateaus were obtained under the same conditions and in sequence before the count rate 
dropped below 100 times the background. The analysis of the plateaus took place after the 
completion of the experiment since there was not enough time for the measurements before the 
radionuclide decays to less than 2000 cps. The activity and its uncertainty were calculated after 
dead time and decay corrections.
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Figure 4-16. Procedure for calculation of the activity inside the counters by internal gas
proportional counting.
The gas was left to decay overnight inside the counters and after 24hrs the counting rig was 
evacuated.
4.4.2 Ion chamber measurements
Two ampoules containing approximately 1 g each of the initial solution coming from 
Hammersmith were measured at NPL from a qualified person using a high pressure ion chamber 
containing 2MPa of Ar (TPA Mkll)119. The accumulated charge in the feedback capacitor is 
derived from the voltage drop across it, and an average current Ie is worked out based on the 
elapsed time of the measurement. The concentration of radioactivity is related to the ionisation 
current Ie of the counter by the following relationship:
Ie = C  A Eq. 4-2
Where C is the calibration factor of the ionisation chamber in pA/MBq and A is the activity of 
the source in MBq. The two ampoules were measured for 15 minutes inside the ionisation 
chamber and the background current was subtracted. The calibration factor which was used for
the determination of activity of the solution is (42.25±0.26%) pA/MBq and was derived from 
previous standardisation of n C 120.
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Figure 4-17. The ionisation chamber for the measurement of n C.
4.4.3 R esults
The measurement of n C with internal gas proportional counting and subsequent 
measurement of the initial solution with an ionisation chamber was repeated six times. 
Unfortunately the first active run was not successful due to problems with the chemical process. 
The results from the five runs are shown in Table 4-8.
A two-tailed independent Mann-Whitney U-test was performed to compare the ionisation 
chamber response to that of the proportional counters. This test assesses whether the means of 
two groups are statistically different. If the u-test value is less than two then the two populations 
are not significantly different (Appendix C). The U-test showed that the ionisation chamber 
results were not statistically different to those from internal gas proportional counting. The 
ionisation chamber is used only as a check and is not considered as a primary standardisation 
for the positron emitting gas.
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Table 4-8. Comparison of results of internal gas proportional counting and ion chamber 
counting of n C without any corrections for lost counts applied.
Measurement
kBq
1 125.4
2 1 1 2 . 1
3 74.7
4 177.8
5
Mean
151.4
Internal gas proportional 
counting with applied 
corrections (I GP)
Uncertainty in 
kBq (k=2) 
4.3 
3.5 
2.2 
3.7 
3.1
kBq
Ionisation chamber 
counting(IC)
Uncertainty 
in kBq (k=2)
128.8 5.8
116.0 2.7
76.1 1.9
181.9 4.1
155.2 3.8
IGP/IC
(%)
97.4
96.6 
98.2
97.7 
97.6
97.5
Uncertainty 
in ratio (%) 
(k=2 )
5.5
3.7
3.8
3.0
3.1
U-test
0.9
1.8
1.0
1.5
1.6
A lthough the resu lts b etw een  IC and IGPC agree statistically  the resp o n se  o f the form er is 
alw ays greater than the latter. This is probably due to the fact that a 100%  transfer o f the 
produced CO2 from  the con version  rig to counting loop  is assum ed, thus overestim atin g  the  
activity in troduced  into the counters.
To check  if the u nd erestim ation  is assoc ia ted  w ith  any errors in the p rocedure w hich  w ere  
not taken into account, w e  m easured  an oth er p reviously  prim ary standard ised  electron  em itting  
radioactive gas in ternally  using the system  o f the three proportional counters. If the resu lt from  
the proportional counters and the prim ary standard isation  agreed that w ould  m ean that the  
chem ical and counting p ro cesses  are correct. 14C w as se lected  as the electron  em itting  
radionuclide to be m easured  w ith  the internal gas proportional counting system .
4.5 M e a s u r e m e n t  o f  14C
A so lu tion  o f 14C w as previously  standard ised  as a liquid using the 4ttP-y coincidence  
m ethod. The standard ised  so lu tion  can be converted  into gas fo llow ing exactly the sam e  
procedure as for the NaHn C0 3  so lu tion . B ecause the gas in sid e the counters w ill con sist o f the  
sam e chem ical com p osition  as in the n C runs, if there are any problem s w ith  the counting or the  
chem ical con version  th ese  w ill be easily  id entified  from  the com parison o f the activ ity  m easured  
by the proportional counters and by the 4-it(3-y co incidence m ethod.
The so lu tion  d isp en sed  in the flask for con version  con sisted  o f 1 .8 2 9 1 0 6  mg o f w ater  
contain ing 0 .4 6 6 7 3 3  m g o f Na2C0 3  and 0 .0 9 3 3 4 7  m g o f HCHO and had an activity o f
(44.6±0.6)xvii kBq. After acidification 8.472692 g of the neutralised solution were measured with 
liquid scintillation.
4 .5 .1  4 -rrp -Y  M EASUREMENT OF 14C
The 4 tt(3-y coincidence method has been discussed in section 2.2. The coincidence system is 
pictured in Figure 4-18.
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Figure 4-18. The 4ttP-y method.
The beta counter is a dual anode 4 ti steradian proportional counter made from copper. 
The gamma ray detector is a Nal(Tl) scintillator. The source is on a mounted ring. Because the 
radionuclide 14C is a pure negative beta emitter (end point energy=156.5 keV), a 60Co tracer 
emitting gamma-rays of 1.332 keV and 1.173 keV, is used for the gamma coincidence channel. 
The efficiency of the beta channel was varied by the addition of successive Al foils (200 pg/cm2). 
The calculation of uncertainties is discussed thoroughly in Appendix D.
xvii The uncertainty is expressed at 95.45%  confidence interval.
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Table 4-9. Results of internal gas proportional counting and ion 4up-y coincidence method of 14C.
Internal gas proportional . „ .
counting 4n|5.y coincidence Pncerta‘" *  „
.. . . . raL m ratio (%) U-testURn Uncertainty in , Uncertainty (%) „ _ \
q kBq (k=2) kBq inkBq(k=2)
43.86 0.63 44.29 0.63 99.04 2.01 0.48
4.5.2 The ionisation chamber measurements of the neutralised solution after
ACIDIFICATION
Four ampoules containing approximately 2 g of the neutralised solution and 15 ml of Ultima 
Gold AB commercial scintillant were measured with a liquid scintillation analyzer (Tri-Carb 
liquid scintillation analyser). The purpose of these measurements was to determine the 
conversion efficiency of the chemical process with a different method to that discussed in 4.1.4 
which was based on calculating the number of C02 moles by measuring its pressure in a known 
volume. Each vial was measured five times for 30 min and the mean specific activity was plotted 
against the time from the start of the measurement of each vial.
ellapsed time since the end of acidification(14:00:00 GMT) (min)
Figure 4-19. Specific activity of the neutralised solution after acidification of NaH14C03 using an 
ionisation chamber.
It is clear that radioactivity is coming out of the solution because the activity of the 
solution decreased over a day, a period insignificant to the half life of 14C. Thus, it is necessary to
extrapolate back in time to estimate the activity remaining in the flask. If we assume a linear fit 
the remaining activity in the flask is approximately 0.19 kBq/g and for the total volume of the 
flask that represents approximately 20 cps. This residual activity is 0.04% of the total activity of 
the solution initially dispensed in the flask. But by calculating the theoretically and 
experimentally produced n C02 moles we find that the residual activity is 0.7% of the initial 
activity in the flask, 18 times higher than that measured with 14C. The most probable explanation 
is that the way 14C02 escape from the solution does not obey a linear fit but an exponential which 
could increase the residual activity in the flask significantly.
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4 .6  Com parison  betw een  11C and 14C measurem ents
The comparison of the response of the IGPC to 14C to the reference value with 4 te (3 -y  
counting agrees better than that of 11C with the ion chamber although the chemistry conversion 
and chemical composition of the gas are exactly the same. This is because the absolute counting 
of 14C (with 4it3-y) is more accurate than that of the ion chamber which is a secondary-transfer 
standard. That is (probably) why there is a bigger difference of IGPC/IC with n C than 14C ratio, 
97.5% to 99.0% respectively.
In addition, the measurement by liquid scintillation counting of the neutralised active 
solution proved that there is residual activity in the flask but it is less than 1 % of the initial 
activity dispensed into the inactive solution. This is also predicted by comparison of the 
theoretical to the experimental values of 1:lC02 moles produced.
Finally, the uncertainties of n C counting are larger than that of 14C, 1.4% compared to 
2 . 8 %  ( k = 2 ) ,  due mainly to the decay correction of the data since n C has a very short half life.
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5 Ca l c u l a t i o n  o f  c o u n t i n g  l o s s e s
We need to account for the disintegrations which do not result in a counting pulse. The 
corrections due to lost counts are either associated with the electronic threshold of the counters, 
threshold corrections, or with the ionisation efficiency of the particles in the counting gas, non­
ionising particle corrections. Determination of these can be achieved by experimental, 
theoretical or computational methods or any combination of the above. In our case, 
experimental and computational methods were combined to calculate the correction due to the 
wall effect.
5.1 T h r e s h o ld  c o r r e c t io n s
The threshold corrections are divided in two categories:
1. Lost counts due to particles whose energy deposition in the gas is less than the 
electronic threshold of the counters and are referred to as wall effect corrections.
2. Corrections coming from particles whose decay energies are less than the electronic 
threshold; these are the low-energy particle corrections.
Figure 5-1. The counting losses in internal gas proportional counting.
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There are mainly three different approaches to calculating these corrections. The first one is by 
studying the effect of pressure on the count rate, the second by obtaining the spectra using an 
MCA and the third by examining the theoretical energy deposition spectra in the counting gas.
5 . 1 . 1  P r e s s u r e  e x t r a p o l a t i o n  m e t h o d
There are many experimental methods to correct for the wall effect in proportional gas 
counters. The most common one is by changing the pressure of the gas. By increasing the 
pressure of the counting gas the energy deposited by the incident particle is also increased 
resulting in a higher count rate. For infinite pressure the wall effect should be zero because all 
the energy of the particle is lost in the gas. Thus, by measuring the count rate versus the 
reciprocal of pressure and extrapolating back to zero reciprocal pressure we can calculate the 
wall effect. The relative count rate to infinite pressure is set to at unity and the count rate 
relative to 1.0 gives the fractional counting losses due to the threshold effect. Figure 5-2 shows 
measurements of the counting losses for 85Kr using the pressure extrapolation method.
Reciprocal pressure H0"6 Pqh )
Figure 5-2. Experimental determination of wail effect using 85Kr- Relative count rate versus 
reciprocal pressure (1 Pa=0.0075 torr=100 mbar)121.
5 . l . l . l  M e a s u r e m e n t  o f  t h e  t h r e s h o l d  e f f e c t  f o r
Using the three proportional counters and an internal n C source the pressure of the 
counting gas (P10) was changed and the count rate at the end of the plateau recorded (section 
6.4). The pressure was increased with a one-way valve in order to keep the radioactivity in the 
counters. The internal gaseous source n C02had activity approximately 114 kBq at the start of 
the experiment and the counting gas consisted of P10 and 0.00427 moles of n C02. The error
bars in the following figure do not include systematic uncertainties associated with the method 
but come mainly from the Poisson statistics of each count rate measurement.
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Figure 5-3 The effect of pressure on the count rate using an internal “ COz source.
The overall trend, as we can see in Figure 5-3, is an increase in the count rate with 
decreasing pressure, an approximate 2.5% increase for a 150 torr pressure range. This should 
not happen since by increasing the pressure the particles should deposit more energy in the gas 
giving rise to a higher count rate.
For that reason we also used 14C to determine the wail effect. The energy spectrum is not 
the same as n C and the mean energy of the 14C beta particles is lower, 49.44 keV as opposed to 
385.7 keV for n C. In addition, both radionuclides are measured in the same chemical form, as 
CO2 gases keeping thus the gas gain almost the same in the counters.
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5.1.1.2 Measurement of the threshold effect for 14C
The internal gaseous source 14C02was approximately 44.58 kBq and the counting gas 
consisted of P10 and 0.00386 moles of 14C02. But, as in the case with n C, instead of observing an 
increase in count rate with increasing pressure, the count-rate dropped approximately by 0.7% 
for a 250 torr pressure increase. As in the case of n C, the uncertainties-error bars in the 
following figure do not express any systematic uncertainties associated with the method.
0.380 0.400 0.420 0.440 0.460 0.480
l/p/T(l/torr/K )
Figure 5-4. Count rate for 14C in the long counter vs. reciprocal of pressure and temperature.
The problem arises from the fact that as the pressure is decreased it becomes difficult to 
define the end of the plateau and probably it has been overestimated. The transition from the 
proportional region to the limited proportional one is more difficult to distinguish as seen in 
Figure 5-5.
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Voltage (V)
Figure 5-5. Effect of counting gas pressure on the plateau plots for an internally distributed 14C 
gaseous source.
In addition, 250 torr is not a sufficient range to use for the study of the wall effect. The 
energy of the particles from the decay of n C and 14C is so high that a small change in pressure 
does not allow us to see any significant changes in the response. The stopping power of an 
electron with a mean energy of 385.7keV in Ar changes less than 0.07% between 500 torr and 
740 torr thus having no observable effect on the count rates measured. Using pressures higher 
than atmospheric was not possible because some joints of the counting rig might have broken 
since the system was not designed for high pressure measurements.
In order to why no difference in the count rate for a 250 torr change in pressure was 
observed, the wall effect was studied by simulation and experiment for 8!keV X-ray photons 
produced from the interaction of 57Co with the walls of the counters.
5.1.1.3 Measurement of the wall effect for 57Co
Using PENELOPE we studied how the energy deposited in the gas changes with pressure 
if 57Co is placed outside the counter. 57Co emits gammas with energies 136.5 keV(29%), 
122!keV(12%) and 14.4keV(31%]. The 14 keV gammas are totally absorbed in the brass wall of 
the counter and the interaction of the two other gammas with the wall give rise to the 8!  keV X- 
rays. PENELOPE simulations were performed to obtain the energy deposition spectra of an 
external to the long counter 57Co source for different pressures of the counting gas.
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energy (keV)
Figure 5-6. Energy distributions of the deposited energy in the gas (P10+C02 0.00389 moles) at 
295.35K) from an external 57Co source (PENELOPE).
The higher the pressure, the more energy is deposited in the gas. Also, the peak of the 
spectra moves to higher energies for increasing pressure, which is to be expected since the 
density of the gas is increasing with pressure. But because we cannot increase the pressure 
above atmospheric the difference in the energy deposition in the gas cannot be verified 
experimentally.
In addition, after 1500 torr the peak is located at approximately 8 keV and does not 
move to higher energies despite the increase of pressure. To explain this we have to take into 
consideration the X-rays produced from the brass walls with a composition Cu-(75±10)% and 
Zn-(25±10)%. The effective atomic number of a material with n components of Zn atomic weight 
and fn fraction each is122:
The effective number of the material is Zeff=29.26 and using the Bohr Model the Ka X-ray peak is 
calculated at (8.1±0.3) keV123. This value agrees with the simulation results obtained by 
PENELOPE.
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deposited energy(eV)
Figure 5-7.Energy distribution of the X-rays produced from the walls of the cylinder in the 
counting gas from an external 57Co source(PENELOPE).
So for pressures higher than 1500 torr X-rays are expected to be totally absorbed in the 
gas. Experimentally, using the three proportional counters and an external 57Co source, the 
pressure of the counting gas (P10) was changed and the count rate at the end of the plateau was 
recorded. The activity of the source was approximately (7.352±0.001) MBq.
0.37 0.395 0.42 0.445 0.47 0.495 0.52 0.545 0.57 0.595 0.62 0.645 0.67 0.695 0.72 0.745 0.77 
l/pressure/temperature(l/torr/K)
Figure 5-8. The effect of reciprocal of pressure on the count rate using an external S7Co source.
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Figure 5-9. The effect of pressure on the count rate using an external 57Co source.
The fit to the above curves (Figure 5-8) is clearly not linear as was expected from 
previous studies but still we were able to observe an increase in the count rate with increasing 
pressure. Theoretically, we should expect to see an observable count rate change with increasing 
pressure since, as opposed to the high energy positrons of n C, the 8.1 keV X-rays attenuation 
coefficient changed significantly from 500 torr to 740 torr.
None of the attempts to measure the threshold effect for a n C and a 14C source was 
successful using the pressure extrapolation method because the range of the pressure that was 
used was very small, less than 250 torr. Another method was applied which involved the 
acquisition of the deposition spectra in an MCA as discussed in the next section.
5.1.2 Differential counting spectra method
The determination of the wall effect using the differential counting spectra of the three 
detectors involves the extrapolation of the differential spectrum back to zero energies. But in 
order to predict the behaviour of the differential spectrum down to zero energies we have to 
examine the distribution in the number of secondary electrons collected at the anode from m 
initial electrons Pm(n) and the distribution in the number of primary electrons P(m). The 
number of secondary electrons collected at the anode P(n) can then be calculated as a 
convolution of Pm(n) and the number of primary electrons produced:
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Eq. 5-2
The probability P(m) that m electrons will be produced by the primary ionising particle follows 
a Poisson distribution:
P(m) = —- 
ml
/  \ m ( \
I I— exp ---
J'i > h)
Eq. 5-3
where f  is the ionisation mean free path. The Poisson distribution expresses the probability of a 
number of events occurring in a fixed period of time if these events occur with a known average 
rate and are independent of the time since the last event.
The relative number of electrons which produce m ionisations along a distance 1 is124:
i
N(m) =  J P(m)dn(l) Eq. 5-4
o
If we assume a Furry distribution for the single electron distribution125:
-i n ,P fl,rry(n )~ n  e x p ( - - )  
n
Where n is the gas gain and then, from the convolution of the above, and i f f  «  I:
p  Furry ^  _  N ( m )
Eq. 5-5
Eq. 5-6
As N(m) depends on the ionisation mean free path and the radius of the cylindrical 
counter, this is the reason that the differential spectra should be flat when extrapolated back to 
zero energies126. But at higher electric fields the assumption that each electron has the same 
probability for ionisation independent of the path it travelled since its last ionisation does not 
hold anymore127. In that case, the single electron distribution does not obey a Furry distribution 
but a Polya distribution of the following form128:
f  \ b~l 
bn
exp
\ n  J
f  \
bn
V n J
Eq. 5-7
With a maximum at:
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nm= / t ( l - i )  Eq. 5-8
b
and b = l+ 0(s).
The parameter b determines the fluctuation in the avalanche and 0(s) is expressed as129:
0(s) = [eV, / { a ( x ) E ( x ) ) ] [ l - e V ,  /{a(x)Ej]“' Eq. 5-9
with cc(x) the mean ionisation coefficient and 2< e< 3. (1+0) 1 is the fraction of electrons with 
energies between two and three times the ionisation energy of the gas. For large values of the 
electric field strength the ionisation coefficient increases and the production rate of slow 
electrons is comparable to the acceleration of slow electrons to the fast component. Thus in a 
high electric field strength, slow electrons are a significant part of the total number of electrons 
produced.
As a result, the number of secondary electrons collected at the anode from m initial electrons for 
b=2 is:
-)2m 2m—1 f
p™>°m(n) =  f— -  e x p  - n
(2m — 1)! \  n V n j
Eq. 5-10
Thus the extrapolation with a straight line to zero energy/channel is not applicable any more.
Making the wrong assumption of a Furry distribution instead of a Polya distribution results in an 
overestimation of the counting losses because of the threshold effect.
c omits
Figure 5-10. Differential spectrum and comparison between Polya (red lined area) and Furry 
distribution assumption (shaded area) for the calculation of counting losses because of the 
threshold effect.
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A method of studying the single electron avalanches is to produce a single electron in the 
counter and measure the signal. This can be done by extracting electrons from the inner part of 
the counter. Most metals have a work function of 2eV to 6 eV130. UV photons reach the inner 
wall of the counter from a window in the wall of the counter.
U L T R A V I O L E T  SOURCE
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER
Figure 5-11. Example of an experimental arrangement for the study of single electron avalanche131.
Unfortunately, a system like the one above was not available for the study of the 
secondary electrons. So we assumed that the differential spectra are flat at low energies 
knowing that an overestimation of the corrections due to the threshold effect is probable.
For that reason we used an MCA connected to the amplifiers of the counters and the 
spectra were obtained for an internally distributed n C source for a counting gas of P10 with 
3.8% n C02 at 721.3 torr and 295.35 K. The way the count rate in the counters affects the dead 
time of the MCA and how the HT might distort the input pulses to the MCA is of high importance 
since the spectra must be obtained with the MCA in order to apply the differential counting 
method.
Firstly, the dead time of the MCA was studied. We do not refer to the intrinsic dead time 
of the MCA, meaning the time it needs to digitise the pulse and to store it in the proper
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location(~ps), but to the whole system (Figure 5-12). A pulse from a pulse generator with the 
following simulation characteristics and variable frequency and amplitude was used.
Rise time=0.1ps 
Fall time(50%)=0.5|is
Tail Pulse 
Generator Preamplifier
Figure 5-12. Dead time study of the counting system to the MCA.
The voltage and the frequency of the input pulse was varied and the live time and dead time in 
the MCA recorded. If tr and ti are the real time and the live time of the MCA respectively, then the 
dead time rMCA is defined as:
XMCA{%) “  J~  1 0 0 Eq. 5-11
94Volts 
5\(olts 
/o jtaX  . _
iOOOO 100000 15000
\z)
20000
Figure 5-13. Study of the MCA response to different count rates.
The input voltage of the pulse does not play a significant role in the dead time obtained. 
The counters that are used to record the spectra from a n C source operate at count rates less
than 16000 cps and the dead time of the MCA at these count rates is less than 12%. If we operate 
the MCA in count rates less than 2000 cps then the dead time of the MCA is less than 1.4% and 
the corrections applied to the spectra are less significant than at higher count rates. In addition 
problems arising from overloading the MCA are avoided.
In addition, the shape of the pulse did not change significantly with the proportional 
counter voltage but the pulses saturated at 2500Volts. To overcome this problem we used an 
attenuator of lOkfl The pulses started to saturate at 2.7kV using the attenuator. When 
measuring n C the voltage at the end of the plateau is approximately 2.7 kV and thus the input 
pulses in the MCA are saturated if an attenuator is not used. Differences in the MCA energy 
spectra with and without an attenuator are discussed later in this section.
Because we are mainly interested in the counting losses below the threshold, the spectra 
in the low energy part the MCA had to be studied. The MCA electronic threshold has to be 
smaller or equal to the electronic threshold which related to the electronic noise. By changing 
the LLD of the MCA to smaller values in order to distinguish the threshold of the electronics, and 
using the 57Co source, electronic noise was determined at approximately the 12th channel 
corresponding to 70 mV and thus we set the MCA threshold at the 10th channel-57 
mV(ZL=53.7mV, LLD=78.8mV).
After the study of the MCA to define its dead time and electronic threshold, a 11C02 
source was used and filled the counters with P10 at 737! torr and 296.05 K in order to apply 
the differential counting method to determine the threshold corrections. A mixture of pulses was 
observed at the oscilloscope. The acquired spectra were dead time corrected and decay 
corrected at 14:00:00GMT reference time on the day of the experiment. The count rate was less 
than 200cps and the dead time of the MCA was less than 0.5%. The spectra were obtained for 
three different HT values, 2650V, 2400V and 2650V with the lOkfl attenuator. The output pulses 
from the amplifier were examined by an oscilloscope. Energy calibration of the MCA is discussed 
in a later section of this chapter but channel numbers are used for simplicity now; only the total 
count rate is of importance which is independent of the calibration of the MCA. The resolution of 
the MCA is 2048 channels.
The spectra obtained without an attenuator showed a pile up peak at the end of the MCA 
spectrum which is more significant for 2650 V than 2400 V HT value (Figure 5-15). The spectra 
for larger HT values have less significant peaks at low channel numbers but the total count rate 
is higher than that for 2400Volts near the end of the spectrum. For the threshold corrections we 
are interested in the shape of the spectra at low channel numbers. The enlarged spectra at the 
low energy region for the short counter for two experiments are shown in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14. Spectra of n C for the short counter.
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Figure 5-15. Spectra from the long(L),medium(M), and short(S) for different HT.
The spectra for the medium and the long counter are of similar shape. What we should expect to 
see from the spectra obtained is a clear cut-off at the electronic threshold (12 th channel).
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channel channel
Figure 5-16. Absorption spectra from n C gas counting: A) theoretical, B) experim ental.
All the spectra acquired resembled type B form; they had a peak at about the 25th 
channel-155 mV and the count rate dropped to zero at around the 12th channel-70 mV.
Further investigation was carried out to determine the response of the MCA to input 
pulses of different amplitude for different rates in the regions from the 10th channel-57 mV to 
the 30th channel-188 mV. The simulated pulse had a rise and a fall time (50%) of 285ns and 
430ns respectively in order to simulate the medium pulses from a n C source. The rate was kept 
constant at 500Hz and the amplitude was modified using a step attenuator (WAVETEK STEP 
ATTENUATOR). The total counts and the counts under the peak were recorded for a measuring 
time of 10 s.
mVolts
Figure 5-17. Effect of pulse am plitude on the total num ber o f counts and CTRD of the peaks  
recorded by the MCA for 500Hz.
In the region 70-188 mV (12th-30th channel) the shape of the spectra was distorted due 
to the electronic threshold. Instead of having a clear cut-off of the count rate for amplitudes less
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than that corresponding to the electronic threshold, the threshold appears 'soft'. The count rate 
starts to decrease approximately 80 mV before reaching the threshold instead of remaining 
constant until the threshold (Figure 5-17]. This is because as the amplitude of the pulse 
decreases, part of the peak is cut from the threshold decreasing the integral counts under the 
peak. In addition, we cannot make any assumptions about the spectrum below the threshold 
because the spectra are distorted well before the threshold channel.
If we assume a Furry distribution for the single electron avalanche development we 
could use the differential spectra to determine the counts under the threshold by extrapolating 
back to zero energy by a straight line.
900
700
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£  300 u
100 
-100 
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Figure 5-18. Differential spectra for n C using an MCA (HT: 2650V, no attenuator).
If we consider the area from 200-2000 mV and assuming that there is a straight 
horizontal line which fits the data, then that intercepts the ordinate at a specific count rate. This 
count rate is then multiplied by the threshold channels and the time of measurement to give the 
counts lost due to the threshold effect. The fraction of the counts lost to the total counts is the 
threshold effect correction. The total number of counts is calculated both by internal gas 
proportional counting (IGPC) and by the MCA spectra.
y = -0.0169x + 197.7 y = -0.0169x + 91.1 y = 0.0229x + 150.01 
R2 = 0.0205 R2 = 0.0084 R2 = 0.0165
* (Long-Medium) count rate 
o (Medium-Short) count rate 
+ (Long-Short)/2 count rate
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Table 5-1. Mean threshold correction factors (fth %) for different conditions of measurement.
Conditions of 
measurement
Comparison with IGPC 
total count rate
Comparison with MCA 
total count rate
2650 Volts
Uncertainty
fth%
in fth%(lcr)
Uncertainty in fti,% 
fth% ,  ,( la )
1.2 0.3 1.4 (0.4
2650 Volts
+
attenuator
3.0 0.2 3.4 0.2
The total count rate measured by the MCA is less than the activity measured by the IGPC 
by (8.8±0.9)%. This is why the correction factor when using the activity obtained from the MCA 
is larger than that using the results from IGPC. There are counts that are not measured in the 
MCA and this problem can be even identified by the spectra obtained for the three counters 
(Figure 5-15). When using lower HT voltages for the counters then we move away from the 
maximum efficiency of the system whereas when using an attenuator to avoid saturating the 
pulses the total count rates fall approximately 10 % for all the three counters and for 
HT=2650Volts.
The (1.2±0.3)% correction factor due to the threshold effect is an overestimate of the 
true correction since the assumption of the Furry distribution for the secondary particles does 
not hold at voltages higher than around 2700 Volts, which is the approximate value of the 
operating voltage of the counters at the end of the plateau.
The only way then to calculate the threshold effect was by theoretical methods and PENELOPE 
simulations.
5 . 1 . 3  Calculation  of t h e  t h r esh o ld  effect  by theo retical  a n d  MC m eth o d s
Since the experimental methods could not be applied for the determination of the wall effect, MC 
methods were applied. The low energy particle correction factor was determined by taking into 
consideration the decay energy spectrum of the radionuclide and the wall effect by simulating 
the deposited energy distribution and calculating the threshold in terms of energy. The 
calculation of both the correction factors is discussed in the following paragraphs.
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5 .1 .3 !  Wall effect corrections calculated using PENELOPE
The PENELOPE MC code was the main tool for the calculation of the wall effect. The 
simulated energy deposition spectra were compared with the electronic threshold determined 
experimentally. But firstly, the electronic threshold had to be translated in terms of energy in 
order to perform this calculation.
Figure 5-19. Procedure for the determination of the wall effect.
Details for each step are discussed in the following sections.
5 .1 .3 ! !  E x p e r i m e n t a l  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  e l e c t r o n i c  t h r e s h o l d  i n  t e r m s  o f  e n e r g y
To determine experimentally the electronic threshold, an MCA calibrated in terms of 
energy versus channel number is used. The MCA is calibrated by the X-rays produced by a 57Co 
source placed on the side of each counter (Figure 5-7). The electronic threshold in terms of 
amplitude (mV) and thus in channel number remains constant for different gas pressures but in 
terms of eV it changes. As the pressure increases the gas gain decreases and only higher energy 
particles will overcome the electronic threshold and will be counted.
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5.1 .3 !.2  MCA CALIBRATION
The MCA threshold was set slightly lower than the electronic noise of the counter 
amplifier in order to display the full region of interest (see section 5.1.2). But it should not be set 
too low because the noise would cause the dead time of the MCA to increase significantly. For 
our case and for all the experimental data recorded the MCA settings were: ZL=53.7mV, 
LLD=78.8mV.
The energy calibration of the MCA was based on two points; one coming from the brass 
X-rays using the 57Co as the source for fluorescent measurements and the second from the 
channel number of the MCA for 0 mV (0 energy) which corresponds to the offset of the MCA. 
Thus a linearity check of the MCA was essential to define the offset channel of the MCA for 0 mV. 
A pulse generator was used with 340ns and 600ns rise and fall times (50%)xviii respectively and 
the input voltage of the generator was changed from approximately 6 Volts down to 0.15 Volts.
Figure 5-20. MCA linearity.
The linear fit was:
Channel=(-1.26±l!4)+(152.764±0.388)mV
So the offset for OmV of the MCA is (-1.26 ch, 0V) with an uncertainty of ±1.14 channels.
xviii We express the fall time as the time required for the pulse amplitude to fall to 50% from its maximum 
value.
5.1.3.1.3 57CO INTERNAL GAS PROPORTIONAL COUNTING SPECTRA ACQUISITION
57Co was placed outside each counter as previously mentioned and the count rate versus 
the HT was obtained for each condition and counter. The voltage near the end of the plateau was 
then determined and this voltage was used to acquire the spectrum using the MCA. The 
experimental conditions used for the determination of the threshold are shown in Table 5-2. The 
pressure of the counter was increased with a one-way valve.
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The next step is to obtain the energy deposition spectra for the three counters.
Table 5-2. Experimental conditions for the determination of the wall effect corrections (PPco2: 
partial pressure of C02 %, PPpio: partial pressure of P10 %, ncoz: number of C02 moles).
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A 582.3 5.8
0.00352 0.00004
4.59 0.08 95.41 0.08
B 724.4 7.4 3.42 0.06 96.58 0.06
C 774.14 7.8 3.16 0.06 96.84 0.06
D 851.4 8.7 2.91 0.05 97.09 0.05
E 562.9 5.7
0.00221 0.00002
2.75 0.05 97.25 0.05
F 704.93 7.1 2.20 0.04 97.80 0.04
G 635.6 6.4
0.00192 0.00005
2.20 0.06 97.80 0.06
H 705.9 7.2 1.98 0.06 98.02 0.06
I 838.3 8.5 1.67 0.05 98.33 0.05
I 631.8 4.7
0.00150 0.00005
1.67 0.05 98.33 0.05
K 724.75 7.4 1.13 0.04 98.87 0.04
L 782.38 7.9 1.04 0.04 98.96 0.04
M 828.13 8.4 0.99 0.04 99.01 0.04
N 472.7 4.3
0.00467 0.00004
6.94 0.12 93.06 0.12
0 609.4 5.5 5.38 0.09 94.62 0.09
P 660.3 6.0 4.97 0.08 95.03 0.08
Q 717.2 6.5 4.58 0.08 95.54 0.08
R 771.04 7.1 4.26 0.07 95.74 0.07
S 504.4 4.7
0.000237 0.00002
3.29 0.06 96,71 0.06
T 635.3 5.9 2.62 0.05 97.38 0.05
U 704.48 6.5 2.36 0.04 97.64 0.04
V 770.7 7.1 2.16 0.04 97.84 0.04
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w 510.4 4.7
0.00396 0.00004
5.44 0.09 94.56 0.09
X 642.7 6.0 4.32 0.07 95.68 0.07
Y 712.4 6.6 3.90 0.07 96.10 0.07
Z 838.2 7.1 3.61 0.06 96.39 0.06
AA 513.3 4.7
0.00537 0.00005
7.36 0.13 92.64 0.13
AB 631.5 5.9 5.98 0.10 94.02 0.10
AC 714.7 6.6 5.28 0.09 94.72 0.09
AD 778.6 7.2 4.85 0.08 95.15 0.08
AE 503.8 4.8 - -
AF 603.4 5.8 - -
AG 656.2 6.3 - -
AH 707.1 6.7 - -
Al 762.4 7.3 - -
AJ 798.3 8.1 - -
AK 841.0 8.5 - -
AL 807.5 8.2 - -
AM 768.4 7.8 - -
AN 740.1 7.5 - -
AO 693.9 7.0 - -
AP 958.8 6.7 - -
AQ 807.4 7.9 0.00454 0.00005 3.96 0.07 96.04 0.07
AR 638.9 6.3
0.00360 0.00008
3.96 0.07 3.96 0.07
AS 706.6 7.0 3.57 0.10 95.15 0.10
AT 761.5 7.5 3.32 0.09 96.68 0.09
AU 838.7 8.7 3.01 0.08 96.99 0.08
AV 848.2 8.7 2.98 0.08 97.02 0.08
AW 717.7 7.3
0.00306 0.00010
2.99 0.10 97.01 0.10
AX 774.8 7.8 2.77 0.10 97.23 0.10
AY 821.0 8.2 2.62 0.09 97.38 0.09
AZ 604.08 6.3
0.00095 0.00002
1.10 0.03 98.90 0.03
BA 732.1 7.6 0.91 0.02 99.09 0.02
BB 849.4 8.7 0.78 0.02 99.22 0.02
5 .1 .3 !.4  MCA ENERGY CALIBRATION
Two parameters are important for each spectrum, the centroid (CTRD) of the X-ray peak 
from the brass and the threshold channel. The former is necessary for the calibration of the MCA 
in terms of energy and the latter for the determination of the threshold in terms of energy. The 
determination of the threshold channel is demonstrated in Figure 5-21.
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channel
Figure 5-21. MCA obtained energy spectrum using IGPC from an external 57Co (V=2641Volts,
P=1000mb, T=19.9C, medium counter).
After the acquisition of 20 spectra for different conditions the threshold channels were 
calculated (Table 5-3).
Table 5-3. Calculation of the threshold mean channel (MCA: LLD=78.8mV, ZL=53.7mV).
Counter Mean threshold channel STDEV (channel)
long 10.9 0.6
medium 12.7 1.0
short 11.1 0.8
The uncertainty in the X-ray comes from an uncertainty of 10% in the ratio of Zn and Cu of the 
brass wall. The CTRD channel includes an uncertainty of ±20 V in the determination of the end of 
the plateau. The uncertainty budget is:
Table 5-4. Uncertainty budget for the determination of the electronic threshold in terms of energy
(k= l).
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TYPE Bxix Uncertainty
Zero offset(channel) 1.14
CTRD (channel) 13
Threshold (channel) 1.7
X-rays energy (eV) 276
5.1.3.1.5 Calculation of the  energy threshold
After the energy calibration of the MCA the threshold channel can now be expressed in terms of 
energy. The results for a P10 counting gas are shown below.
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Figure 5-22. Electronic threshold for a P10 counting gas in the long, medium and short counter.
xix TYPE B uncertainties are those which account for error that remain constant while the measurement is 
made are the systematic components of the total uncertainty.
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Theoretically an increase in pressure results in a decrease in gas gain when the voltage 
remains constant because the energy gained per mean free path is less. This means that the 
electronic threshold in terms of energy should increase as a greater number of initial ion pairs is 
needed for the signal to exceed the threshold. To a first approximation the gas gain will not be 
affected if E/p is kept constant where E is the electric field. For constant anode and cathode 
radii, it is only necessary for V/p to be constant; so if^- = ^-for two different conditions
Pi p2
assigned 1 and 2 their gas gain is the same. In practice though, the operating voltage determined 
by taking a plateau at P2 did not correspond to V2.
The mean value of the energy threshold was higher with added C02 than a pure P10 gas 
since addition of that gas decreases the gas gain. The effect of the pressure of the counting gas 
was not significant although it should be since the pressure influences the gas gain. This is 
because the method is very sensitive to the operating voltage which is selected to identify the 
centroid of the 8.1 keV X-ray peak on the MCA. Furthermore, the addition of C02into the P10 
counting gas shortens and increases the slope of the plateau making it very difficult to identify 
the end of the plateau for pressures which are very different from atmospheric, by more than 50 
torr.
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Figure 5-23. Electronic energy threshold of the long counter for different number of C02 moles 
(graph legend) in a P10 counting gas.
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Figure 5-24. Electronic energy threshold  o f the m edium  counter for d ifferent num ber of CO2 
m oles (graph legend) in a P10 counting gas.
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Figure 5-25. Electronic energy threshold  o f the short counter for d ifferent num ber o f CO2 
m oles(graph legend) in a P10 counting gas.
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As can be seen from the above figures there is no clear relationship between the composition of 
the gas, the threshold and the operating conditions (P,T) due to the large uncertainties. These 
come from the uncertainties in the offset of the MCA, the energy of the X-ray peak and the 
determination of the end of the plateau voltage.. It is therefore recommended that calibration of 
the MCA should take place on an individual basis. For the case of n C02 counting, the energy 
calibration could take place the day after the completion of the experiment when the nuclide will 
be totally decayed and there will still be the same composition and pressure of gas in the 
counters.
5.1.3.1.6 General formula of the electronic  energy  threshold
If for any reason the calibration cannot take place then an empirical relationship can be derived 
if we group the data (Table 5-2) between 0.00232 to 0.00467 moles of CO2.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Figure 5-26. Grouping of experimental data for the determination of the electronic threshold.
Table 5-5. Groups for calculation of the electronic energy threshold.
Pressure/Temperature
(torr/K)
average
Standard
deviation
1.71 (1)
1.72 0.01
1.73 (2)
2.15 (3)
2.17 0.01
2.17 (4)
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P ressure/T em perature
(torr/K )
average
Standard
deviation
2.18 (5)
2.39 (6)
2.39 (7) 
2.41 (8)
2.40 0.02
2.43 (9)
2.58 (10)
2.61 (11) 2.60 0.02
2.62 (12)
2.75 (13) 
2.78 (14)
2.76 0.05
2.84 (15)
2.84 (16) 2.85 0.06
2.88 (17)
The results after the above procedure are shown in the following figure.
♦  long 
■  medium 
A short
1.5 1.7 1.9 2 !  2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9
pressure/temperature(torr/Celsius)
Figure 5-27. Threshold for a P10+C02 gas. The range of the additive C02 is 0 .0 0 2 3 7  to 0 .0045
m oles.
In order to calculate the electronic threshold in terms of energy for any value of pressure and 
temperature when the range of CO2 moles is between 0.00237 and 0.00454, the following 
relationships were used:
Threshold(eV) = a + b * Eq. 5-12
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Table 5-6. T hreshold  calculation param eters (y w eighted  lin ear fit).
Counter a Error a b Error b Correlation
Long -44.2 75.3 8.3 2.4 -0.987
Medium 164.4 98.1 6.6 3 ! -0.989
Short 174.2 65.5 2.3 2.0 -0.990
After the determination of the electronic threshold in terms of energy; the energy deposition 
spectra are acquired to calculate the correction factor due to the threshold effect.
5 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 7  E n e r g y  d e p o s i t i o n  s p e c t r a
PENELOPE Monte Carlo code was used to obtain the energy deposition spectra for the positrons 
emitted by n C, 13N, 150 and 18F for the three proportional counters and for four different gas 
pressures: 6 0 0  torr, 6 8 0  torr, 7 4 0  torr and 8 0 0  torr.
Table 5-7. Sim ulation param eters for the energy d ep osition  spectra.
Sim ulation P aram eters Values
Eabs (electron) 50 eV
Eabs (positron) 50 eV
Eabs (photon) 50 eV
NBE 9999
Ci 0.05
c 2 0.05
Wcc 50 eV
Wcr 50 eV
The simulated showers were on average 3 !0 6 and each simulation took up to four days on a PC 
with Intel Pentium 4 with CPU 2.80GHz and 504MB of RAM. The energy deposition spectra for
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different radionuclides and different pressures are shown in the following figures (Figure 5-28 
to Figure 5-32) where PDF is the probability density faction for a particle to have a specific 
energy.
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Figure 5-28. n C 
decay branch).
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Figure 5 -2 9 .18F energy d ep osition  spectra for a P10 gas at different pressures (long counter- p+ 
decay branch).
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Figure 5 -30 .13N energy d ep osition  spectra for a P10 gas at d ifferent pressures (m edium  counter- 0 + 
decay branch).
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Figure 5 -31 .150  energy energy d eposition  spectra for a P10 gas at d ifferent pressures  
(long counter- p+ decay branch).
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A comparison between the three counters for the same radionuclide and gas pressure shows no 
significant difference between them.
energy (eV)
Figure 5-32.n C energy deposition spectra for a P10 gas at 740 torr.
Also if we compare the energy deposition spectra between positrons coming from the decay of 
n C and electrons of the same energy decay spectrum, we conclude that the energy deposited by 
electrons is 0.55 of that of positrons132.
energy (eV)
Figure 5-33. Simulated spectra of deposited energy for a n C source and an electron source with the 
same energy spectrum in the short counter using P10 gas (dashed lines: electrons spectrum, 
continuous line: positrons spectrum).
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In all the above spectra we can identify the X-ray peak of 8!keV coming for the 
interaction of the annihilation photons with the wall of the counter. As the pressure increases 
the spectra are shifted to higher energies and the peak of the spectra is suppressed since more 
energy is deposited in the gas. The change in the position of the peak of the spectra can also be 
identified between different radionuclides; the lower the mean decay energy the lower the 
spectrum peak for the same reason as the previous one.
5.1.3.1.8  E n e r g y  d e p o s i t i o n  s p e c t r a  f i t s
After the energy deposition spectrum is obtained by simulation the best mathematical 
expression must be selected to fit the lower part of the spectrum in order to calculate the wall 
effect correction. The lower part of the spectrum is of interest since those counts are lost during 
the experiment due to the threshold effect.
IE'QCL.
d ep o s i ted  e n e r g y  (eV)
Figure 5-34. Theoretical fits to the simulated energy deposition spectrum for n C at 740 torr 
(295.35) in P10+C02 0.00389moles (short counter).
Two types of distributions were used to fit the experimental data, a Gaussian and a 
Landau distribution. Landau distributions are used to describe the fluctuations in energy loss 
experienced by a particle passing through a material. In our case we used it as a background 
convolved with the main Gaussian peak and the two X-ray peaks coming from the brass wall.
Landau distribution: f (x)  = £^=exp ( —0 . 5 ^ !  + exp x -c
Gaussian peak: gl (x )  = d exp )
Eq. 5-13
Eq. 5-14
Gaussian peak: g2(x) = g exp ( -  (*2^  ) Eq. 5-15
( Cx—1)2\— '2 m 2  ) Eq. 5-16
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Table 5-8. Fitting parameters for the energy deposition of n C in 740 torr of P10+0.00389moles of
C02
Function parameters
f a 4.25 10 3 b 3650 c 8571.9
g l d 5.81 10-7 e 3963.6 f 2198
g2 g 2.29 10 7 h 8103.9 i 40
g3 k 3.8 10-7 1 8627 m 40
Using equation 5.12 the threshold is calculated at 250.9±13.4 eV. As we can see from figure 5-35 
the lower part of the experimental data can be fitted to a simple Gaussian peak with parameters: 
d=6.77e-7, e=3962.5, f=2115.49.
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Figure 5-35. Fitting the energy deposition spectra.
To calculate the correction for pulses lost below the threshold we use:
{threshold(eV) Gaussian{E)dE
Cth(%) = ^--------------------- —--100
total spectrum integral
Eq. 5-17
For this example the threshold effect correction for the short counter is calculated at 
(0.41±0.09)%. The uncertainty in the result comes from the uncertainty in the threshold value
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and from a mean uncertainty in the simulation data of 20%. We follow the same procedure for 
the rest of the nuclides, counters and pressures. The threshold in the amplifiers is set such that 
the background count rate is about 0.1 counts per second for zero applied anode voltage.
The above calculation of the threshold effect also includes the low energy particle 
corrections. If we did not want to include these we should have simulated the decay spectra only 
above the threshold but that would require almost 10 times as long in simulation time. So the 
following results include both the wall effect and the low energy particles effect. The low energy 
particles corrections are calculated separately in 5.1.3.2.
Table 5-9.Corrections{% ) due to th e threshold  effect for a P 10+ 0 .00389m oles C02 counting gas at
295.35K  (P+ decay branch).
Nuclide Counter
Pressure (torr)
l ie
Long
Medium
Short
680
0.21±0.05
0.56±0.13
0.49+0.14
740
0.21±0.02
0.61+0.14
0.4110.09
800
0.2410.06
0.55+0.13
0.4210.10
Long 0.23±0.05 0.2610.06 0.2310.06
13N Medium 0.49+0.11 0.4310.10 0.5010.12
Short 0.48+0.12 0.4410.10 0.4610.10
Long 0.28+0.06 0.2510.06 0.26+0.06
iso Medium 0.56+0.13 0.4410.10 0.5010.12
Short 0.49+0.11 0.5010.11 0.4610.11
Long 0.28+0.06 0.3510.08 0.2410.06
isp Medium 0.59±0,13 0.4910.11 0.4810.11
Short 0.48±0.11 0.4810.11 0.4410.10
The correction due to electronic threshold does not change significantly with pressure 
between 680 torr to 800 torr (Figure 5-23 to Figure 5-25). An increase of the pressure shifts the 
energy deposition spectrum to higher energies and although the threshold (eV) increases the 
total number of lost counts remains approximately constant. Instead of repeating the same 
procedure at each experimental condition at approximately 740 torr, the most common 
operating pressure, a mean correction factor can be applied, which is the average of the 
correction factors between 680 torr and 800 torr at 295.35 K.
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Table 5-10. Mean threshold effect corrections for different nuclides and counters (P+,P‘ mode).
2.3 < P/T <2.7
(torr/K)
Nuclide Counter Threshold  
effect 
correction %
Long 0.22±0.07
n C Medium 0.57±0.07
Short 0.44+0.18
Long 0.24+0.16
13N Medium 0.47±0.08
Short 0.46+0.15
Long 0 .26± 0!5
iso Medium 0.50±0.08
Short 0 .48± 0!5
Long 0.28+0.08
18p Medium 0.5 0 ± 0 !6
Short 0 .4 5 ± 0 !4
Long 0.43±0.04
14C Medium 0.66±0.09
Short 0.47±0.04
Long 2.24+0.14
3H Medium 3.84±0.44
Short 2.42±0.28
The positron emitting radionuclides also decay via electron capture mode giving rise to 
low energy X-rays. If the energy of the X-rays is well below the electronic threshold any counts 
produced from the electron capture mode will be lost and an additional correction factor should 
be considered in addition to that for the positrons. In the case that the electronic threshold is 
comparable to the CTRD position of the X-ray peak then only a portion of the X-ray is detected 
and counted. That portion depends on the FWHM of the peak.
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Figure 5-36. Determination of the correction factor for the electron capture mode.
Any u ncertain ties in the calculation o f the thresh old  w ill seriou sly  affect the EC corrections  
b ecau se the X-rays from that decay have very lo w  en ergies near to the electron ic threshold  and 
thus high absorption  efficiency.
Table 5-11. The electron capture mode characteristics133.
Radionuclide
Branching ratio 
for EC
Energyx-ray(eV)
Energy resolution
%
FWHM (eV)
“ C 0.25±0.013 183.3 73.6 134.8
13N 0.182±0.012 277 59.8 165.7
iso 0.115±0.006 392 50.3 197.1
18F 3.14±0.19 525 43.4 228.1
The m ean value o f P /T  from the six  active runs w as 2.51 torr/K . For that value the thresholds  
are in Table 5-12.
Table 5-12. Threshold values for P/T=2.51 torr/K.
Counter Threshold(eV)
(k=l)
Long 233.0±13.4
Medium 384.8±15.9
Short 251.0±9.4
To find the correction  due to the w all effect w e  have to calculate the absorption  efficiency o f the  
counter o f the part o f the X-ray peak  above the threshold . For the fo llow ing corrections, w e
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assume that the efficiency of the counters is 100% for the X-rays (Table 5-13). The photoelectric 
mean free path of a 525eV photon in P10 containing 0.00389 moles of C02 for P/T=2.51 torr/K 
is only (0.2±0.02) pm.
If the initial number of photons is Io then the photons I transmitted through a material of 
thickness t is:
— =  Eq. 5-18
h
The mass attenuation coefficients for different photon energies and gas pressures are 
calculated using PENELOPE. For the case of n C, which decays by electron capture emitting a 
183.3 eV X-ray, the photon is totally absorbed after travelling a distance of 1cm. A cylinder filled 
with P10 containing 0.00389 moles of CO2 at different pressures having a homogeneous internal 
source of different energies of photons was also simulated to acquire the energy deposition of 
these photons in the gas.
Table 5-13. A ttenuation o f the electron  capture X-rays in a P10 gas containing 0 .00389  m oles of
C02.
Energy(eV) P /T  (torr/K elvin) Mass attenuation  
coefficient(cm 2/g )
I/I„(%) (1 cm)
525 2.02 5994.4 3.33
2.29 2.13
2.51 1.52
2.69 1.09
392.2 2.02 10950 0.20
2.29 0.09
2.51 0.05
2.69 0.03
277 2.02 21104 0.0006
2.29 0.0001
2.51 0
2.69 0
183.3 2.02 40328 0
2.29 0
2.51 0
2.69 0
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Even the most energetic photons (525eV) in a pressure of 2.02 torr/K (600 torr at 293.35 K) are 
totally absorbed’0'. For the case of n C a 183.3eV photon is totally absorbed. But the particles 
which contribute to the signal obey a Poisson distribution134. Statistical fluctuations in the signal 
affect the energy resolution of the detector. Theoretical values for the energy resolution R and 
FWHM are calculated from:
R% =  2. 35 Eq. 5-19
where F=0.2 is the Fano factor, b=0.5 the relative multiplication variance, E the energy of the 
particle and W=26 eV/ion pair the ionisation energy of a P10135.
The following figure shows how the FWHM, the centroid of each peak and the threshold of each 
counter affect the correction due to the electron capture decay mode.
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
energy (eV)
Figure 5-37. The effect of the FWHM of the X-rays (from the electron capture decay branch) on the 
electron capture correction due to the threshold effect The vertical lines correspond to the 
threshold (eV) for each counter.
** Simulation parameters: Eabs=WCc=Wcr=50eV, ci=C2=0.05
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Table 5-14. Threshold effect corrections for the electron capture decay mode (k= l).
P/T=2.5 (torr/K)
Nuclide’s
X-ray
Counter Ratio above 
threshold (%)
Uncertainty in : 
the ratio 
(%)
Threshold effect 
correction for 
EC branch (%)
Uncertainty in 
correction (%)
Long 27.1 5.3 0.182 0.016
41C Medium 0.6 0.4 0.249 0.013
Short 20.3 3.5 0.199 0.014
Long 71.7 4.9 0.052 0.010
13N Medium 13.9 3.6 0.157 0.012
Short 60.2 3.9 0.072 0.009
Long 94.4 1.5 0.006 0.002
i s q Medium 53.3 6.4 0.054 0.008
Short 92.1 1.5 0.009 0.002
Long 98.3 0.4 0.053 0.013
1 8p Medium 84.7 2.8 0.480 0.093
Short 97.7 0.4 0.072 0.013
The uncertainty in the correction comes from the combination of the electron capture decay 
uncertainty and the uncertainty in the energy threshold.
5 .1 .3 .2  Co rrections due to low  energy particles
Corrections due to low energy particles refer to the lost counts due to the part of the 
energy decay spectrum of the source which is lower than the threshold in terms of energy of the 
counter. Because the total energy deposition spectra were simulated (and not only the part of 
the spectra above the threshold) the low energy particle correction is already included to the 
counts of the energy deposition spectra below the threshold.
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Table 5-15. Corrections due to low  energy particles for the positron  or electron  decay m ode for 
P/T =2.5 torr/K  for the threshold  values o f Table 5-12.
P/T=2.5 (torr/K)
Nuclide Counter
Correction due to low  
energy particles (%) 
(P m ode)
Uncertainty in  the 
correction due to low  
energy particles  
(%)
Long 2 ! '1 0 ‘6 l'lO -7
l ie Medium 1.6-10-5 6-10-7
Short 2.4-10-6 1-10-7 j
i
Long 1.5-HH l'lO ’7
13N Medium i .o-io -5 3-10-7
Short 1.9-10-5 1-10-7
Long 1.0-HH l ’lO'7
15Q Medium 5.2-10-6 2-10-7
Short 2.5-10-6 1-10-7
Long 2.9-10-6 2-10-7
18p Medium 3.2-10-5 1-10-6
Short 5.4-10'6 2-10'6
Long 0.234 0.001
14C Medium 0.385 0.016
Short 0.251 0.009
Long 2.059 0.111
3H Medium 3.239 0.136
Short 2.178 0.077
In comparison with positron emitters, corrections due to low energy particles for 
electron emitters are more significant. The reason is that the energy decay spectra for positron 
emitters are shifted to higher energies compared to the electron decay spectra because of the 
Coulomb repulsion of the nucleus. As an example the difference in the decay spectra for the 
electron and positron branch of 64Cu are shown in Figure 5-38.
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Figure 5-38. D ifference b etw een  electron  and positron  decay136.
For the X-rays produced from the electron capture mode the same procedure as before is 
followed. Because the absorption efficiency of these X-rays is 100% the correction factor due to 
low energy particles equals the wall effect correction (Table 5-15).
5.2 C o r r e c t io n s  d u e  t o  n o n - io n is in g  p a r t i c l e s
Counts are also lost due to particles which do not produce any ionisation in the gas. Their 
energy deposition in the gas is less than the ionisation energy of the medium (26 eV for P10 gas). 
The higher the energy of the incident particle, the higher the probability of no ionisation taking 
place in the gas and thus the more significant is the correction factor Cm due to non ionisation. 
The ion produced from the ionisation process is considered to be at rest, a few eV in room 
temperature and does not produce any further ionisations. This correction factor is not 
dependant on the threshold of the counters but on the geometry of the system, the counting gas 
and type of the incident particle.
5 . 2 . 1  S cattering  angle
If a particle does not produce any ionisation in the gas then it will certainly interact with 
the walls of the counter. It is therefore important to determine what fraction of the initial 
incident particles are backscattered to avoid overestimating this correction factor. We only took 
into consideration the first backscattering effects; backscattered particles can be backscattered 
at a second in the wall of the counter. The backscattered particles constitute less than 50% of the 
incident particles in most of the cases we studied. In addition, because the energy of the 
positrons from the second backscattering is even lower, and thus the ionisation path is shorter,
we can assume that this simplification is not significant for the determination of the losses due 
to non-ionising particles.
PENELOPE simulations were performed for a half plane isotropic n C beam incident on a 
slab of 0.537cm of brass equal to the thickness of the counter wall thickness, with 0o=O° and 
a=90° in order to determine the backscattered ratio of the incident particles.
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Figure 5-39. Geometry of the slab for the calculation of the backscatter ratio.
A particle is considered backscattered if it travels along the direction of the negative z 
axis. The backscattered energy spectra are shown in the following figure. The positrons colliding 
with the slab interact with the brass mainly through hard elastic collisions; inelastic collisions 
are around 100 times less frequent. These interactions also produce secondary electrons.
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Figure 5-40. Energy spectra for the backscattered positrons and the backscattered generated
electrons for 11C.
The energy spectrum of the backscattered positrons from n C is shown in Figure 5-41.
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Figure 5-41. Comparison o f backscattered positron  and decay energy spectra for n C.
The reduced energy of the back-scattered positrons increases the probability of 
interaction with the gas. In addition the secondary electrons produced in the slab, approximately 
1 for every 100 incident positrons, have a mean energy of about 60 keV and they can produce 
further ionisations in the gas.
The backscattering coefficient for different nuclides and incident angles is calculated using the 
PENELOPE code.
8 (degrees)
Figure 5-42. Fraction of backscattered particles at a brass slab of 0 .537cm  for a=0°(PENELOPE).
For larger 0 and lower particle energy more particles are backscattered. The lower the energy 
the more time the particle spends near the atoms of the material and the larger the angular
deflections increasing the backscattering ratio b. The graph has the expected form as previously 
recorded137.
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Figure 5-43. Backscattering coefficients for brass for different radionuclides (0=0°, a = 9 0 ° ).
The difference between the backscattering of electrons and positrons is clearly shown in 
the figure above. Although the mean energy of 85Kr electrons is 251.4 keV, around the mean 
energy of 18F, the backscattered ratio is 7.7% higher. The greater the incident angle the less the 
difference in the backscatter fraction for different particle energies for the same material. That is 
because for higher angles the backscattering coefficient tends towards the same value of 90%.
5.2.2 M ass s to p p in g  p o w e r s  a n d  m ean f r e e  p a th s
In addition to the backscattered phenomena, the energy loss per unit path will obviously 
influence the non-ionising correction. The rate of energy loss S is defined as the differential 
energy loss per unit path length in eV/cm2/g. S is proportional to the atomic number of the 
medium and inversely proportional to the square of the velocity of the particle. The higher the 
value of S the smaller the possibility that the particle will interact with the walls of the counter 
without producing any ionisation in the gas. The rate of energy loss, S, for the mean energies of 
each radionuclide was calculated using the PENELOPE code.
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Table 5-16. Rate of energy loss for 2.5 torr/K (740 torr at 295.35 K).
Gas P10+3.69% CO2 P10
Radionuclide 
S (eV cm2/g )
i iC
1.66-106
14C
4.87‘106
15Q
1.42-106
18p
1.94-106
85Kr
1.9T 106
13N
1.54-106
3H
2.4-107
The mean free path L of the particle between two ionisation events is then calculated using 
Eq.5-20.
L = w
S d
Eq. 5-20
where W is the ionisation energy of the gas and d its density. 
The ionisation energy of a mixture of gases is calculated by:
_i _  f  l  _  j _ \  p t
w ~  W i w j + —4 W 2J (Pi+ai2P2) W 2 Eq. 5-21
where Wi and W2 are the ionisation energies of the first and the second component, Pi and P2 
their partial pressures and cti2 the ratio of the linear stopping powers of the second to the first 
gas component75. The ionisation energies for P10 and C02 are 26 eV and 33.7+1.5 eV 
respectively138. The ionisation energy for P10+3.69% C02 is calculated at 26.6±0.1 eV.
When n C and 14C were measured the partial pressure of the active C02 gas was 
approximately (3.69±0.1)%. But for the rest of the radionuclides in Table 5-16 we assumed pure 
P10 gas as the medium in which they travel. The true correction will be noticeably different in 
the case of 85Kr because it has a high Z (Z=36) and that will increase the value of S significantly 
with the addition of a small amount in the gas. Respectively, the addition of 3H will lower S of the 
gas by an amount dependant to the 3H concentration in the counting gas. The values for 14C, 85Kr 
and 3H are shown for comparison purposes.
5 . 2 . 3  Calculation  of t h e  correction  due  to n o n  io nising  particles
To calculate the correction factor for the lost count due to non-ionising particles c ni, the 
mean free path of the particle has to be compared to the mean track length inside the counter. 
To calculate the latter for a cylindrical counter we have to find the radius of a sphere with a 
volume equal to the cylinder of the counter. The correction factor is then:
5-45
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cm = (1 - b )
r sphere
Eq. 5-22
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Figure 5-44. Corrections due to non ionising particles for different radionuclide mean decay 
energies and counters.
In the above figure the energies correspond to the mean energy of each radionuclide. 
The lines connecting each point are not smooth because in most of the cases, except for 14C and 
n C, the effect that the addition of another gas to P10 has in the stopping power and ionisation 
energy of the final gas was not considered.
I C - l l  385.7 keV 
IF-18 249.3 keV 
I N-13 493 keV 
10 -1 5  736.7 keV 
I Kr-85 251.4 keV 
I C-14 49.44keV 
i H-3 5.68 keV
long medium short
Figure 5-45. Bar chart of the corrections due to non-ionising particles for different radionuclides 
and counters.
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As previously mentioned, the composition of the gas for the radionuclides of Figure 5-45 
except n C and 14C is unknown because it depends on the activity of each radionuclide and the 
desired activity concentration that we ideally would like to have in the counters, 2Bq/ml to 
18Bq/ml. So each time, the rate of energy loss must be calculated for each specific composition 
of the gas.
For the calculation of the uncertainty in the correction factor we considered an 
uncertainty of 10% in the ratio of Cu to Zn of the brass. Because the atomic numbers of Cu and 
Zn differ only by one, the uncertainty in the backscattering coefficient coming from the 
uncertainty ratio of these two elements was insignificant as proved by performing further 
simulations.
5.3 D iscussion
The threshold correction is a sum of the two corrections, the threshold effect and the non­
ionising particles corrections coming from the positron decay and the electron capture decay 
modes. In the experiment a value of P/T=2.5 torr/K was used. The calculation of the combined 
total correction uncertainty is discussed in Appendix E.
Theoretically, the corrections should be larger for the nuclides with higher (3 particle end 
point decay energies because they deposit less energy in the counting gas. But other parameters 
also affect the correction factor, such as the energy decay spectrum, the kind of the emitted 
particle from the decay of the parent nuclide and the threshold. For example, for the long 
counter, although the mean energy of 14C is less than 18F, the correction factor is higher for the 
former. The opposite happens for the short and the medium counter and this is due to the 
different shapes of the energy decay spectra.
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Figure 5-46. Total correction factors for each counter and for different radionuclides for specific 
threshold values (Table 5-12).
Long Medium Short Long Medium Short Long Medium Short
Figure 5-47. Contribution of each correction factor component to the total (Green: non ionising 
particles correction factor, Red: EC mode threshold effect, Blue: wall effect of the p mode).
The electronic threshold for each counter is different although the amplifiers were 
designed with the same components. This difference is probably caused by the difference in the 
anode wire diameter and differences in the electronic noise. In general, the wall effect 
corrections should be calculated for each experimental condition as there are so many 
parameters that it becomes very difficult to find an accurate formula to account for all the 
different variables.
The corrections for the electron capture mode are very difficult to calculate accurately 
especially when the electronic threshold is close to the energy of the X-ray coming from electron 
capture. They are also very dependent on the calculation of the threshold in terms of energy.
The low energy particle corrections are less significant for particles with higher energy. 
That is made clear if we compare, for example, the low energy correction factor for 3H and 14C 
which were also calculated with the proportional counters. The contribution of each component 
to the total correction factor for each counter and nuclide is shown in Figure 5-47.
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thresholdfeVl
Figure 5-48. Corrections due to low  energy particles c /e.
Also, the corrections for 14C and 3H are higher when compared to the positron emitting 
radionuclides in Table 5-9. Firstly because of the different types of the energy decay spectra, 
Figure 5-38, and secondly because the mean decay energies are lower than those of the positron 
emitting radionuclides.
The contribution of the low energy particle correction to the threshold effect decreases 
for higher decay energy particles. So for the long counter, P/T=2.35 torr/K the correction factor 
due to low energy particles for 3H is approximately 92% of the threshold correction and for 14C 
is 48%.
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When the energy of the incident particle increases fewer particles are backscattered. If 
we compare the results in Figure 5-42 with the theoretical result for monoenergetic electrons of 
30 keV for Copper and Zinc we can confirm that this is the case. The backscattering coefficients 
for 30keV electrons incident normally on the surface of Cu is 31.9% and for Zn 33%139. Both are 
larger than the cases for n C, 13N, 150 and 18F as theory predicts. Furthermore, the higher the 
energy of the particle the more significant the non-ionising particle correction factor is. The rate 
of energy loss is smaller for more energetic particles, which means that they can travel longer 
distances without interacting.
From Figure 5-45 it is clear that the shorter counter the more significant is the non­
ionisation particle correction factor. The probability of any ionisation event decreases if the 
particle travels shorter distances thus increasing the loss of counts due to non ionisation. In 
addition, electrons experience larger deflections when incident on a material than positrons. So 
for the same energy the correction due to non ionising particles is smaller than that of a positron 
due to the higher backscattering coefficient of the electrons. This is obvious by comparison of 
the correction factor due to non ionising particles of 18F and 85Kr which have approximately the 
same mean energy.
The peak in the energy deposition spectra is shifted to the right for increasing pressure 
(Figure 5-28). This is expected since the energy deposition of each particle increases. Thus 
particles which would have appeared at a lower energy are now appearing at a higher energy 
making the whole spectrum shift to the right. For the five standardisations of n C, the effect of 
the correction factors is shown in the following table.
Table 5-17. Ratios and percentage differences of IGPC measurement results of n C with and without
the application of correction factors.
Difference in Uncertainty in 
Ratio of Uncertainty in activities with the difference 
activities the ratio and without (k=2)
with/without with/w ithout correction
factors (%)
1 1.001 0.051 0 1 2  0.01
2 1.001 0.046 0.12 0.01
3 1.001 0.044 0.12 0.01
4 1.001 0.034 0.12 0.01
5 1.001 0.030 0.12 0.01
Although the correction factor for each counter is approximately 0.5% (Figure 5-46), the effect 
of the corrections to the final result is an increase in the activity of the counters by 
(0.12±0.01)%, less than 0.5%.
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6 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  F u r t h e r  W o r k
With the expansion of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and the commissioning of 
new cyclotron facilities the standardisation of positron emitters in gaseous form is essential for 
monitoring the gaseous effluents from cyclotron sites since the possibility of gaseous emissions 
is a public safety issue, and operators are required to measure any such emissions accurately. 
For that reason, a primary standard for 1JC in gas, based on internal gas proportional counting 
with correction factors applied, has been established and validated. The project required a 
method for converting NaHC03 in solution to C02 gas to be developed. A suitable chemical 
conversion rig was designed for this purpose and a procedure for drying and trapping the gas 
was developed. Mass spectrometry was performed on the produced C02 gas in order to check for 
the presence of moisture, HC1 and any remaining chlorine. All were found to be absent. The 
efficiency of the chemical conversion was below 100% which was determined so that gas 
proportional counting could be compared with ionisation chamber measurements of the starting 
solution.
The internal gas proportional counting system was studied in terms of its gas gain, 
considered to be an important parameter in the performance of the counters. A small addition of 
CO2 gas into the P10 gas decreased the gas gain significantly. Addition of 1% C02 in P10 gas 
decreased the gas gain by approximately 30% and a 5% C02 addition decreased it by 
approximately 80%. This behaviour was taken into consideration when calculating the 
corrections for the counting losses. The energy threshold of the amplifiers, which influences the 
corrections of the counting losses, depends on the gas gain of the counters. A decrease of the gas 
gain results in an increase of the threshold of the amplifiers in terms of energy, as only pulses 
from more energetic particles than those from higher gas gains will overcome the threshold 
amplitude. As an example, an 80% decrease in the gas gain increased the threshold by 
approximately 80 eV for the case of the long counter and for a pressure of 2.6 torr/K.
In addition, PENELOPE proved a useful tool in calculating the dose to the user from the 
measurement of n C02 from the chemical conversion to its counting using the internal gas 
proportional counting system. The estimation of the dose was based on the MIRD phantom 
exposed to a point n C source. Lead glass was assumed as shielding from the radioactive source
6 - 1
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for the simulations. A dose of 0.4 mSv was calculated, much higher than the mean dose from the 
six standardisations of 10 pSv measured with an electronic dosimeter. That is due to the 
overestimation of the time duration of each procedure step, the shorter distances of the 
phantom from the source and the higher activity used for the calculation of the dose using 
PENELOPE.
Furthermore, the measurement procedure for internal gas proportional counting had to 
be modified from the original procedure for long-lived electron emitters140. The short half-life of 
n C requires faster runs to obtain the plateau plots before the radionuclide decays below the 
activity range of the counters and therefore requires careful and rapid use of the available 
activity. Another important adjustment of the system was the placement of lead shot between 
the counters to avoid cross-talk from the annihilation photons. The cross-talk between adjacent 
counters was investigated by both PENELOPE simulations and experimental methods using a 
85Sr source. Both methods proved that cross-talk of the counters would be present when 
measuring a positron emitting radionuclide; approximately 1% of the activity in a counter is 
detected by an adjacent one. Use of lead sheets were not possible due to practical considerations 
and lead shot proved to offer sufficient shielding despite its lower density of its configuration 
than lead sheets.
The corrections due to lost counts in internal gas proportional counting for the case of UC 
were calculated using theoretical, computational and experimental methods. Experimental 
methods were essential for the determination of the threshold in terms of eV and were the most 
significant source of uncertainties for the threshold corrections. PENELOPE simulations were 
performed for the calculation of the corrections due to the threshold effect. Theoretical models 
were used for the calculation of the corrections due to non-ionising particles as well low energy 
particles corrections. The total corrections for the five standardisations performed were less 
than 1% for each counter with the main contribution coming from the corrections due to 
threshold effect for the p+ decay mode of n C. The activity concentration changed to less than 
(0.12±0.01)% when applying the corrections of the counting losses. Standardisation of other 
positron emitting gases were not possible due to practical reasons but the corrections for 
counting losses for 13N, 1S0 and 18F were also calculated for a pure P10 counting gas. These 
correction factors are an estimation of the true correction factors since they depend on the exact 
chemical composition of the gas and the threshold values of the amplifier which are unique for 
each experiment.
An ion chamber was also used for validating the results of internal gas proportional 
counting of n C. Part of the initial liquid solution was measured with a TPA MKII ion chamber 
counter which had been previously calibrated by the 4tt(3-y method. U-test results indicated that
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the internal gas proportional counting and ion chamber results were in good agreement. The 
measurement procedure of n C02 was also tested with 14C02 which has been previously 
standardised with 4Tt(3-y counting. The results of the proportional counter measurement and the 
4np-y standardisation were also in agreement. Consequently, the system of the three internal 
gas proportional counters can be confidently used as a primary standard for positron emitters in 
gas.
This work can be extended in three main directions: the validation of the correction 
factors calculated with the PENELOPE code, the development of a transfer instrument for the 
establishment of the primary standard and the application of the method for determination of 
the counting losses for 11C02 internal gas proportional counting to other radionuclides which use 
the same standardisation system.
The corrections for counting losses using the PENELOPE code could not be validated 
experimentally. The pressure extrapolation method and the differential spectra method could 
not be applied due to limitations of the system. The easiest way to overcome this difficulty is to 
build a new detector with the same design and material with that of the counters used in 
internal gas proportional counting but with an additional source port or X-ray window in its 
wall. This port or window could be used firstly for a more accurate calibration of the counters 
and secondly for the study of the single avalanche distribution. If the latter is known then the 
differential spectra method can be applied to calculate the total corrections due to counting 
losses and validate the corrections derived from PENELOPE simulations.
After the establishment of the primary standard for positron emitters in gas at NPL 
another instrument must be calibrated against this primary standard and be used as a transfer 
instrument. Because the primary standard cannot leave the laboratory and other instruments 
which are used to monitor PET/cyclotron stacks cannot be dismantled for calibration in the lab, 
a transfer instrument will be used as the link between primary standard and cyclotron sites. It 
has been decided that the design of the transfer instrument should be based on a plastic 
scintillator and the rig is already modified to accommodate this instrument in the internal gas 
proportional counting loop and is waiting to be calibrated. Although this work was carried out, it 
could not be reported in the thesis because of commercial confidentiality. After the calibration of 
this instrument against the primary standard and further studies which require the 
investigation of different parameters, the instrument can be used as a transfer instrument.
Finally, the procedure for calculating the correction factors for the positron emitting 
radionuclides using the internal gas proportional counting system developed in this work can be 
expanded to other radionuclides such as 85K, 133Xe and 3H which can be standardised using the 
same system or any other gas counting system. The correction factors did not affect significantly
the n C activity concentration results but will have a significant effect in lower decay energy 
particles such as those emitted from 3H with correction factors for each counter, as a first 
estimation, being more than 1%.
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Appendix A: Uncertainty calculation of the partial pressures and the number of
CO2 moles in the gas
Term Definition
a nCo2 Uncertainty in the num ber o f C02 m oles in the gas
n co2 Number o f C02 m oles in the gas
Vc Volume of the counting rig
° v c Uncertainty in the volum e o f the counting rig
Pt Pressure of the gas mixture in the counting rig at tem perature T
°> r Uncertainty in the pressure of the gas m ixture in the counting rig at tem perature T
Ptr Pressure of the gas mixture in the counting rig at tem perature at the reference tem perature Tr
Uncertainty in the pressure o f the gas mixture in the counting rig at the reference tem perature
P P co 2 Partial pressure o f C02 gas in the gas m ixture
ffPPco2 Uncertainty in the partial pressure o f C02 gas in the gas mixture
PPpio Partial pressure of P10 gas in the gas mixture
a  PPpio Uncertainty in the partial pressure o f P10 gas in the gas mixture
T Temperature of the gas mixture
(Tf Uncertainty o f the tem perature o f the gas mixture
Tr Reference tem perature
P C02 Pressure of C02 gas in the gas mixture in Tr
a PC02TR Uncertainty in the pressure of C02 gas in the gas mixture in Tr
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aPC0ZTR
P P co2 -
aPPco2
PP pio :
P^PPIQ Z 
n C02 —
anCOz =
p . p c o 2 °&02 J nco, V?
_  Pco2
Tr
=  PP,
,<JPco
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Appendix B: Reduced chi-square fit
T he red u ced  ch i-sq u a re  is  d e fin ed  as:
V 2 —
n — p — 1
W h ere
n is  th e  n u m b er  o f  in d e p e n d e n t  m e a su r e m e n ts ,  
p th e  n u m b er  o f  m o d e l p a ra m eters , 
n -p -1  th e  d e g r e e s  o f  freed om ,
[ ? £ - / ( * £ ) ]  \> 0 <  X2 <  00
f  is  th e  a ssu m e d  re la t io n sh ip  b e tw e e n  x  an d  y, 
f(xO is  th e  p red ic ted  va lue, 
yi is  th e  o b se r v e d  v a lu e
an d  a;2 th e  v a r ia n ce  re la ted  to  th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  error  for  yj.
(P ractica l B u s in ess  S ta tistics , F.E.Croxton, D .J.Cowden, P ren tice -H a ll,1 9 6 0 .)
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Appendix C: U-test
For two independent normal distributed samples the U-test value is:
observed difference between sample means 
standard error o f the difference between the means
Where the standard error of the difference between the means for our case (degrees of freedom 
of the system infinite, independent samples) is:
standard error o f the difference between the means = J<JpC + crfc
And cfpc and cric are the combined standard uncertainties (k=l) of the mean values of the 
proportional counters and ionisation chamber response. If the t value is less than a critical value 
then the null hypothesis that the two populations are not significantly different is within a 
confidence interval of p is accepted. If the critical value is smaller than t then the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted, the two populations are significantly different within a confidence 
interval p. For our U-test we used a confidence interval of 95.0% which corresponds to a critical 
value of 2 for large number of degrees of freedom (df>50).(Referenced from: Handbook of 
parametric and non-parametric statistical procedures, D. Sheskin, CRC Press (2004) 
ISBN:1584884401).
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The counting statistics uncertainties come from multiple sources. The calculation of the 
sensitivity coefficients and standard uncertainties are based on the M3003 Uncertainty guide. 
The calculation of the total uncertainties is discussed below step by step.
1. PLA calculations
Pla records the number of counts at each voltage for a user defined time interval and performs 
the following corrections in series:
Appendix D: Uncertainty calculation of the activity concentrations
Figure D J . Pla calculations.
The exact calculations of the counts and the associated uncertainties which pla performs are 
discussed below.
• Raw data
The number of counts is recorded at each voltage for a specific time interval.
Term Definition
ra w R i Raw count rate at a voltage point i
O'raw n 
Ri
Uncertainty in the number of counts at a voltage point i
XII
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Dead time corrections
The above count rates are then dead time corrected.
Term Definition
r a w R .  Raw count rate at a voltage point i
dtR. Dead time corrected raw counts
<r R Uncertainty in dead time corrected raw counts at a voltage point i
x Dead time of the counter
raw i
%
dt^i ~
a R dtK
1 -  rawRt T
rawRi +  Grmf rawR i
i l - C aWR i T +  OraWR.')  1 raWR t T
• Decay correction
After the dead time correction, the decay correction takes place.
Term Definition
IR,
t  Time interval of the reference time to the measurement time
ta/2 Half life of the radionuclide
a  dR Uncertainty in the decay corrected counts at a voltage point i
&Ri =  atRi
ln2t
o dR = o dRdtKi dtHi
ln2
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Pla calculates the count rate at the middle of the plateau and the associated uncertainty 
coming from the linear fit of the selected data in the desired voltage region, the fitting 
uncertainty (slope). The linear fit is unweighted but that does not affect the final uncertainty 
because the uncertainties of the count rates at each voltage in the plateau are almost constant. 
This slope expresses the percentage change in the count rate for a 100 Volts change. This 
parameter is calculated for each counter and provided exactly on the screen below the mean 
count rate at the middle of the plateau. This slope is used to calculate the uncertainties due to 
the uncertainty of the Voltage in the middle of the plateau.
• Mean count rate at the middle of the plateau
2. Additional Calculations
The uncertainty in the count rate at the middle of the plateau of the counter provided by 
pla considers only the uncertainties coming from the linear fit of the count rate points at the end 
of the plateau. Additional uncertainties have to be calculated by the user and the final result has 
to be corrected for background and counting losses due to threshold effect and non-ionising 
particles.
Correction 
due to
background
Correction due 
to counting 
losses
Count rate at the 
middle of the 
plateau calculated 
by'pla'
=>
Final count rate at 
the middle of the 
plateau
Figure D.2. Calculation of the final count rate at the middle of the plateau.
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Dead time 
uncertainty
Fitting
uncertainty
Half-life
uncertainty
Total uncertainty of 
the count rate at the 
middle of the plateau
Counting losses 
uncertainty
Counting statistics 
uncertainty
Half life
Middle of 
plateau of
uncertainty voltage
uncertainty
Figure 4.2.3. Calculation of the total uncertainties of the count rate at the middle of the plateau.
The fitting uncertainties are provided from pla; the rest of the uncertainties have to be 
calculated separately and add in quadrature at the end. The calculation of the uncertainties is 
described in the following section.
• Counting statistics uncertainty
If the raw count rate at the middle of the long counter raw Rmtddie0  ^the first plateau is known 
then the estimated count rates for the medium and short counters and the uncertainties in the 
count rates due to Poisson statistics are calculated by:
mVraw nm  _  raw nl ____
est^m iddle ~  n middle jrrV
SVraw d s _  raw p  I _____
est^m iddle n middle irrV
XV
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Term Definition
lV Volume of the long counter
Illy Volume of the medium counter
sv Volume of the short counter
rawrtl
“ middle Raw counts of the long counter at the middle of the plateau of the long counter
rawnm
estn middle Estimated raw counts of the medium counter at the middle of the plateau of the long
counter
rawps
estnmiddle Estimated raw counts of the short counter at the middle of the plateau of the long
counter
t Measuring time of each voltage point
° c s Uncertainty in the count rate of the long counter due to counting statistics
°c s Uncertainty in the count rate of the medium counter due to counting statistics
VScs Uncertainty in the count rate of the short counter due to counting statistics
The uncertainty in the count rate is then calculated by:
vnmiddle
—Jrawpm est middle
rawns
middle
• Calculation of the uncertainty in the count rate at the middle of the plateau 
due to the uncertainty of the Voltage at the middle of the plateau
The following example refers to the long counter count rate corrections but the same exact 
steps apply for the medium and short counter.
Program pla in addition to the count rate at the middle of the plateau provides the slope of the 
plateau. This slope expresses the percentage change in the count rate for a 100 Volts change. 
This parameter is calculated for each counter and provided exactly on the screen below the 
mean count rate at the middle of the plateau.
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Term Definition
l<*s Uncertainty in the slope of the plateau for the long counter (provided by pla)
ls Slope of the plateau for the long counter % (cps/lOOV) (provided by pla)
iff Combined standard uncertainty for the correction of the count rate due to uncertainty
in V o P
O yv op Uncertainty in the determination of the middle of the plateau (Volts)
lR Count rate at the middle of the plateau for the long counter
, crv ■ ( ls + lcrs ) • 0.01 U -  /p J f P _ :  _____
• Calculation of the uncertainty in count rate due to the uncertainty on the 
dead time.
There is also an uncertainty in the determination of the dead time of the system which 
contributes to the total uncertainty.
Term Definition
lT Dead time of the long counter
Uncertainty in the dead time of the long counter
> Combined standard uncertainty of the count rate due to uncertainty in the dead time
of the long counter
ra\vR l
n  middle Raw count rate of the long counter at the middle of the plateau of the long counter
dQl 
dt^ + Sensitivity coefficient for the dead time uncertainty for the long counter
t Absolute time interval of the reference time to the measurement time
h/2 Half life of the radionuclide
The sensitivity coefficient for the dead time uncertainty for the long counter is calculated by:
/  raw n I ra w n l  \  ln2
I ____________ n middle___________________ middle | p^x/z
d.i A1 - raWRlm iddleC  ^+ lffd t) 1 ~ raW Rmiddle V
r f t s +  —  7
°d t
The combined standard uncertainty is then:
d„l
l dts + l
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The same method should be used to calculate the uncertainties in the count rates for the 
medium and short counter due to the uncertainty in the dead time.
The uncertainty d\o changes with count rate with a non-linear manner so we did not assign a 
general percentage uncertainty for the three counters and for each plateau.
• Calculation of the uncertainty in the count rate due to the uncertainty in 
the total correction factor.
The correction factors and uncertainties for each counter due to non-ionising particles and the 
threshold effect are calculated in Appendix F. We discuss here how the standard uncertainty of 
the count rate of the long counter was calculated due to uncertainties in the correction factor c, 
but the same applies for the medium and short counter.
Term Definition
lR Count rate at the middle of the plateau for the long counter
lac Uncertainty in the counting losses correction factor of the long counter
J<T Combined uncertainty in the count rate of the long counter due to an uncertainty in
the correction factor c
crCT =  lR
V3
• Calculation of the uncertainty in the count rate due to the uncertainty in 
the half-life of the radionuclide.
As before, an example is given for the calculation of the standard uncertainty of the count rate 
for only the long counter due to uncertainties in the half life of the radionuclide, but the same 
applies for the medium and short counter.
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Term Definition
estB Count rate of the long counter at the start of the measurement of the plateau
a*l/2 Uncertainty in the half life of the radionuclide
Tl/2 Half life of the radionuclide
A t Time interval between the start of the measurement of the plateau to the refei-ence 
time of the measurement
r i > Combined uncertainty in the count rate of the long counter due to an uncertainty in 
the half life of the radionuclide
(  — A t\
r >  = J « - ( e ri/2 j
• Calculation of the total combined uncertainty in the count rate.
If la is the total combined standard uncertainty in the count rate of the long counter then:
=  a/ ( £7» ) 2 + , „ > 2 + , > 2 + > 2 + > 2 
The same apply for the medium and short counters.
v = ^ f c ) \ > 2+ > 2+ > 2+';<72
' o = - ^ k J 2+%;cr2+c;<T2+ ; (T2+;c72
• Calculation of the activity concentration in the counters
After the calculation of the count rate at the middle of the plateau for each counter and the 
associated uncertainties, the differential count rate and the activity concentration have to be 
calculated.
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Figure D.3. Steps towards the calculation of the activity concentration.
• Calculation of the differential count rates and the associated uncertainties.
The differential count rates are used to eliminate any end.
Term
mrR
srR
l-m.
Definition
<r Combined standard uncertainty of the count rate for the long counter
Count rate at the middle of the plateau for the long counter corrected for counting 
losses
Combined standard uncertainty of the count rate for the long counter 
Count rate at the middle of the plateau for the long counter corrected for counting 
losses
sa  Combined standard uncertainty of the count rate for the short counter
Count rate at the middle of the plateau for the short counter corrected for counting 
losses
l~mcR Difference in corrected count rates between long and medium counter
Combined standard uncertainty of the difference in corrected count rates between 
long and medium counter 
~SCR Difference in corrected count rates between medium and short counter
Combined standard uncertainty of the difference in corrected count rates between~SG
medium and short counter
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•  Calculation o f th e  activ ity  con cen tra tion  and th e  a sso c ia ted  u n certa in ties
The activity calculation then is calculated from the differential count rates.
Term
i~m/
l~mrra C
lc
Definition
lav Uncertainty in the volume of long counter
V  Volume of the long counter
mav Uncertainty in the volume of long counter
mV Volume of the long counter
sgv Uncertainty in the volume of long counter
SF Volume of the long counter
l~mav Uncertainty of the difference in volumes between the long and the medium counter
l~mV Difference in volumes between the long and the medium counter
m~soy Uncertainty of the difference in volumes between the medium and the short counter
Difference in volumes between the medium and the short counter 
Concentration activity calculated from the differential counter long-medium counter 
Combined standard uncertainty of the concentration activity calculated from the 
differential counter long-medium counter
Concentration activity calculated from the differential counter medium-short counter 
Combined standard uncertainty of the concentration activity calculated from the 
differential counter medium-short counter
Mean concentration activity derived from the plateau i for the three ideal differential 
counters (long-medium, medium-short, long-short).
Combined standard uncertainty of the mean concentration activity derived from the 
plateau i for the three ideal differential counters (long-medium, medium-short, long-
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Term „ ...Definition
short).
C Mean concentration activity derived from the total number of plateaux j.
Combined standard uncertainty of the mean concentration activity derived from the
ac total number of plateaux j.
1 mav -  I lav2 + mav2
= \mavz + *^2
The activity concentrations are then calculated by:
l-m
l-m
C =
R
l-m V
l - m _ _  l - m r  GC — C l-m V
l-m .
l-m
m~sQ _ SR
fm -S -  \  2 /m - s - S  2
™ -ve = m~sc• || + '
The mean activity concentration derived from one plateau is then:
LC =
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If the total number of plateaux obtained is j then the mean concentration activitjhs:
The activity concentration at STP conditions in the total volume of the counting rig is calculated 
by:
STP„ _ c  XT  x 1013.25 
C ~ P x 273.15
=  STPC
A
Term Definition
STPC
GsTPg
The activity concentration at STP conditions in the total volume of the counting rig 
Uncertainty in the activity concentration at STP conditions in the total volume of the 
counting rig
T The temperature, in Kelvin, of the counting gas
f f j Uncertainty in the temperature, in Kelvin, of the counting gas
p The pressure, in mbar, of the counting gas
U p Uncertainty in the pressure, in mbar, of the counting gas
The main contributor to the uncertainties calculation is the uncertainty for an assumption a 
Gaussian distribution in the number of counts.
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1. Calculation of the uncertainty for the correction factor due to threshold effect.
The uncertainty of the correction factor due to the threshold effect is affected by the uncertainty 
of the PENELOPE results as well as the experimentally determined threshold values.
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Appendix E: Calculation of total correction factor uncertainties
Term Definition
Glfit
I/it
I to t
C hot
C\ve
(Tcwe
lh 
Cv
'  sphere
Vi
brdm
(J ]jrdm
V
M
'ive
rylit
-we
ti
Uncertainty of the integral o f the fit o f the energy deposition spectrum under 
the threshold energy
Integral of the fit of the energy deposition spectrum  under the threshold  
energy
Total integral o f the energy deposition spectrum
Uncertainty of the total integral of the energy deposition spectrum
Correction factor due to w all effect
Combined uncertainty o f cwe
Correction factor for threshold values t-a t
Correction factor for threshold values t+crt
Is the radius o f a sphere w ith  volum e equal to volum e of the counter i
The volum e of the i counter
Branching ratio for the particular decay m ode
Uncertainty in the branching ratio
Value o f threshold (eV) o f the i counter
Uncertainty o f t!
Tsphere
\
3 1
_ ur dm .
h o t
—  n O L.1
+  (0/£t +  O 'd r ^ 2) * cv
2. Calculation of the uncertainties of the non-ionising particles correction factor.
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oi Uncertainty in ionisation energy o f the gas mixture
I Ionisation energy of the gas mixture
b Backscattering coefficient o f brass
Ob Uncertainty in b
cni Correction factor due to non ionising particles
Ocni Combined uncertainty o f  c nj
Sn Linear stopping pow er of the particle at the gas com ponent i (eV /cm )
Pi Partial pressure o f the gas com ponent i
h Ionisation energy of the particle in the gas com ponent i
on Uncertainty in the Ionisation energy o f the particle in the gas com ponent i
d  The density o f the
S Mass stopping pow er o f the particle at the gas mixture (eV /g /cm 2)
I The m ean free path of the particle in the mixture o f gases
r spere Is the radius of a sphere w ith volum e equal to volum e of the counter i
b r dm Branching ratio for the particular decay m ode
a brdm Uncertainty in the branching ratio
Term Definition
If A Pi then:
A , ( 1 - A )
T + ^ r ~ N
A 2 • o f  (1  -  A ) 2 • o f  
+ -
I =
S - d
o t - o r S  • d
The correction factor for non-ionising particles for each counter i is then:
I
cni — b r dm  • (1  — b )  • —r
1 sphere
a  t =  c  . i . K 1 f  1Cm p  +  (1  _ b y  + b r d m 2
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Term  Definition
Ife Integral of the decay spectrum  low er than the upper limit of the threshold
value
/[gir Integral o f the decay spectrum  low er than the threshold value in eV.
Total integral o f the decay spectrum  
l j |  Integral o f the decay spectrum  low er than the low er limit o f the threshold
value
crCle Uncertainty in correction factor due to low  energy particles
Cie Correction factor due to low  energy particles
b r dm Branching ratio for the particular decay m ode
abrdm Uncertainty in the branching ratio
3. Calculation of the correction factor due to low-energy particles.
cle = brdm '
r thr
He__
j tot 
he
. brdm? + abrdm2 . j.le thr
4. Calculation of the total correction factor due to lost counts and the related combined 
uncertainty ac.
C =  cle "k +  Cwe +  Cni
<JC ~  &c, + (7fee + <7% + (Tr ■0 * I We Cwe Wve
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